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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE GEOLOGY OF 

SAUDSTONE-TYPE URANIUM DEPOSITS IN THE UNITED STATES 

By Robert E. Melln

INTRODUCTION

Uranium is a vital and strategic metal in modern civilization,, 

A large and steady supply of the fissionable material is essential to 

the development of atomic energy whether for peaceful or military uses 0

Today, uranium is mined mainly from sandstone-type deposits 9 as on 

the Colorado Plateau, the Witwatersrand, South Africa, and the Blind River 

area, Ontario, Canada, and from vein-type deposits as at Shinkolobwe, 

Belgian Congo, Joachimsthai, Chechoslovakia, and Great Bear Lake and 

Lake Athabaska ? northern Canada*

Sandstone-type uranium deposits are disseminated deposits of uranium 

and other metals in continental sedimentary clastic rocks 9 localized 

primarily by stratlgraphic rather than structural controls„ The principal! 

domestic source of uranium has been from sandstone-type uranium deposits 

on the Colorado Plateau and the bulk of uranium ore has been produced 

from the Shinarump and Chinle formations of Triassic age and the Morrison 

formation of Jurassic age 0 These ores were first mined for radium, later 

for vanadium, and finally for uranium. Summaries of the geology of these 

deposits are given in publications by FIseher (1937 ? 1942, 1950, and 1955). 

Hess (1933) ? and Coffin (1921) 0



U. Se Geological Survey Map MR 2 5 by ft. W0 Schnabel 

shows the location of the more important uranium deposits in the 

United States, and U. S, Geological Surrey Map MF 16, by W. I« 

Finch (1955 )|> shows the location of deposits and occurrences of 

uranium on the Colorado Plateau*

The U« S. Geological Survey publication "Search for uranium 

in the United States'% by V« B. McKelvey (1955), is a survey of 

the search for5 and geology ofp uranium deposits and uraniferous 

rocks in the United States* The geology of many types of uranium 

deposits is reviewed^ and the locations of the different types of 

deposits are indicated on small base maps of the United States*

The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Irwin S* 

Parrish for the compilation of the indexes and review of the 

entire report 0

This report concerns work done by the Geological Survey on 

behalf of the U« S« Atomic Energy Commission*



EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

The annotations in this bibliography are of selected reports 

that relate to the geology of sandstone-type uranium deposits in 

the United States and that were publicly available prior to June 30, 

1955s °r in a few cases whose publication was imminent* The 

original reports are available for public inspection in media such 

as books $ scientific and trade journals^, government publications, 

or in the open files of the U« S* Geological Survey* Nearly all 

of the reports may be consulted in the larger public or scientific 

libraries*

The annotated reports have been selected mainly on the basis 

of permanent value or interest* Because the Colorado Plateau is 

the center of the uranium mining industry in the United States, 

certain reports on the stratigraphy ̂ structure^ and general geology 

of parts of the Colorado Plateau have been included even though 

they contain essentially no direct reference to uranium deposits*

A dagger (y) preceding a geologic name indicates that the 

name has been abandoned or rejected for use in classification in 

publications of the United States Geological Survey*

The annotations are arranged alphabetically by author$ and$ 

if an author has written more than one report,, chronologically* 

Co-authors are listed alphabetically in Part Is Author Index* The 

annotations are numbered consecutively for purposes of indexing*
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The index is divided into four partss Part I, an alphabetical 

author and co~author index^ Part 11^, tm ̂alphabetical subject indexf 

Part Ilia a geographical index of localities mentioned in the reports! 

and Part IV $ an alphabetical index of formations. The numbers 

following each entry in the index correspond to the reference number* 

The underlined numbers of Part III refer to the locality nuaber on 

the index map (Plate 1)« The index map shows the location of most 

areas mentioned in the annotations*



BIBLIOGRAPHIES ON URANIUM

The following bibliographies contain additional references to 

uranium deposits*

Alien, Ro Ee 5 195>3, Uranium and its compounds^ a bibliography 

of unclassified literatures U« So Atomic Energy Comnu 

T3D-30ia 5 issued by U* S« Atomic Energy Coiimu Tech* Inf. 

Service^, Oak Ridge.

Cooper, Me, 1953, Bibliography and index of literature on 

uranium and thorium and radioactive occurrences in the 

United States, Part Is Arizona^, Nevada^, and New Mexicos 

Geol. Soc. America Bull 0s> v« 61±, no« 2 S p« 197=> 23l4.«

Cooper, Me, 19^3^ Bibliography and index of literature on 

uranium and thorium and radioactive occurrences in the 

United States, Part 2s California,, Idaho, Mont an a, Oregon*, 

Washington, and Wyoming § Geol* Soc e America Bulle, v. 6h9 

no« 10, PC 1103-1172.

Cooper^ M« 5 19$k$> Bibliography and index of literature on 

uranium and thorium and radioactive occurrences in the 

United States, Part 3s Colorado and Utahs Geol« Soc« 

America Bull., v« 65, no« 6, p* l|67-590o
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Cooper i, M« 5 19^55 Bibliography and index of literature on 

uranium and thorium and radioactive occurrences in the 

Ui.Ited States^ Part ij.s Arkansas,, lowa^, Kansas^, Louisiana^ 

Minnesota^, Mis sour i^ Nebraska^ North Dakota,, Oklahoma^ 

South Dakota^ and Texass Geolo Soc« America Bullo s v« 665 

no« 35 p« 257-326«

Cooper 9 M« P 1953|> Selected bibliography on uranium

exploration and the geology of uranium depositss U. S. 

Atomic Energy Coranu EME-U007 5 issued by U. S. Atomic 

Energy Corarru Tech, Info Service,, Oak Ridge*

Postell 5 Po E OJ) and Voress^ Ho E. P 1953 p Unclassified 

bibliographies of interest to the atomic energy programs 

U« S 9 Atomic Energy GOIWTU T3D«=»30it3j) issued by U* £• Atomic 

Energy Comnic Tech« Info Service,, Oak Ridge •

Wallace^ Jo Ho^ and Smithj, H. Bes 19555 Bibliography of

U 0 S«, Geological Survey trace elements and related reports 

to June 1, 195U? U. $* Geol* Survey Bull. 1019-Bj, p. 63-lM*
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ANNOTATED REPORTS

1» Andersen^ E. C«, 1955>$ Occurrences of uranium ores in New 
Mexico* New Mexico Bur* Mines and Mineral Resources 
Circo 29$ 38 p*

This publication is a directory of the uranium mines and 

prospects in New Mexico* The names 9 location, and ownership 

of the various mines and prospects are given, and the 

lithology and host formation are indicated. The mines and 

prospects are indicated by spots on a map of New Mexico 

at a scale of about 182 S 5»00,,000* Occurrences in a number 

of counties are reported$ and uranium minerals and guides 

to ore are listed.
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2* Argall, Go 0*, Jr*, 19h39 The occurrences and production of 
vanadiums Colorado School Mines Quart., v« 38, no» li, 56 p.

This paper is a brief but comprehensive study of vanadium, 

with particular reference to the vanadium deposits of the 

Colorado Plateau* It describes the history, uses* production, 

occurrence, mining, and milling of vanadium and its ores* 

Because earnotite, one of the major vanadium minerals in the 

vanadium deposits on the Colorado Plateau, also contains 

uranium, this report refers in part to uranium. The deposits 

occur mostly in sandstone in the Shinarump conglomerate of 

Triassic age and the Entrada and Morrison formations of 

Jurassic age* The ore bodies are extremely spotty and form 

irregularly tabular masses that lie essentially parallel to 

the sandstone beds, but do not follow the beds in detail* 

The ore occurs \n lenses, flat tabular bodies, in well-defined 

channels, in rolls, and as zones of ore surrounding trees that 

fyave been replaced by silica and/or calcite.

The vanadium is recovered from carnotite by roasting the 

crushed ore with common salt in order to convert the vanadium to 

a water-soluble sodium vanadate* The calcine is then leached 

with water* The vanadium is precipitated from the pregnant liquor 

by adjustment of the pH* Variations of this process are used for 

different types of sandstone ore* If the ore contains more than 

six percent lime, the lime is neutralized with acid before roasting*

An extensive bibliography on vanadium is included.
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3« Argallj, G 0 Oo 5 Jr OJ, 19^Up Why Anaconda's uranium mines are 
uniques Mine World ̂  v« 16* no» 10, p« 5>U«'S>9«

This report outlines the exploration and mining procedures 

used by the Anaconda Copper Mining Company in its uranium 

operations in the Grants district* No Mex» The ore body at 

the Jackpile mine is in the Westwater Canyon member of the 

Morrison formation of Jurassic age* The ore body is partly 

overlain by5 and partly cut by5 a post-ore diabase sill that 

is from 3 to 7 feet thiek* The deposit is being mined by 

open-pit methodso The uranium deposit at the Woodrow mine 

occurs in the Morristm formation in a "ring fault" or "breccia 

pipeo" The structure has the shape of an upright but slightly 

tilted cone with a diameter of about 30 feet at the surf ace 0 

The central part has apparently dropped about 15> feet* The 

ore minerals are mostly uraninite and coff inite associated 

with pyrite and asphalt ic material,,



U* Baine Ge W, 5 19505 Geology of the fissionable materials? Eeoru 
Geology <> v«> Ii5j> no* H> p« 2?3~323*

Characteristics of mineralogy and geologic occurrence 

of deposits of uranium and thoritim are discussed* Occurrences 

are classified under primary or hypogene types, sedimentary 

or bedded deposits, and oxidized bodies. Primary deposits 

are at present the principal source of supply, but all 

varieties of sedimentary occurrences give promise of large 

sustained production. Geology and resources of producing 

areas or potentially producing areas of the world are reviewed *
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5. Bain<> G e ¥09 19S>2$ Uranium deposits in southwestern Colorado 
Plateaus U« 5. Atomic Energy Copra. HMO-982(rev.) 59 p%'- 
issued by U« S« Atomic Energy Com* Techo Inf. Service^, 
Oak Ridgeo

Part of the southwestern Colorado Plateau was studied to 

test results from experimental simulation of Colorado Plateau- 

type uranium depositse The sedimentation pattern of the 

Shinarump conglomerate ©f Iriassic age and the ore occurrences 

conform to laboratory experiments.

Almost all the uranium in the Shinarump is in a 

jasperoid conglomerate in the lowest part of the channels* 

Bain asserts that the uranium was originally contained in the 

jasperoid pebbles*

The deposits can be geographically zoned on the basis of 

their mineralogic character into an eastern -vanadium-excessive 

zone 5 a central vanadium-sufficient zone 5 and a western and 

southern vanadium-deficient zone.

Many mines 5 prospects,, and occurrences are described^, 

including the Graysill mine near Placerville,, Colo* 5 the 

Monument No* 1, Monument No» 2$ Skyline, and Whirlwind mines 

in the Monument Valley district,, and the Yellow Jacket and Hot 

Shot mines in the Circle Cliffs area* The Graysill mine is a 

vanadium deposit in the Entrada formation qf Jurassic age,, and 

the other mines are uranium or vanadium-uranium deposits in 

channel sediments of the Shinarump*
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>* Bain^ G 0 W0 <> 195%$ Uranium in the Dirty Devil 2>h;inarump
channel deposits U<» S0 Atomic Energy Comm« EMO=-66 J> 1*0 p# 
issued by U<» Sa Atomic Energy Comrio Teeh» Ihf« Service, 
Oak Ridge*

Uranium occurs in the Shinarump conglomerate of Iriassic 

age at the Dirty Devil No 0 6 mine^ Braery County^ Utah. The 

deposit is in conglomeratic sediments -which fill a channel 

cut into the underlying Moenkopi formation of Triassic age* 

Although carnotite and tvuyamunite are present^, hydrocarbons 

apparently contain most of the uraniunu Base-metal sulfides 

also are presento Bain suggests that the uranium in the 

deposit was derived from jasperoid pebbles in the Triassic 

river gravels, and that the pebbles were derived from a 

pre~existing leptothermal uranium deposit*



7« Baker^ A* A OJ) 1933<> Geology and oil possibilities of the Moab 
district^, Grand and San Juan Counties,, Utah? U. S« Geol« 
Survey Bull* 81|1<> 95 p«

Exposed sedimentary formations in the Moab district 

range in age from lower Pennsylvanian to Upper Cretaceous* 

Rock types include evaporites<> limestone<> shale,, mudstone^ 

sandstone^ arkosej, and conglomerate« One small igneous 

plug is present* The beds have been folded into low 

anticlines and shallow synclines during several periods of 

deformation* Some of this deformation is due to the intrusion 

of salt plugs* The beds are cut by numerous small normal 

faults. The report includes a geologic map and a geologic 

structure map of the area at a scale of Is62 5 5>00»

Disseminated deposits of uranium and vanadium minerals 

in the area are irregularly distributed in the Salt Wash 

sandstone member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age«
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8« Bakerp A* Aoj> 1935s Geologic structure of southeastern Utahs 
Amer« Assoc* Petroleum Geologists BuU<.j» v« 19 j> noo 10, 
po 11*72-1507.

"Southeastern Utah» lying within the Colorado Plateau, 

is characterized by several types of structural features, 

including (a) huge asymmetrical upwarps 5 (b) domes associated 

with laccolithic intrusions, (c) the southern edge of the 

Uinta Basin structural depression, (d) a north-trending zone 

of normal faults at the west edge of the Plateau, and (e) 

a group of numerous folds, faults* and faulted folds that 

are found in a limited area near Moab« Folding has occurred 

in the region several times since the end of the Mississippian^ 

but the principal deformation that is reflected in the structure 

of the surface rocks took place at the end of the Cretaceous or 

early in the Tertiary and, therefore, was related to the 

Laramide orogeny* The large domical uplifts have a northerly 

trend and are strongly asymmetric, with the steep limb toward 

the east| they were formed at the end of the Cretaceous, 

possibly as a reflection in the surface rocks of more or less 

vertical uplifting along deep-seated reverse faults e The group 

of numerous smaller folds^ faults^, and faulted anticlines in 

the part of the region near Moab also is believed to have been 

formed near the end of the Cretaceous5 the deformation is 

obviously related to the presence of the plastic salt«=»bearing 

beds of the Pennsylvanian Paradox formation beneath the surface
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rocks^ because the structural features of this type near 

are typically developed only within the area underlain by the 

Paradox formation and because the salt^-bearing beds have been 

intruded into the overlying rocks at the crests of some of the 

folds. Events in the Tertiary structural history of the region 

include the intrusion of igneous rocks in four isolated 

mountain groups^ the downwarping of the Uinta Basinc, and the 

development of the zone of normal faults at the west edge 

of the plateau! it is not possible to determine the order of 

these events^, or to determine whether they represent different 

modes of expression of one period of erustal disturbanse e ra 

(author's abstract).
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9* Bakery A« A.., 1936, Geology of the Monument Yalley - Navajo 
Mountain region^ San Juan County^ Utahs U. S, Geol. 
Survey Bull. 865 5 106 p.

The geology of an area in southeastern Utah is described. 

Ebcposed sedimentary formations range in age from Pennsylvanian 

to Quaternary j> they have an aggregate average thickness of 

about 8^000 feetj, and most are of continental origin. Small 

volcanic necks and dikes of Tertiary age crop out at three 

localities. The principal geologic structure is a gentle 

westerly dip off of the Monument upwarp^ but this is 

interrupted by several small transverse folds and the large 

dome of Navajo Mountain. The report includes a geologic map 

of the area at a scale of Is96^000.

Small copper deposits /and^ more recently uranium 

deposits/ have been found in this area in the Shinarump 

conglomerate of Triassic age.



10« Baker j, Ao Ao 5 19^6^ Geology of the Green River Desert - Cataract 
Canyon region^ finery,, Wayne,, and Garfleld Counties*, Utah§ 
U* So Geolo Survey Bull. 951* 122 p.

Exposed formations in this region range in age from 

Pennsylvanian to Late Cretaceous and have an aggregate 

thickness of about 6^500 feet« The rocks consist of 

inter bedded marine and continental sedimentary formations| 

the formations are described* The most conspicuous 

structural feature in the area is the steeply dipping 

monocline along the east side of the San Raf ael Swell* 

The southern part of the area includes part of the gently 

dipping northern end of the Monument upwarp* The rocks 

are broken by numerous small normal faults j> of -which most 

have small displacements* The report includes a geologie 

map and a structural geologic map of the region at a 

scale of 1s62,500*

Uranium and vanadium deposits in the area include 

those at Temple Mountain in the Shinarump conglomerate of 

Iriassic age and those southwest of Green River, which are 

in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of 

Jurassic age«
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,* Baker, JU A*, Dane, C« H«, and Reeside, J« B», Jr*, 1936, 
Correlation of Jurassic formations of parts of Utah, 
Arizona^, New Mexico, and Color ados U, 3. Geol« Survey- 
Prof. Paper 183, 66 p.

Jurassic formations on the Colorado Plateau and 

adj acent areas are described^ redefined 5 and correlated* 

The rock units are subdivided into the GLen Canyon group 

(Wing ate sands tone $ Kayenta formation, Navajo sandstone), 

the San Rafael group (Carmel formation, Ihtrada sandstone, 

Curtis formation*, Suramerville formation), and the Morrison 

formation* Ten series of coliwnar sections are presented 

and discussed, the distribution and thickness of the 

formations are shown, and the conditions of deposition 

are interpreted*
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12* Baker <, A« A*<, Dane^ C a Hoc, and Reeslde^ Jo B 0 <, Jr* 5
Revised correlations of Jurassic formations of parts of 
Utah 5 Arizona*, New Mexico^ and Colorado? Am* Assoeo 
Petroleum Geologists Bull« 5 v* 31, no« 9 5 p« l66U-l668<,

The authors have modified the correlations proposed 

in their paper of 1936« The most important change concerns 

the Wingate and Entrada sandstones* Ihe Wingate sandstone 

at its type locality at Fort Wingate <, N* Mex«<, is now 

correlated with the Entrada* It is proposed that the name 

Wingate be retained for the sandstone forming the lower 

part of the Glen Canyon group <> with the understanding that 

the original type locality of the Wingate be abandonedo



13* Bales, W* E., Bell, H*, and Wilmarth, 7* R 0 , 1953, Uranium- 
vanadium deposits near Edgeraont, Fall River County, South 
Dakotas Geol* Soc* America Bull*, v, 6k$ no* 12, p« 151;0 
(abstract)*

Vanadium-uranium deposits have been found in the 

Lakota and Fall River sandstones of the Inyan Kara group 

of Early Cretaceous age in the southern part of the Black 

Hills near Edgemont* Uranium occurrences are also reported 

from the Deadwood formation of Cambrian age, the Minnelusa 

sandstone of Pennsylvanian age, and from the Pierre shale 

of Late Cretaceous age*

"Most high-grade deposits are in an area of approximately 

20 square miles on the gently dipping southwest flank of the 

Black Hills uplift* Minor northward-trending anticlines lie 

east and west of the known mineralized area* These folds 

may be related to northward-trending shear zones of complex 

structure in the Precambrian rocks that crop out about 10 

miles to the north*

?! The ore bodies apparently were localized by (l) thin 

bedding rather than massiveness of the sandstone beds, (2) 

local changes in dip, (3) minor faults, and (U) fracture 

zones*

n The ore minerals are carnotite, tyuyamunite, rauvite(?), 

hewettite, metahewettite, autunite, and other unidentified 

uranium minerals* They form fracture fillings and disseminations 

through sandstones and shales, with a gangue of calcite, gypsum, 

and limonite*



"Geologic guides useful in prospecting for uranium in 

the Edgeraont area are (l) a briek^red staining of the 

sandstones near deposits of uranium and vanadium minerals., 

(2) abrupt^ local changes of dip*, (3) thin-bedded - rather 

than thick~bedded « sandstone,, (k) abundant organic 

material in sedimentary rocks,, and (5) proximity to 

northward»trending fracture zones« w (authors 3 abstract 

in part)o
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llu Barrett, D« G* 9 1953$ Preliminary report of reconnaissance in 
the Bighorn Basin^ north-central looming and south-central 
Mont anas U« S« Atomic Energy Comnu EME-I^OS?* 19 p* issued 
by U« S 0 Atomic Energy Comnu Tech* Inf« Service, Oak Ridge.

Airborne and ground reconnaissance for uranium was 

conducted in the Bighorn Basin* No occurrences of economic 

importance were found• 'Sedimentary rocks ranging in age 

from Cambrian to Lower Tertiary are exposed in the structural 

and topographic Bighorn Basin« Small occurrences of 

uranium were found in the Flathead sandstone of Cambrian 

age,, the Chugwater formation of Iriassic age, the Morrison 

and Cleverly formations of Jurassic and Cretaceous age, 

the Frontier and Mesaverde formations of Cretaceous age, 

and in the Wasatch formation of Eocene age«
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15* Behre5 C 0 Ho, Jr* 5 and Barton,, P 0 B op Jr-oo 1953*> Progress 
report on interpretation and valuation of uranium 
occurrences in the Bird Spring and adjacent mining 
districts5 Nevadas U 0 So Atomic Energy Comnu EME<=305?j> 
7 pot, issued by U e S« Atomic Energy Comma Techo Info 
Service^ Oak Ridgeo

Uranium occurrences in the Bird Spring and Spring 

Mountain Ranges^ Clark County9 Nev« 5 are regionally and 

structurally of three types? (l) along fractures in 

sandy zone in the Kaibab formation of Permian ageg (2) 

in fractures and cement of Tertiary lavas,, tuff So and 

gravels and the immediately underlying Paleozoia rook355 

and (3) in the oxidized parts of cupriferous and 

ferruginous fissure veins and replacement depositSo 

None of these occurrences is economically importanto
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>« Behre., C. H*«, Jr««> and Barton, P» B«, Jr., 195% Interpretation 
and valuation of uranium occurrences in the Bird Spring and 
adjacent mining districts, Hevadas U. S. Atomic Ihergy 
Comm* RME~3091<> 35 p«, issued by U. S* Atomic Energy Comnu 
Ixjch* Inf * Service, Oak Bidge*

Uranium occurrences in the region southwest of Las 

Vegasj, Clark County, Nev«, are of two types* (l) 5 in 

association with base-metal vein deposits, and (2), as 

superficial near-surface disseminations and fracture 

coatings*

Small deposits of the second type are distributed 

widely in the area in TertiaryC?) tuffs and gravels and 

in Pennsylvanian and Permian sedimentary rocks* The 

uranium was probably derived from tuffs formerly overlying 

the area* Most of the occurrences are in cuts along the 

railroad^ and none has present economic significance.

the uranium deposits in the base-metal mines are 

also described* These may have a different origin from 

the second type of deposits,, and they merit further study*
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17 • Bell, H*,, IIIj Gotts G, B05 Post, E* V., and Schnabel, R* W,, 
1955* Lithologic^ structural 9 tod geochemical controls of 
uranium deposition in the southern HLack Hills, South 
Dakota* Contribution to the International Conference on 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy * Geneva, Switzerland, 8 p*

The uranium deposits in the southern part of the HLack 

Hills in South Dakota occur in «ofi«»fflarine -eeaad-stofte feeds in 

the Ihyan Kara group of Early Cretaceous age* The rocks in 

the area dip generally southward away from the Black Hills 

uplift* The principal ore minerals are carnotite and 

tyuyamunitej lesser amounts of corvusite and rauvite are 

present* Factors that influenced the localization of the

uranium deposits include lithology, structure, and geochemical
i 

environment*

Uranium deposits have been found in three types of sandstones

(1), fine-grained sandstone, generally less than five feet 

thick, interbedded with laminated carbonaceous siltstonej

(2), thick cross-bedded noncarbonaceous sandstone, 

generally fine- to medium-grained, with many scour and fill 

structures!

(3), lenses of fine-grained homogeneous sandstone separated 

by thin beds of mudstone*

Uranium deposits are most numerous in areas of abrupt changes 

in dip or in areas where abnormally low dips coincide with favorable 

lithologies* Most of the deposits have a halo of purplish-pink 

iron oxide stain, and, in a few deposits, a spatial relationship 

exists between carbonate-cemented sandstone and uranium minerals*
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Bensons W« £«, 5 Trites, $o F«»^ Jr,, Beroni^ 1. P.j> and
Jo A«D 1952<> Preliminary report on the White Canyon area, 
San Juan County5 Utah* U« S* Geol. Survey Circ. 217, 10 p.

Copper-uranium deposits in the Wiite Canyon area in 

southeast Utah occur mostly in the Shinarump conglomerate 

of Triassic age^ but some have also been found in the Moenkopi 

and Chinle formations^ also of Triassic age* More than 2,000 

feet of sedimentary rocks that range in age from Carboniferous 

to Jurassic(?) are presento The regional dip is 1 - 2 S¥.<> 

and jointing is prominent locally* The Shinarurap conglomerate 

consists of lenticular beds of sandstone 5 conglomeratic 

sandstone,, clay^ and silt stone. Vegetal remains are common 

in the rocks that fill channels cut into the underlying 

Moenkopi formation« The thickness of the Shinarump conglomerate 

ranges from a feather edge up to 75 feet* The largest 

concentrations of copper and uranium minerals occur in the 

lower part of the Shinarump conglomerate and seem to be 

controlled by ancient channel fills^ fractures^ and ty 

carbonaceous material and clay* Unoxidized minerals include 

pitchblende and base-metal sulfidesi oxidized copper and 

uranium minerals are found near the outcrops» Ihe origin of 

the deposits is not knotm but is thought by the authors to be 

hydrothermal» The age of pitchblende from the Happy Jack raine^, 

determined by the lead-uranium method^ is £5 to 60 million years*
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19 « Beroni, E. P., 195U, Penaian red-bed deposits, southwestern
Oklahoma^ in Geologic investigations of radioactive deposits, 
Semiannual progress report, June 1 to November 30, 19$U$ 
U. S. Geol. Survey TEI-U90, p* 213-216, issued by U. S. 
Atomic Energy Comm. Tech. 3hf* Service, Oak Ridge.

The most promising uranium-bearing localities in 

Oklahoma are in the Permian Red Beds in Tillman, Cotton, 

and Jefferson Counties* At a property in Cotton County a 

uranium-bearing zone about 25 feet long and 2 to U feet 

thick is in a sandstone lens about 300 feet wide, 2$ feet 

thick and 600 feet long. The lens projects about 10 feet 

into the underlying rocks, and the mineralized zone is 

in this lower 10 feet.



Beroni,, M1 0 P«^ and King, R» U*<> 1952 9 The Mike Doyle earaotit*
deposit^, KL Paso County!, Colorado? U« S« Geol* Surrey 
TEH<~133Aj» 6 p«2 issued by U. S, Atomic Energy CG»« Tsefe. 
Inf« Senricej, Oak Ridge o

Doyle carnotite prospect is located on a 

hogback in the foothills of the Colorado Front Range about 

ten miles south of Colorado Springs* Carnotite occurs as 

coatings on fracture surfaces and on carbonized wood 

fragments in quartzitic sandstone of the Morrison formation 

of Jurassic age* The sandstone is commonly silicified 

along fractures, especially where carnotite is present* 

and the fractures contain slickensided iron-stained gouge* 

Uranium-bearing material also occurs in a carbonaceous 

shale underlying the sandstone* Samples of the rock 

contained from 0*052 to 0»068 percent uranrom*
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21* Beroni5 E 0 P«, and McKeown, F« A«, 195>2,, Reconnaissance for 
uraniferous rocks in northwestern Colorado^ southwestern 
loomingo and northeastern Utahs U, S* Geolo Survey TEI-308A5 
iil p«j> issued by U« 8* Atomic Energy Comm* Tech* Inf» 
Service,, Oak Ridge*

A reconnaissance for uraniferous rocks was conducted in 

adjacent parts of Color ado <> Wyoming <> and Utah* No deposits 

commercially exploitable under present conditions were found*

Small copper-uranium deposits are associated with fossil 

plant material in sandstone and shale of the Hinta formation 

of Eocene age in the Uinta Basin in Utah| samples contained 

as much as 0*01 percent uranium* A freshwater limestone also 

in the Uinta formation contained 0*019 percent uranium* The 

uranium deposits at the Snow and Bonniebell claims, Uintah 

County^, Utah; are in sandstone of the Mesaverde formation of 

Upper Cretaceous agej samples contained as much as 0*09 

percent uranium* Copper-uranium deposits near Skull Creek, 

Moffat County5 Colo*, are in sandstone of the Entrada and 

Curtis formations of Jurassic age and are associated with 

carbonaceous materialj samples contained as much as 0.16 

percent uranium* The uranium deposits at the LuekfStrike 

claims^, Grand County,* Colo*^ are associated with iron and 

manganese stains on sandstone and clay of the Worth Park formation 

of Miocene(?) age| one sample contained 0*016 percent uranium* 

The uranium deposits at the Fair°U claims, Routt County, Colo«, 

are in Precambrian crystalline rocks and contain as much as 0«0li 

percent uraniumo



Beronij, B» P oy McKeown* F« A«» Stugard, T 9J> Jr» 5 and Gott,, G»
1953j> Uranium deposits of the Bulloch Group of claims^ Kane 
County j» Utahs U» Se Geol. Survey Clre, 239 <, 9 p«

Uranium deposits occur near the contact of the Dakota 

formation of Cretaceous age with the Summerville formation 

of Jurassic age on the Bulloch group of claims in southwest 

Utaho The area is part of the Markagunt fault block5 and
tT1i

the rocks dip about 5 NE e Uranium minerals are finely

disseminated in clay, fossil carbonaceous material^, and in 

sandstone and conglomerate* Csrnotite, tyuyanamite, and 

autunite were recognized^ but another unidentified mineral 

probably contains most of the uranium* The deposits are 

small and of marginal grade* The uranium probably has been 

recently deposited or redistributed by ground water*
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!o Black 9 Ro A«£ 19$5>£ Geophysical exploration for uranium on the
Colorado Plateaus Contribution to the International Conference 
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy^, Geneva,, Switzerland,, 9 p«

Geophysical investigations*, other than radiometricp 

have been conducted in. the Colorado Plateau region by both 

Federal agencies and private contractors to test the 

applicability of standard geophysical methods in exploration 

for uranium. Field tests have been made of electrical^, 

seismic 5 magnetic^ gravimetric 0 and electromagnetic methods** 

Although the uranium deposits are found in many different 

stratigraphic horizons^ most of the geophysical -work has 

been in areas where the -uranium is concentrated in the 

Morrison formation of Jurassic age and the Shinarump 

conglomerate of Triassic age*

Methods so far tested have not proved capable of 

directly detecting the uranium minerals because of the small 

percent of uranium ore in relation to the amount of host 

rock<> but some have proved to be qf value in the detection 

and delineation of such geologic guides to ore as thickening 

of the ore~bearing Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation 

and the channels filled with the Shinarump conglomerates*



B©ardma% R0 L e|t Ekrea5 £• Bo 5 and Bowers*, H« £* P 1955$ 
Sedimentary features of upper sandstone lenses of the Salt 
Wash member and their relation to uranium^vanadium deposits 
in the Uravan district <, Montrose County^, Color ados 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy9 Geneva*, Switzerland,, 7 p»

A detailed study of the upper sandstone lenses of the 

Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age 

in the Uravan district gives a general picture of deposition^

extent,, and structure of these sandstone lenses arid of the 

relation of sedimentary features to ore features thrmigbor;t 

the area*

The individual sandstone lenses are commonly enclosed 

by relatively impermeable mudstone beds and are not extensive 

regional aquifers® The sedimentary trends in the Uravan 

district are., in general^ east* The long axes of the ore 

bodies and the trends of favorable ground are nearly parallel 

to the strike of the sedimentary features* No direct 

correlation exists between fractures and faults related to 

regional structures and trends or features related to ore.
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Bodinej, M« ¥0^ Jr«j, 1951*.* Mineralogy of the Carlile deposit5 
Crook County |> Wyomingf in Annual Report for June 30^, 1953 
to April ID 195b$ Columbia University^ New York,, New Yorks 
Uo So Atomic Energy Coirmu RME°3096(Pt« !)-> p« l6«35j> issued 
by Uo S« Atomic Energy Coramo Tech* Info Service s Oak Ridgeo

The Carlile uranium deposit is in the Lakota sandstone,, 

the basal member of the Ihyan Kara group of Early Cretaceous 

age« The area is on the northwest slope of the Black Hills 

Oplift| the regional dip is about 3 NW« Carnotite is 

disseminated in the basal eight feet of the upper sandstone 

unit of the Lakota sandstone^, aid is associated with9 and 

forms halos around fossil carbonaceous material* The host 

rock is cross bedded and overlies a dense,, impervious 

mudstoneo An ore body in a slump block below and east of 

the open-pit and underground mine on the rim appears to have 

been once a part of the upper ore bodyo Coffinite(?), 

doloresiteC?)^ and rauvite(?) have been tentatively identified 

in specimens of carbonized wood from the deposit! also 

present are carnotite^ metarossite<, pyrite<) aluminite^ 

limonite^ gypsm% calcite 5 manganese oxides^ and alum 

mineralso Calcite^, the original cement of the sandstone^, 

has been almost completely removedo Secondary quartz 

overgrowths formed on quartz grains after removal of the 

calcite^ and camotite and then limonite coated and partially 

replaced the quartz grains and overgrowths.



26» Boutwell^, Jo Moj> 190^ Vanadium and uranium in southeaster's 
U0 So Geol« Survey Bull* 260^ p 0 200~210 e

Uranium and vanadium deposits in certain areas in Utah 

are described* The deposits near Richardson contain 

carnotite and other vanadium minerals* The minerals coat 

fractures and impregnate or replace the sandstone host rock 

along a fracture zone 0 The host formation is probably of 

Jiarassie age* The caraotite deposits about l£ miles 

southwest of Green Biver are probably also in rooks of 

Jurassic age« The mineral impregnates the sandstone arid 

is in close association with carbonaceous material 0 Several 

other uranium and vanadium deposits in the region liavs beso. 

reportedo



27* Boyle 3 T« L 9 , 195>S* Airborne radioactive surveyss Contribution 
to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy^ Geneva^ Switzerland, Ser« no« Rol.lo-10363

Established procedures and techniques of aerial 

prospect ingj, using light aircraft equipped with scintillation 

counters designed to detect the emissions of gamma radiation 

by uranium daughter products^ are discussed* Flight elevations 

of 50 to 100 feet at an air speed of 70 miles per hour have 

proved the most effective mode of flight*

Flight techniques used in airborne prospecting are 

applicable only to exposed and nearly exposed mineralization 

and do not eliminate the need for ground prospecting* A 

mantle of two to four feet of barren soil will effectively 

absorb gamma radiation©



28* Bransonj, C* C* P Burwell^ A* L* 9 and Chase<, G 0 CO
Uranium In Oklahoma,, 1955>s Oklahoma Geolo Surrey,, 
Mineral Kept* 27 s 22 p*

Uranium in Oklahoma occtsrs in sandstone lenses in 

Permian red beds^, in asphaltie pellets,, in phosphatie 

black shales, in oil field brines^ and in some thin coal 

seams«

Sandstone lenses in the Gstrber formation of Permian 

age containing radioactive bituminous material occur 

locally beneath a cross«bedded bituminous gray sandstone 

in the southwestern part of Oklahoma* In southern Cotton 

County^, a lens of radioactive bituminous sandstone about 

a foot thick and 10 feet long lies within a lens of 

bituminous sandstone about 1J> feet thick and 100 feet 

long* The larger lens thins laterally into red shales 

of the Garber formation of Permian age* Carbonized 

wood and a green copper mineral are present in the 

radioactive lens« Ihere is a similar occurrence in 

southern Jefferson County*

In Pawnee«. Payne 5 Osage 5 and Noble Counties there 

are several small areas of non-commercial copper deposits 

with associated radioactive carbonized wood* These 

deposits are at several levels in red sandstones of Permian



29« Brooke^ G 0 L« s Shirley^ R« F 0i> and Swanson,, Me A«<
Geological investigations of the Trachyte district, 
Henry Mountains^ Utahs U 0 S e Atomic Energy Comra* 
RMO~912<> 7 POJ> issued by U ft S e Atomic Bhergy Conra<> 
A^cho Info Servicej, Oak Ridge e

Uranium deposits occur in sandstone of the Salt 

Wash member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age 

in the Trachyte district on the east flank of the 

Henry Mountains« The Salt Wash member consists of 

alternating sandstone and mudstone? sandstone 

predominates and is commonly cross«bedded 0 Carnotite 

and vanoxite are found along the edges of channels 

associated with fossil logs and carbonaceous trash* 

Locally^ base^metal sulfides have been found 0 The 

vanadiuro=>iiranium deposits are small,, and most of the 

material mined has been mineralized logs and the 

immediately surrounding mineralised sandstone*



30« Bueher, W e H« 5 and Gilkey<> A e K es I9£35 Fracture pattern 
and uranium ore of the Zuni uplift, Nsw Mexico? Oeol« 

America Bulle, T e 6J^, noo 12, PO lii02 (abstract)*

The Zuni uplift has a relatively flat top5 its 

shape is due to more or less well-defined flexures^ 

and in each structural unit of the uplift, the dominant 

joints in-the sediments tend to parallel the nearest 

fault or flexure* This suggests that the Zuni uplift 

is the result of differential upward movement along 

faults cutting the crystalline basement*

The association of uranium with fluorite replacing 

the Todilto limestone in the Grants region and the 

elongation of the ore-rich areas., delineated by drillingj, 

parallel to the local fracture pattern, suggest a casual 

relation between ore and fractureSo



Burwell ? Be 5 1920, Carnotite mining in southwestern Col©rado 
Min* JouroJ, v 0 110 no* 16

The exploration and mining procedures used in 

exploiting the carnotite deposits in the f MeElm©^ formation

jl A dagger (f) preceding a geologic name Indicates that 

the name has been abandoned or rejected for use in classification 

in publications ©f the United States Geological, Survey*

>rrison formation!? of Jurassic age In southwestern Coloradf 

are described*) The ground is prospected by drilling in 

advance of the mining^ and selective mining practices are 

used to maintain the grade of ore 0 The deposits are 

irregular as to size,, shape^ distribution, and grade of ore a 

The author suggests that the uranium and vanadium were 

originally disseminated in the mass of the host formatione 

A downward migration of uranium and vanadium took place in 

ground waters containing sulf atas, and the metals were 

precipitated under the influence of carbonaceous materiale 

Inferred reserves of ore containing more than Io5 percent 

U^Og and li<>5 percent V 0^ are oa the order of 100,000 tonse 

"oeoThe carnotite region of southwestern Colorado possesses 

great potentialities for future production,, 18
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!» Borvellj) B« p 1932^ Mining methods and costs at the vanadium 
mine of the United States Vanadium Corporation,, Rifle5 
ColOoS U« S tt Bur* Mines In£* Circe 6662^ 9 P«

The mining methods and costs and the geology of this 

mine are described» The vanadium minerals are disseminated 

in sandstone of the ^McELmo formation of Jurassic age*

host rock is now considered to be the Entrada sandstone 

of Jurassic age^7 Most of the ore is in the lower part of 

a cross-bedded^ gray sandstone unit that is from 5>0 to 75 

feet thick. The ore body ranges in thickness from a few 

inches to 30 feet« A cross-section through the mine shows 

a close relationship between the distribution of the ore 

and the cross-beddinge The dip of the rocks is 15 - 25° 

S«<, and the ore body trends northeast-southwest<.
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33o Butler^ A« Po^ Jr«j, 19^5* Some factors in the appraisal of 
part of domestic uranium resourcess Mines Mag<><, v<> US>$ 
no. 3 5 p* 91-9U, 108o

The author discusses the rate of discovery of uranium 

deposits^, and some concepts useful, in estimating the amount 

of uranium resources and in judging where the chances are 

best for finding concealed uranium deposits* Uranium 

resources^ as defined in this paper 5 are those materials 

that might be marketed under present price schedule s9 if 

composition^, sizej, and location^ both geographically and 

in depthj, make it economically feasible to do so*

Hie rate of discovery of uranium deposits since 19U7 

is two to three times the rate in previous years <> and 

the rate of discovery of larger deposits is also greater* 

About 6 percent of the deposits contains about 70 percent 

of the reserve So If this applies to the bulk of the 

imdiseovered resources^, the major part of our uranium 

resources are in deposits big enough to l^ok far,, even if 

buried at considerable depth*

A method of estimating the ultimate uranium resources 

is presented* The method is based on the assumption that 

the proportion of the outcrop of a formation that is 

mineralized with ore^grade material more than one foot thick 

would correctly reflect the proportion of the whole area 

of the formation so miner alizedc



The host rocks of the known uranium deposits have a 

number of features in common* Except for the Todilt© 

limestone near GrantSj, N« Mex*|, all the deposits are in 

clastic rocks5 generally sandstones^ deposited by flowing 

waterp probably in a continental environmento Nearly all 

of the sandstones contain some mount of mineral material 

other than quartz sand grains* Many of the formations 

contain considerable amounts of fine-grained volcanic 

ash or minerals derived from volcanic asb« Recognition 

of these and other features that may further localize 

the search will assist in converting hypothetical 

resources to usable reserves«



Butlerp B«> So;, Io"oghlin, Ge F« fl Heilkesj, 7* C« 5 and others^
1920, The ©re deposits of Utahs U 0 5** GeolU Survey Prof* 

111, 672 p.

The vanadium-uranium deposits and some of the 

silver,, and manganese depoaits of Utah are characteristically 

lenticular bodies in sandstone and are associated with fossil 

plant remains* The sandstone is usually light gray and 

coarse-grained to conglomeratic* Carnotite5 the principal 

vanadium^tiranium mineral 9 impregnates the .sandstone and 

replaces the calcareous or clayey cement* The deposits aE-e 

regarded as having been formed by circulating water a 'that 

collected the metals disseminated through the sedimentary 

rocks and deposited them on contact with carbonaceous 

matter,, earlier sulphides, or other precipitating agents* 

The circulation in some places is believed to have been of 

artesian sharaeter and consequently controlled by structural 

features* Brief descriptions are given of uranium^?snadium 

deposits in the Richardson* Teinple Mountain<> White Canyons 

Henry Mount ains<» La Sal Mountains,, Fruit a, and San Raf ael 

River areas*



>« Butler, Go M» 5 and jUlerij, M0 Ao, 1921, Uranium and radiums 
Arizona Bur* Mines, Bull* 1175 26 p«

This report is a brief general description of the 

history^ mineralogy, occurrence^ uses^ and recovery of 

uranium and vanadium* Carnotite deposits in the Carrizo 

Mountains in Apache County in northeastern Arizona are 

in the lower part of the /McE2Ljio formation ^since 

redefined as the Morrison formation/ of Jurassic age« 

Some of the ore layers are as much as four feet thick.
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36 0 Cannon, H« L<>, 1952, The effect of uranium°vanadium deposits 
on the vegetation of the Colorado plateaus Am. Jour. Sci«, 
vo 250, no. 10, p. 735-770.

Biogeochemical studies were conducted by the U. S. 

Geological Survey in the Thompsons district, Grand County, 

Utah, in order to determine the effect of uranium-vanaplium 

deposits on plants growing near those deposits* The 

deposits contain, in addition to uranium and vanadium, 

unusual amounts of selenium,, and plants rooted in soils 

derived from the deposits accumulate small amounts of 

these metals«, Plants growing on mine dumps and areas of 

mine seepage show physiological symptoms of ill health, 

but those rooted in undisturbed ore do not* A uranium 

tolerant flora has been recognized and a list of the plants 

compiled. The flora, characterized by selenium-indicator 

plants, can be used as a guide to exploration*



37* Cannon^ H« LBj» 1953 $ Geobotanid'al reconnaissance near Grants^ 
New Mexico? Uo S« GecxU Surfey Cire« 26k$ 8 p«

The application of botanical methods of prospecting for 

uranium was investigated in uranium-bearing areas near GrantSj, 

McKinley County, N« Mex« The ursnium minerals occur in the 

TodHto limestone and in the Westwater Canyon member 

part of the Westwater Canyon member has subsequently been 

correlated with the Brushy Basin member of the Morrison 

formation */of the Morrison formation*, both of Jurassic age<» 

Samples taken from juniper and pinon trees rooted in the 

Todilto limestone were analyzed for uranium* It is concluded 

that this is a feasible method of exploration for uranium 

deposits in the Todilto limestone* Selenium indicator plants 

may be used to prospect for uranium deposits in the Westwater 

Canyon member $ but they apparently do not grow on the Todilto 

limestone* The geology of the area and the deposits are 

briefly discussed*



38* Cannon^, H 0 Lo<> 195Us> Botanical methods of prospecting for 
uraniums Min* Engo 5 v<> 65 no* 2 9 p* 217-=>22Qo

Botanical methods of prospecting for metalliferous 

ores are based on the premise that deposits at depth may 

affect surface vegetation* This may be manifested as 

unusual concentrations of the metals within the bodies 

of the plants growing on or near the deposits<> or as 

the presence of particular plants which flourish in the 

anomalous geochemical environment o Both may be used in 

botanical prospecting for uranium*

The technique of prospecting for uranium by plant 

analysis consists of taking large samples of twigs or leaves 

from trees or shrubs of the same species at regular intervals 

throughout the area to be prospected* The samples are then 

analyzed for uranium* The laboratory analysis must be 

precise and is therefore time»consuming and costly* A 

uranium content of several parts per million is significant*

A plant may be used as an indicator in botanical 

prospecting if its distribution is controlled by any factor 

related to the chemistry of the ore deposit* Since some 

uranium deposits contain unusual concentrations of selenium 

and sulfur 9 selenium^ and sulfur» indicator plants may be 

used as a guide to these ore deposits* Photographs of many 

species of these plants are included in the paper*
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Botanical prospecting for uranium is useful wherever 

deposits are less than 70 feet from the surface and where 

selenium and uranium are readily available to plant roots*



39e Cannonj, R 0 So 5 Jr0j) 195-S^ Geological Survey's work on isotope 
geology of uranium aid thorium and their decay productss 
U0 So Geolo Survey 1EI-209, 12 p* 5 issued by U0 S 0 Atomic 
Erergy Comm* Tech* Ihf a Service$ Oak Ridgec

"A program of research on the isotope geology of the 

uranium and thorium series is being carried on by the 

Geological Surveyo Work is in progress on uranium-lead 

relationships in uranium ores of the Colorado Plateau 

region,, on uranium-thoriuroXLead relationships in granite^, 

on geologic variations in the isotopic composition of 

lead^ and on radon and helium in natural, gas* A continuing 

program of systematic studies will try to establish methods 

in this field on a surer footing* and to apply the methods 

to the solution of important geologic and mineral-resourcse 

problemso w (author's abstract)..



1|.0« Garithersj, ¥« 5 1955$ Uranium deposits in shoreline sandstones 
of terrestrial and marine origins Contribution to the 
International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 
Geneva,, Switzerland^ 7 p«

i 
At Black Mesa5 Ariz«<> and in the San Juan Basin of

New Mexico 9 uranium minerals occur in sandstones deposited 

in marginal marine or near-shore terrestrial environment 

in the Curtis formation of Jurassic age and in some 

members of the Mesaverde group of Late Cretaceous age* 

The occurrences are associated with local facies changes 

and with accumulations of carbonaceous material! all 

are in or near regions of post-Cretaceous tectonic 

disturbances*



Caterj) F 0 W«, Jr«<> 19?4$ Geology of the Bull Canyon quadrangle, 
Colorado? Uo S. Geol« Survey Map GQ 33 (with text)*

Cater s F 0 W*, Jr 9s> 1955,9 Geology cf the Gateway quadrangle^, 
Colorado* U 0 S« Geol. Survey Map GQ 55 (with text)*

Cater, F 0 W*, Jr*, 1955^ Geology of the Pine Mountain 
quadrangle^ Colorados U<> S 0 Geolo Survey Map GQ 60 
(with text)«

The Bull Canyon, Gateway,, and Pine Mountain quadrangles 

are among eighteen 7-1/2 minute quadrangles in the 

carnotite«producing area of southwestern Colorado that are 

being mapped as part of a study of the carnotite deposits* 

The Atkinson Creek quadrangle has been mapped by E 0 J« 

McKay and his report is included in this bibliography* 

Reports on the other fourteen quadrangles are in preparation* 

The regional geology and the stratigraphy,, structure and 

mineral deposits of the region at°e described in the text 

on each maps the texts ai*>8 essentially similaro

The map area is underlain by sedimentary rocks that 

range in age from Late Paleozoic to Quaternary except in 

the northeastern part where crystalline Precambrian rocks 

crop out along the flanks of the Uncompahgre Plateau* Over 

most of the region the sedimentary beds are flat lying, 

but in places they are disrupted by high-angle faults or 

are folded into northwest-trending monoclines, shallow 

synclines, and strongly developed anticlines*
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The uranium-Yanadium deposits are mostly restricted 

to the upper layer of sandstone lenses in the Salt Wash 

member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age* The ore 

consists mainly of sandstone impregnated with uranium- 

and vanadium^bearing minerals,, but rich concentrations are 

also associated with thin mudstone partings^ beds of mudstone 

pebbles* and carbonized fossil plant material* The ore 

bodies range from small irregular masses that contain a few 

tons of ore to large tabular masses containing many thousands 

of tons| most ore bodies are relatively small and contain 

only a few hundred tons* Margins of ore bodies may be 

vaguely or sharply defined* Layers of ore lie essentially 

parallel to the bedding^ most of the deposits occur in the 

thicker parts of sandstone lenses and commonly near the base 

of the lenses* The trend of the long direction of the 

deposits and the trend of the rolls in the sandstone are 

roughly parallel to the trend of the fossil logs in the 

sandstone and to the average or resultant dip of the 

cross-bedding in the sandstone*



Chase^ G 0 W05 195>U$ Occurrence of radioactive material, in
sandstone lenses of southwestern Oklahoma^ Okla« Geol* 
Survey^ Mineral Repto no«, 26 0

Sandstone lenses of Permian age containing radioactive 

bituminous material occur locally beneath a gray cross~bedded 

bituminous sandstone in the southern part of Jefferson and 

Cotton Counties^ Okla« The sandstones are probably near the 

base of the Garber sandstone«



U5* Chester^, J« W« 5 1951* Geology and mineralization of Hunts 
Mesa^ Monument Valley* Arizona? U« S« Atomic Energy 
Coiam* RMO~8Q1|> 9 p<>$ issued by U0 S0 Atomic Energy Cornm* 
Tech* Inf « Service, Oak Eidge*

Copper»uranium ore deposits on Hunts Mesa occur in the 

Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age in channels cut into 

the underlying Mpenkopi formation* Secondary copper and 

uranium minerals are found in each of the two exposed 

channels* Even though the Shinarump conglomerate forms 

the cap of the mesa, the outcrops of the channels are 

poorly exposedo
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Ii6c Coffin^, R« C« 9 19215 Radium^, uraniui% and vanadium deposits 
of southwestern Colorado^ Colo« Geol* Survey Bull* l65 
231 po

This paper is the report of a study of the carnotite 

region of southwestern Coloradoo Separate chapters are 

devoted to geography, stratigraphy^ structure^ economic 

geology of the carnotite deposits9 description of selected 

areasj> and miscellaneous economic materialso Carnotite 

is an ore mineral of uranium., vanadiur% and radium* At 

the time of this report, radium and vanadium were the metals 

soughto

Most of the carnotite deposits occur in one of two zones 

in the lower half of the /"McELmo formation of Jurassic age 

predefined in part as the Morrison formation/* The lower 

zone is from 60 to 125 feet above the base of the formation^ 

and the more productive upper zone is from 2?5 to 325 feet 

above the base<j The host rock is generally a light-colored 

massive cross-bedded sandstone., and the ore is frequently 

underlain by beds of clay* Carnotite usually impregnates 

the sandstone and cements the sand grains^ but it may also 

replace fossil wood or fill fractures and vugs* The carnotite 

deposits occur in the sandstone as lenses^ seams^ and irregular 

pockets whose long dimensions follow in general the bedding of the 

sandstone* The deposits are irregular in plan* Cylindrical 

masses of ore called "trees* or "logs" are sometimes within the 

deposits*
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The deposits have only a superficial relation to faulting, 

and they have no relation to depth. Structural relationships, 

if any, are not clear* The age of the ore cannot be determined 

except within wide limits*

The author suggests that the minerals which eventually 

formed the present carnotite deposits were deposited with 

the sands of the host formation a,t the time of sedimentation. 

The character of the parent material is not clear. The 

minerals subsequently were transported and redeposited by 

waters which traveled laterally along the beds.

The report includes descriptions of several claims and 

groups of claims within the carnotite region.
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U7« Comstock, S p S*, 19& 9 SciBtniation drill-hole loggings
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy ,> Geneva,, Switzerland^, 7 p«

The use of a scintillation type drill hole logging 

unit is now a part of the uranium exploration drilling 

program* The scintillation logging unit^, designed for 

efficient one-nan operation^ is mounted in a four-wheel 

drive Jeep station wagon* Gamma ray pulses detected by 

a subsurface probe are recorded on a paper chart* These 

gamma ray curves are used to obtain geological information 

and semi^quantitative radiometric analysis of the 

mineralized zoneso
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l*8o Cook^ K* L«j> and MOSS^, C« K 05 19525 Geophysical observations 
in parts of the Grants district «, McKinley County*, New 
Mexico* U. So Geol* Survey TEI-aUU.o 16 p., issued by U. S e 

Energy Comnu Techo Ihf « Service^ Oak Ridge*

Geophysical observations near Haystack Mesa in the 

Grants district had the dual objective of investigating 

the unusual occurrence of negative aeroiaagnetic anomalies 

in. close association with airborne radioactivity anopalies 

and of investigating other geophysical methods which might 

assist in the search for uranium ores in the Grants district. 

Ground magnetometer tests indicate that the apparent 

correlation shown in the airborne data is fortuitous and 

cannot be attributed to a genetic relationship between 

uranium mineralization and the intrusion of dikes or the 

extrusion of the basaltic lava
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U9a* Craig^) Lo C.j, Holmesj, C« N e <, Cadigan^ R* A« 5 Freeiaanj, V* Loj, 
Mullens^ T» E«, and Weir^, G« ¥«<, 19§lj> Preliminary report 
on the stratigraphy of the Morrison and related formations 
of the Colorado Plateau regions U* S» Geolo Surrey TEI»l805 
6k p» 9 issued by U* S« Atomic I&iergy Comrio Teeholnfo Service 
Oak Ridge^ and

U9bo Craig^, Lo C«,> and others^ 195^i> Stratigraphy of the Morrison
and related formations^ Colorado Plateau region «, a preliminary 
reports U« S» Qeol« Survey Bull. 1009~£<> p«

The Jurassic rocks of the Colorado Plateau region are 

divided into three unitss Lower Jurassic Glen Canyon group* 

the Upper Jurassic San Raf ael groupj, and the Upper Jurassic 

Morrison formation* The Glen Canyon group consists mainly 

of eolian and fluvial sediments^ the San Raf ael group consists 

of marine and marginal marine sediment s^, and the Morrison 

formation consists of fluvial and lacustrine sediment So 

Stratigraphic studies were concentrated on the Morrison formation*

The lower part of the Morrison formation consists of the 

Salt Wash and the Recapture members,, and the upper part consists 

of the Westwater Canyon and the Brushy Basin members* The Salt 

Wash and the Brushy Basin members are present in eastern Utah* 

western Colorado^, northeastern Arizonaj, and northwestern Mew 

Mexico^ but the Recapture and the Westwater Canyon members are 

present only in northeastern Arizona,, northwestern New Mexico 

and relatively small areas in Utah and Coles* ado near the Four 

Corners* The Salt Wash and Brushy Basin members cannot be 

differentiated in central and eastern Colorado*



6k

The Salt Wash^ Recapturei, and Westwater Canyon members 

are characterized by sequences of interstratified sandstone 

and red or green mud stone, but the Brushy Basin member 

consists mainly of variegated claystone with a few lenticular 

conglomeratic sandstone strata* The Salt Wash5 Recapture, and 

Westwater Canyon members were deposited as large alluvial 

plains or "fans™ by braided aggrading stream systems. The 

Brushy Basin is composed largely of clay derived from 

volcanic ash deposited in a lacustrine environment* The 

material in the Salt Wash sandstone and the fluvial part, of 

the Brushy Basin shale members was probably derived from an 

area of pre-existing sedimentary rocks in west-central 

Arizona^, and the material in the Recapture shale and 

¥estwater Canyon sandstone members was probably derived 

from an area of intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks, 

metamorphic rocks9 and sedimentary rocks in west-central 

New Mexico. The fluvial sediments become coarser as the 

source is .approached^ and the members are subdivided into 

facies on the basis of particle size*

The carnotite deposits of the Morrison formation are 

essentially confined to the Salt Wash member^ these lie 

entirely within the sandstone and mudstone facies of the Salt 

Wash* Most of the carnotite deposits occur in areas where 

san4stones of the Salt Wash are relatively well sorted and 

probably have a relatively high permeability*.
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Curranj, T« F, V* 9 1911 5 Carnotite in Paradox Valley, Colorado? 
Eng. Min. Jour., v» ?2<, no. 2?^ p 0 1287-1288.

Carnotite ore bodies in Paradox Valley crop out at 

aoout the same stratigraphic levelj, have a blanket form, 

and are as much as four feet thick*, The ore as mined 

contains from 6 to 15 percent uranium oxide* The economic 

geography of the area is discussed^ and some of the mines 

and claims are briefly describedo
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51 • Curran^ T. F* ?0s 1913* Carnotites Eng« Min« Jour*,, v. 965 
no, 25S p. 1165-1167, no. 26<, p» 1223-1225.

The history of the carnotite industry on the Colorado 

Plateau to 1913 is described* Carnotite ore bodies occur 

in a series of thin«=bedded sandstones and shales 

formation of Jurassic age/* The best deposits are in 

western Montrose County, but the carnotite field covers 

an area of several thousand square miles in western 

Colorado and eastern Utah* In the second part of the 

report,, the production^, refining 5 and uses of uranium and 

radium are discussed*
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£2. Dane 5 C, H,, I93S 9 Geology of the Salt Valley anticline and 
adjacent area$ Grand County^ Utahs U« S* Geol« Survey 
Bull. 863* 181* p.

Exposed sedimentary formations in this area range in 

age from Pennsylvania to Late Cretaceous5 crystalline 

Precambrian rocks are exposed on the Uncorapahgre Plateau 

in the northeastern part of the area* The Salt Valley 

anticline* a salt structure^ is a prominent fold broken 

by many f aults| its crest is in part dropped into a 

structural trough* For the most part the rocks are tilted 

at low angles and warped into broad folds* Ihe rocks in 

the eastern part of the area are displaced by many normal 

faults* Tlie report includes a geologic map and a structure 

contour map of the area at a scale of 1*62,50CU

Vanadium-uranium deposits at Polar Mesa and in an area 

southeast of Thompson, Utah^ are in the Salt Wash member 

of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age* Carnotite and 

other vanadium and uranium minerals replace carbonaceous 

material and impregnate light-colored lenticular sandstone 

beds.
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5>3* Davidson^ D 0 F» 5 1953j> Distribution of coarse-" and fine-grained 
rocks in the Wasateh formation and their relationship to 
uranium deposits,. Powder River Basin, Wyoming^ U« 5« Geol* 
Survey TEM-676^, 12 p««> issued by Uo S 0 Atomic Ehergy Comm. 
Tech* 3hf, Service^, Oak Ridge*

Ihe Wasatch formation of Eocene age in the Powder 

River Basin apparently grades from predominantly coarse 

grained rocks at the southern end to fine-grained rocks 

at the northern end of the basin* In the central part 

of the basin where the two rock types are mixed the uranium 

deposits occur. Ihe significance of this relationship is 

not known^ and further studies are recommended«
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Davids©^ D. F0|, 1953^ Reconnaissance for uranium in the 
Powder River Basin,, %oming§ U« S. Geol. Survey T 
32 POJ, issued by U« S« Atomic Energy Comm* Tech* Ihf« 
Service s Oak Ridge*

A reconnaissance was made of a large part of the 

Powder River Basin^ Wyoming^ to search for uranium deposits 

in parts of the basin other than the Pumpkin Buttes area. 

No uranium deposits of economic interest were found, but 

some rocks of the Tertiary Fort Union formation and the 

Cretaceous Inyan Kara group were found to be sufficiently 

uraniferous to justify further search in these formations*



5>S>« Davis.) Do L05 and Hetland, D* L« 5 I9S>5><> Uranium in clastic 
rocks of the Basin and Range Provinces Contribution to 
the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energyp Geneva,, Switzerland*? 7 PO

Uranium occurs in lake bed sediments and waterlaid 

tuffs of Tertiary age in several areas In the Basin and 

Range Province of Nevada and California*

Rocks in the ?irgin 7alley in northwestern Nevada 

are waterlaid vitreous tuff and diatomaceous earth beds 

of early Pliocene ageg they contain discontinuous layers 

of opalo Carnotite occurs as fracture coatings or fine 

layers in the opal lenses*, and a yellow fluorescent 

mineral, possibly sehroeckingerite,, is disseminated in 

the tuff• The volume of mineralized material is large, 

but the average uranium content is below commercial 

standardSo

A deposit in Lander County p Nev op is in waterlaid 

tuff which contains thin beds of opalo Uranium minerals 

have not been observed in hand specimens* The greatest 

radioactivity appears to be confined to minor fractures 

in the tuffSo Select samples from the deposit contain 

commercial amounts of uranium,, but most of the material 

is sub=-marginalo



Lake bed sediments of Miocene age near Tonopahp 

are finely stratified pyroclastie material and diatomaeeous 

earth interbedded with discontinuous lenses of uraniferous 

opal*. Uranium minerals have not been identified 5 but 

anomalous radioactivity can be detected in an area about 

one mile wide and eight miles longo A similar deposit 

in Lyon County,, Nev« 5 consists of a diatomaceous earth bed 

with carnotite coatings along minor fractureso

Near Hawthorne, Nev«<, a yellow secondary uranium 

mineral occupies a series of closely spaced vertical 

fractures in a tuffaceotis sandstone* Yellow uranium 

minerals have been found in a thin bed of soft; waterlaM 

tuff in the Panaca formation of Plioeene(?) age in Lincoln 

Countyj, Nev«

Near Olancha5 Calif«»<, the gently dipping Coso lake beds 

of Pliocene age contain autunite on fracture surfaces 'and in 

iron-stained zones*



56* DaviSj, W« E e|) 195xLp ' Electrical resistivity investigations
of carnotite deposits in the Colorado Plateaus U0 S* 
Geolo Survey TEM-232,, 25 p. 5 issued by U. S. Atomic 
Energy Comnu Tech* Info Service<, Oak Ridge«

Investigations of the use of geophysical methods in 

prospecting for carnotite deposits on the Colorado Plateau 

indicate that electrical resistivity methods combined with 

other geologic data can be used successfully to locate areas 

favorable for drillingo Broad positive resistivity 

anomalies of small magnitude were observed over most of the 

deposits investigated^, all of which are in the Salt Wash 

member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age 0 The 

anomalies are related to thickening of the ore-bearing 

aandstonej mineralized ground in most places is also 

associated with this thiekeningo Electrical resistivity 

measurements can be successfully made at depths of as 

much as 1^00 fee to The investigations were conducted on 

Calamity and Outlaw Mesas,, Mesa County^, and Long 

Montrose County^ Coloo
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5>7e Denson^ N* M^ Zeller^ H» D», and Stephens 5 J» G« 5 195>5>i> 
Water sampling as a guide in the search for uranium 
deposits and its use in evaluating widespread volcanic 
units as potential source beds for uraniums Contribution 
to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy,, Geneva<> Switzerland<, 8 p«

Several thousand water samples issuing from various 

widespread volcanic units of Tertiary age in the western 

United States as well as from the underlying sedimentary 

rocks were analyzed for uranium* These determinations 

have proved a useful guide in delimiting areas where 

uranium deposits are likely to occur* Most ground water 

contains less than 2 parts per billion uranium* Howeverj> 

water from seeps and springs in volcanic and tuff aceous 

sedimentary terranes as well as from areas of known uranium 

deposits may contain 10 to 250 parts per billion*

Although many of the volcanic rocks of Tertiary age 

contain appreciable amounts of uranium^, not all of the 

units make the uranium available to the ground water system 

in equal amounts* The units of Oligocene and Miocene age^ 

irrespective of their geographic location,, were notable

for the significantly high uranium content in ground water 
f 

issuing from them*



58. deVergie^ P» C., 1953 9 Preliminary drilling at the Nash Car 
area5 Wiite Canyon district* San Juan County^, Utahs U* S« 
Atomic Energy Comm* RME«Ii032 5 13 p«<> issued by U« S» 
Atomic Ihergy Comm* Tech* Info Service^ Oak Ridge*

Copper«=-uraniuia deposits in the Nash Car area occur 

in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age in gray 

sandstone and conglomerate at or near the base of channels 

cut into the underlying Moenkopi formation of Triassic age* 

This unit is as much as 10 feet thick^ is about 100 to 1$0 

feet widep and has an unknown length* Chalcopyrite and 

pyrite replace carbonaceous material and are disseminated 

in the surrounding sandstone* Secondary copper minerals 

and limonite appear on the weathered outcrop* No uranium 

minerals are visible although the rock locally contains 

ore^grade quantities of uranium* Hie report includes a 

map of the drilling and sections oompiled from the logs 

of core*



de?ergi% Pe C« s and Carlson^ W. A« p 19£3j> Investigation f 
the tt Cw group area^ San Juan County^, Utahs U« S« Atomic 
Energy Commission EME-l^Oll, 13 p« ? issued by U» S« Atomic 
Energy Coram» Tech« Inf « Service^ Oak Ridge o

Uranium deposits on the ^C" group of claims^ about 

20 miles southwest of Moab on the west side of the Colorado 

River , are in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age 

in sandstone lenses near the base of a large paleostream 

channel cut about £0 feet into the underlying Moenkopi 

formation of Triassic age« Carbonaceous material is 

abundant in the ore zonej, and uraninite and base-metal 

sulfides impregnate the sandstone and replace carbonaceous 

material* The host rock is a coarse- to fine-grained 

sandstone cemented by calcite, ^hat was called Shinarump 

conglomerate in this area is now correlated with a sandstone 

member of the Chinle formation of Triassic



60« DiXj, G. P» 0 Jr«D 19S3j> Reconnaissance of the uranium deposits 
of the Lockhart Canyon « Indian Creek area<, San Juan 
County 2 Utah 8 U« S« Atomic Energy Com* RME»l4038 p 20 p*, 
issued by U« Sc Atomic Energy Comae Tech* Info Service, 
Oak Ridge*

Coppers-uranium deposits occur in the Bogus Tongue 

member of the Cutler formation of Permian age in the 

Lockhart Canyon «=» Indian Creek area c Exposed consolidated 

sedimentary rocks in the area range in age from Permian 

to Jurassic^, and the beds are essentially horizontal* The 

Bogus Tongue member, about 6?0 feet thick^ is predominantly 

red and consists of slltstone* sand stone <> and cross-bedded 

arkose« The mineral deposits are associated with discontinuous 

lenses of white arkose which^ presumably^ were once red« 

Small amounts of copper and uranium minerals occur as 

concretions and along bedding planes and arkose«=«iudstone 

contacts,, but the better deposits are those in which the 

uranium and copper minerals are disseminated in the arkose 

lenses* The recognized uranium minerals are uranophane5 

zeuneritej, and trogerite* Copper sulfides are present in 

the qoncretionsj, and secondary copper minerals are present 

in the other types of deposits*



61 o DiXj, Go P« p Jr*« 19^5 The uranium deposits of Big Indian Wash*, 
San Juan CoifntyD Utah8 U. S« Atomic Energy Comm. l^E-U022(Bev. 
15 p« 5 issued by U. 5* Atomic Energy Comm. Tech« Inf. Service j» 
Oak Ridge.

Uranium deposits in the Big Indian Wash area have been 

found in the Cutler formation of Permian age and in the Chinle 

formation of Triassic age. The area lies on the southwest

flank of the Lisbon Valley anticline^ and the rocks in the
o 

mineralized area dip about !£ 5W. Formations exposed in the

area range in age from Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous. The upper 

part of the Cutler formation consists of mudstone $ siltstone^ 

and lenses of coarse-grained arkosic sandstone. The uranium 

minerals^ carnotite and becquerelites are disseminated in the 

lenses of arkosic sandstone. Uranium deposits in the Chinle 

formation are in a gray$ medium-grained micaceous sandstone 

near the base of the formation. The uranium minerals^ 

uraninites carnotitej, and tyuyamunite^; are associated with 

carbonaceous material^, pyritej, montroseite,, and roscoelite. 

The largest mine in the sre&9 the Mi Vida mine,, is in the 

Chinle formation. The deposits at the Big Buck mine and 

the Purple Paint and Small Fry cliairas are in the Cutler 

formation*



62* Dodd<, P. Ho P 1950 <, Happy Jaek Mine, White Canyonp Utahs U. S. 
Atomic Inergy Cornm* HMO»660,, 23 p*<> issued by U* 5* Atomic
Energy Comnu Teeho Info Service^, Oak Ridge»

The uranium deposit at the Happy Jack mine is in a 

lenticularj, coarse-grained sandstone bed near the middle of 

the Moenkopi formation of Triassxe age<> ^Subsequent 

investigations (Benson^ and others^ 19f?2) have shown that 

the host bed is at the base of the Shinarump conglomerate 

of Triassie age^o/ Tne porousc, permeable sandstone bed 

thickens to about 20 feet at the portal of the mine,, 

presumably due to the filling of a paleostream channel* 

This channel appears to be the major control of the deposit* 

Pitchblende and base metal sulfides occur in the unoxidized 

portion of the deposit,, and secondary copper and uranium 

minerals occur near the outcrop* The uranium content is 

depleted near the outcrop due to surficial leaching* Because 

of the mineral assemblage,, the deposit is believed to be of 

hydrothermal origin* Exposed consolidated sedimentary rocks 

in the area range in age from Permian to Jurassic^, and 

dip 1° - 3° W*
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63* Dodd^ P* H*j, 1955s. Some examples of uranium deposits in the 
Upper Jurassic Morrison formation on the Colorado Plateaus 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy Geneva^ Switzerland 5 2h p*

Important quantities of radium^ vanadium., and uranium 

ore have been produced on the Colorado Plateau from the 

Morrison formation of Late Jurassic age^ and this formation 

still contains large ore reserves*

Each uranium deposit in the Morrison formation has 

peculiarities^ no one deposit is typical. The several 

deposits described were chosen to demonstrate the essentially 

flat-lying tabular and concordant habit and irregular outline 

of the ore bodies, the elongation of ore bodies in the 

direction of sedimentary structure$ and the general correlation 

between localization and lithology. Empirically derived 

criteria for evaluating favor ability of a locality are 

discussed. Subsurface geologic maps developed from drill 

hole information are included to complete the local setting 

for some of the deposits discussed.

A general hypothesis^, not dependent on origin and 

genesis,, explaining the localization of the mineral deposits 

is presented to clarify the philosophy of current exploration 

methods «



Droullardc, Ro F 0 .9 and Jones,, E 0 E<><> 1951<> laves tig at ions of 
uranium deposits near Sanastee^ New Mexicos U» S* Atomic 
Energy Coram* HMO-909 5 7 p oy issued by U« S 0 Atomic Energy 
Comnu Techo Ihf« Senrice r<, Oak Eidge 0

UraniuniF>vanadium deposits oecur in the Recapture 

member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age in the 

Sanastee area^ San Juan County^ No Mex0 Vanadium minerals 

and carnotite-type minerals are disseminated in fine- to 

raedium«=grained sandstone in the upper portion of the 

Recapture member 0 The deposits^ generally less than 20 

feet in outcrop length^ are contained within slightly 

radioactive altered zonese



Duschatko^ R« W« 5 195>3 5 Fracture studies in the Lucero uplift ̂ 
New Mexico^, Final reports U. 3. Atomic Energy Coranu EME»3072 S 
h9 p«3> issued by U. S« Atomic Energy Commo Techo Inf» Service 
Oak Eidge«

"The Lucero uplift is a transitional tectonic element 

situated along the boundary of the Colorado Plateau and the 

Rio Grande graben belt of central New Mexico« The eastern 

margin of the structure has been complexly faulted during 

two (or more) periods of Tertiary deformation. Evidence is 

presented in support of the hypothesis that both stages of 

tectonic development involved primarily vertical movement 

along sharp monoclinal flexures possibly emanating from 

displacement along deep seated fracture zoneso The composite 

fracture pattern developed over the uplift indicates that 

the faults and joints are essentially parallel and were 

produced by a common cause. The dominant fracture pattern 

is regional and indicates primary east-west lateral 

elongation with secondary north-south stretching of the 

sediments due to bending of the rock between the primary 

fractures." (author's abstract)



66« ELlsworth, P« C» 9 and Hatfield<, K« G«,> 1951* Geology and ore
deposits of Mesa VI,, Lukaehiikai district* Arizona^ U« S* 
Atomic Energy COME* HMO-802* 12 p«<, issued by U, S* Atomic 
Energy Comm* Teeh« Jhf« Service s Oak Ridge«

Vanadium^uranium deposits on Mesa VI are in a fine- to 

mediuni~grained sandstone unit in the Salt Wash member of 

the Morrison formation of Jurassic age* The mineralized 

sandstone lies about 60 feet above the base of the formation 

and is underlain by a blue^green mudstoneo Carnotite and 

vanoxite occur in mudstone seams and impregnate the 

sandstone* Light tan sandstone,, the most favorable host 

rock in the Lukachukai Mountains., is relatively scarce 

on Mesa VI 0 The area of best mineralization lies on a 

structural flat about a thousand feet southwest of the 

axis of the Lukachukai syncline*
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6?* EUsworthp P0 G C|) and Mirskjj, A.* 19$2» Preliminary report 
on relation of structure to uranium mineralization in the 
Todilto limestone^, Grants district^, New Mexico? U* S« 
Atomic Energy Comnu RME-ii020«> 15 p«j» issued by U. S 0 
Atomic Energy Comm* Tech* Info Service^ Oak Eidge 0

Investigation of the structure of the Todilto 

limestone of Jurassic age in the Grants district indicates 

a genetic relationship between the folds in the Todilto 

limestone and joints resulting from the Zuni Uplift» 

Drillhole data show that the larger ore bodies in the 

Todilt© limestone are on anticlines* The ore bodies are 

elongate in a manner that suggests control by a conjugate 

joint system! they appear to trend in general conformity 

with the folds*



68« Ericksonu E« L«, Jfyers^, A* T«, and Horr, C 0 &*$ 195h<> Association
of uranium and other metals with crude oil, asphalt, and
petroliferous rocks Amer* Assoc« Petroleum Geologists Bull*, 
v. 38, no* 10, p. 2200-

"Some crude oil, natural asphalt, and petroliferous rock 

are appreciable radioactive., but little is known about the 

actual uranium content and the chemical nature of the uranium 

compound or compounds in these materials* Semiquantitative 

spectrographic analyses of the ash of 29 samples of crude oil, 

22 samples of natural asphaltj> arid 2? samples of oil extracted 

from petroliferous rock indicate that metals such as vanadium, 

nickel, copper,, cobalt, molybdenum, lead, chromium, manganese, 

and arsenic are consistently present <= at some places in 

exceptionally high concentrations » in this.type of /organic 

mattere Ihe chemical analyses show that the uranium content 

of crude oil is consistently much lower than the uranium 

content of the natural asphalt and oil extracted from 

petroliferous roek«w

The association of uranium with organic materials may 

have a direct bearing on the genesis of some types of uranium 

deposits. Many uranium deposits, such as those in the San 

Rafael Swell^ Emery County,, Circle Cliffs, Garfield County^ 

and Capitol Reef, Wayne County^ Utah,, occur on the flanks of 

breached anticlinal structures that have served as traps for 

the accumulation of petroleum during geologic t,ime« (authors* 

abstract in part)*
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69» Everhartj, D«, L«j, 19$Qj> Reconnaissance examinations of
copper=uranium deposits west of the Colorado Rivers U. S* 
Atomic Energy Comm* RMO-65>9> 19 Po 5 issued by U. S. Atomic 
Energy Comm. Tech* Info Service, Oak Ridge.

Several small copper«uranium deposits have been found 

in southwestern Utah along the contact of the Shinarump and 

Moenkopi formations of Triassic age* The deposits are 

highly localized and apparently erratic in their distribution* 

The mineralogy is similar and consists of secondary copper, 

uranium, and copper-uranium minerals which impregnate 

sandstone and coat parting planes of shale. Hie deposits 

described are in the Capitol Reef, Circle Cliffs, Silver 

Reef and other areas* The deposits at Silver Reef are not 

at the Shinarump-Moenkopi contact,, but higher in the section, 

in the Silver Reef sandstone member of the Chinle formation 

of Triassic age* Exploration of the region has only begun, 

and the known deposits are not developed.
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U Everhart^, B 0 L« s 1951$ Geology of uranium deposits - a condensed 
version-a with mineral tables by Muriel Mathezs U 0 S 0 Atomic 
Energy Comm<, RMO-?32j> 3k p« 5 issued by Uo So Atomic Energy 
Conn* Tech* Xn£« Service^ Oak Eidge»

Uranium ore deposits have been found in a wide variety 

of geologic environments in igneous*, metamorphicj, and 

sedimentary rocks* The deposits in igneous and metamorphic 

roeks are described in one part,, and those in sedimentary 

rocks are described in another part of this report*

The carnotite deposits on the Colorado Plateau occur 

mostly in sedimentary rocks of Trias sic and Jurassic age*, 

and the eopper«uraniuia deposits occur mostly in rocks of 

Triassic age* The carnotite deposits are irregular tabular 

bodies generally conformable to the bedding?, but cut across 

the bedding in detail* The deposits are associated with fossil 

vegetable material in ancient stream channels« The copper- 

uranium deposits are mostly at the base of ancient channels 

at the base of the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age« 

Pitchblende and base-metal sulfides are in the unoxidized 

parts of these deposits« Uraniferous asphalt deposits occur 

in Triassic rocks at Temple Mountain^ Utah» Uranium deposits 

in the Todilto 'limestone of Jurassic age in the Grants district^, 

•Ne Mexoj) and mrariiferous phosphorite and black shale are 

discussed* Ore sampling procedures and the field use of radiation 

detection instruments are described*
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71* Everhartp D« L», .195>U$ Origin of uranium deposits - a progress 
reports Min. Ingoj, v* 6, no. 99 p« 90U-907*

The uranium deposits of the world exhibit a broad variety 

of character and geologic environment* Uranium has a high 

solubility over a wide range in pH, temperature, and pressure, 

but there are a number of very effective precipitants, 

including carbonaceous matter and high base-exchange clays*

The origin of the uranium deposits in many geologic 

environments is reasonably clear. Ihe greatest doubts as to 

origin concern the disseminated deposits in sedimentary rocks, 

particularly those deposits on the Colorado Plateau* The 

field relations of most of these deposits sjifgest that 

primary structures in the sediments were instrumental in 

localizing the deposits* In a few areas^ however, field 

relations strongly suggest that the deposits may be genetically 

related to faults^, fractures^ or salt dome structures*
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Two main hypotheses have been advanced to explain the 

origin of the Colorado Plateau ©res* One is that the ores 

are penesyngenetic<> having been formed soon after the 

enclosing rocks were deposited* & second hypothesis alleges 

that the deposits are essentially telethermalo The ore« 

bearing solutions are presumed to have originated at depth 

from an igneous source and ascended along fractures* The 

solutions then nixed with ground waters and the uranium 

was precipitated in favorable beds and sedimentary traps*. 

A third concept is that ground waters removed the uranium 

from slightly uraniferous sedimentary rocks and transported 

it to an environment where it was precipitated*
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72 o Faulj, H^ editor ̂ 19$ks Nuclear Geology. John Wiley and 
, New York,, l$.h p«

This volume ̂ a symposium on nuclear phenomena in 

the earth sciences,, is a text covering the field between 

geology and nuclear physics* The first chapter is an 

introduction to nuclear physics followed by an outline 

of some techniques used in the study of radioactivity 

and isotopes. The next three chapters discuss the natural 

occurrence of radioactive elements. The thermal, physical, 

and chemical effects of radioactivity and nuclear methods 

of geophysical exploration and well logging are considered, 

and techniques and results of absolute age determinations 

are discussed in detail* The last chapter discusses the 

origin of the Earth*
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73 « Finely W0 I« p 1953 9 Geologic aspects of the resource appraisal 
of uranium deposits in pre=>Morrison formations of the 
Colorado Plateau <=> .an interim reports U« So Geol« Survey 
TEX-328Aj> 35 P<><> issued by U 0 So Atomic Energy Comnu Teeh« 
X^fo Service^ Oak Ridge 0

A reconnaissance resource appraisal of uranium depositsA. i. *

in pre«=Morrison formations of the Colorado Plateau was 

concentrated primarily on the Shinarump conglomerate of 

friassic age« The uranium deposits in Triassic rocks may be 

divided on the basis of their major metal content into 

vanadium-uranium (carnotite)* copper«=>uranium (uraninite and 

copper sulfides)^ and uranium (uraninite) types* The gangue 

minerals associated with nearly all of the deposits are 

limonite<> ealcite<, and gypsum* Most of the uranium depbsits 

are tabular bodies 9 irregular in plan.* in which the ore 

• minerals impregnate the rock* Carbonaceous material is 

commonly associated with the ore 0 The most important guides 

to ore are the thickening of sandstone and conglomerate beds., 

alteration of associated mudstones^ and the presence in the 

sandstone of carbonaceous material,, iron oxide stains^ clay 

and mudstone,, and sulfides« Three belts of ground favorable 

for,containing large uranium deposits have been roughly

outlined« One belt extends from the southern part of the San
<« 

Eaf ael district to the Big Indian Wash areaj, -Utah; another is

in the White Canyon area^, Utah§ the third extends northwesterly 

across the Monument Valley district^ Arizona and Utah*
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Finch, ¥« I., 195>ib Geology of the Shinarump No. 1 uranium mine, 
Seven Mile Canyon area, Grand County, Utah? U. S. Geol. Survey 
Circ. 336^ Ik p.

3he Shinarump No. 1 Uranium deposit is about 12 miles 

north of Moab5 Utah5 on the west flank of the Moab anticline 

and about 700 feet west of the Moab fault. The rocks dip 

aboat 8 NWj the formations are of sedimentary origin and range 

in age from Permian to Jurassic. Uraniferous material occurs 

mainly in three zones in the lower 25 feet of the Chinle 

formation of Iriassic age* 3he Shinarump No. 1 deposit is in 

the lowermost zone, which is made up of from 5 to 10 feet of 

siltstone with some interbeds of mudstone, sandstone, and 

conglomerate. The ore deposit is not in a channel fill but 

in flat-beaded sedimentary rocks that were deposited on an 

irregular surface. The deposit consists of discontinuous 

lenticular layers of mineralized rock, irregular in outline, 

thatj in general, follow the bedding. The ore minerals occur 

in the more poorly sorted parts of the siltstone and in stringers 

of coarse sand in the siltstone. The rocks near the deposits 

are bleached from red to gray and green. Uraninite, the 

principal uranium mineral, is associated mainly with chalcopyrite 

and pyrite. The uraninite occurs as small grains disseminated 

in the siltstone and replacing wood* Rich concentrations of 

uranium occur in seams as much as half an i^ich thick along bedding 

planes. The uraninite is later than or simultaneous with most
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sulfides except chalcoeite,, which is5 in part5 later than 

uraniniteo The Shinaryaap No« 1 deposit is thought to be 

of hydrothermal origin and to have been formed in Late 

Cretaceous or Early Tertiary time* Guides to ore in the 

area are the presence of bleached siltstone,, carbonaceous 

materialj, and copper sulfides*
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75• Finch, W» I., 1955* Preliminary geologic map showing the
distribution of uranium deposits and principal ore-bearing 
formations of the Colorado Plateau regions U. S. Geol* 
Survey #ep MF 16 (with text).

The locations of nearly 30000 uranium deposits and 

occurrences on the Colorado Plateau are indicated on this 

map by spots? those from which more than 1 5 000 tons of ore 

have been produced are distinguished by color*

The history of production, the general geology, the 

major uranium-bearing formations, and the ore deposits are 

described in the text» The uranium is commonly associated 

with vanadium or copper and with carbonaceous material in 

rather well-defined, irregular-shaped bodies* The ore 

minerals normally impregnate the host rock* The major 

uranium-bearing formations are the Shinarump and Chinle 

formations of Triassic age, and the Ehtrada5 Todilto, and 

Morrison formations of Jurassic age* Except for those in 

the Todilto limestone, most of the deposits are in 

light-colored sandstones*
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>o Finch5 W« I« 5 1955^ Uranium in terrestrial sedimentary rocks 
in the United States exclusive of the Colorado Plateau* 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy^ Geneva* Switzerland, 9 p<>

Large uranium deposits occur in Cretaceous sandstone 

formations in the Black Hills region of South Dakota and 

Wyoming and in Tertiary tuffaceous sandstone formations in 

several areas in Wyoming^ Texas<, and Nevada* Small deposits 

occur in terrestrial sedimentary rocks in Pennsylvania, 

Color ado j> Oklahoma^, New Mexico5 and other places exclusive 

of the Colorado Plateau*

The carnotite deposits in the HLack Hills are in 

sandstone beds in the Inyan Kara group of Cretaceous age* 

The deposits are generally similar to those on the Colorado 

Plateau* They consist ©f irregular tabular or lenticular 

layers that, in general,, follow the bedding and have distinct 

boundaries* The Tertiary deposits occur most commonly as 

poorly defined bodies of disseminated uranium arsenate5 

silicate,, and phosphate minerals in poorly bedded tuff aceous 

sandstone or sandy tuff aeeous rocks* Relationship of the 

deposits to sedimentary structures is obscure*
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77* Fiseher<> R« P«, 1937$ Sedimentary deposits of copper, vanadium- 
uranium and silver in southwestern United Statess Econ« 
Geology^ v<> 32 5 no. 7* P* 906»95l«

"Widely distributed deposits of copper ("Red Beds11 type), 

vanadium~uranium and silver^, occurring in sandstones and shales 

of Permian, Iriassic, and Jurassic age, exhibit many common
*

features and are thought to have had a similar origin. 

Mineralization, although mostly discontinuous, is recurrent 

at certain stratigraphic horizons. Commonly the ore bodies 

are distinctly lenticular and in some cases it can be 

demonstrated that mineralization was restricted to a particular 

lens. Chalcocite pseudomorphs after plant fossils show undeformed 

cell structure, suggesting mineralization previous to deep burial* 

Geologic structures, such as faults and folds appear to be 

post-mineralization and show no genetic relationship to ore 

deposition*

"This evidence opposes current ideas of mineralization 

by circulating meteoric waters or ascending thermal solutions, 

and it is believed that the concentration of the metals 

occurred at the time of deposition of the enclosing sediments* 

It is suggested that these metals may have been concentrated 

from dilute solutions by organisms.11 (author ! s abstract).
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"The vanadium-uranium deposits include the carnotite 

and vanadiferous sandstone ores of Colorado and Utaho 

Workable deposits are restricted to three formations? 

namely^ the Shinarump" conglomerate, the Entrada sandstone^, 

and the Morrison formations and in limited areas the 

deposits are restricted to certain horizons within these 

formations* The ore bodies are comraonly; lenticular* The 

mass of the ore is disseminated in sandstone^, but the 

richest ore is associated with plant remains. Clay galls 

and thin shaly seams^ rich in vanadium, are features 

common to many of these deposits* These ores show no 

apparent genetic relation to geologic structures such 

as faults and folds* 11 (author 1 s advance summary) „
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78, Fischer p R 0 P. ? 19i*2f Vanadium deposits of Colorado and 
a preliminary reports U0 S« Geol, Survey Bull. 
p*

"Deposits of vanadium*»bearing sandstone are widely 

distributed in western Colorado and eastern Utah and hare been 

the principal domestic source of vanadium, uranium^ and 

radium. Except during a few years when operations weare 

relatively smallj, deposits at one or more places in this 

region have been intensively mined since 1909* Production 

has increased considerably each year since 1937«
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"Most of the deposits are in the Morrison formation^, but 

there are two important deposits in the Entrada sandstone and 

several small deposits in the Shinarump conglomerate* Recent 

X-ray studies indicate that the principal vanadium mineral, 

heretofore considered to be roscoelitej, belongs to the hydrous 

mica group of clay minerals* This mineral^ along with other 

vanadium minerals of minor importance^ impregnates sandstone* 

Shale pebbles and clay films on bedding planes in ore-bearing 

sandstone are rich in absorbed vanadium,, and fossil plants in 

and adjacent to ore bodies are richly mineralized with vanadium 

and uranium in places. Vanadium ore of milling grade contains 

from about 1 to 5 percent V^Ge;*. and most of it contains less 

than 1 percent UoOgo ^re containing as much as 1=1/2 percent 

U^Og is usually sold as uranium ore. The vanadium-bearing 

hydrous mica is in part uniformly disseminated through the 

sandstone and in part concentrated along bedding planes and 

in thin zones that cut across bedding. As the zones that 

cut across bedding are curved or wavy^ they are called rolls 

by the miners*
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"The ore bodies are spotty and form irregularly tabular 

masses that lie essentially parallel to the sandstone beds<> 

bnt they do not follow the beds in detail. They range in 

content from a few tons of ore to many thousand tons. Hie 

trend of many elongate bodies is indicated by the orientation 

of the rolls within the ore, and this trend also suggests 

the probable alinement of any adjacent ore bodies! capping 

of ore bodies and rolls is therefore an aid to prospecting 

and development.

M No satisfactory explanation can yet be offered for 

the origin of these deposits* The ore bodies do not appear 

to have been localized by such geologic structures as 

fractures or folds^ but within limited areas they are 

restricted to certain stratigraphic aones." (author's 

abstract),.



79 o Fiseherj, R« Po<, I9hh^> Simplified geologic map of the vanadium 
region of southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utahs U« S« 
Geolo Survey Strategic Minerals Invo Prelim* Map 3 <=>226 
(with text)*

The uranium-vanadium deposits in this area that are in

the Morrison formation of Jurassic age are indicated on the 

map by spots3 the larger mines and groups of mines are named 

The deposits in the northern part of the area are in a 

sandstone unit near the middle of the Morrison| the 

ore-bearing horizon is progressively lower in the section to 

the south* The ore bodies are irregularly tabular masses 

that, lie essentially parallel to the sandstone beds 5 but 

they do not follow the beds in detail*, The vanadium and 

uranium minerals impregnate the sandstone! shale pebblesj, 

clay layer ss and fossil plants in or near the ore bodies 

may be richly mineralized*
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80* Fischer*, R* P*^ 19U7* Deposits of vanadium~bearing sandstone? 
in Vanderwilt,) J* "W* 5 Mineral resources of Color ado ? p* 

Colorado Mineral Resources Board*

Deposits of vanadium-bearing sandstone occur in western 

Colorado and adjacent parts of Utah,, Arizona., and New Mexico* 

The principal ore»bearing rocks are the Shinarump conglomerate 

of Triassic age 5 and the En trad a sandstone and Morrison 

formation^ both of Jurassic age* The ore is sandstone 

impregnated with vanadium minerals,, although some plant fossils 

are richly mineralised* The vanadium deposits form irregularly 

tabular layers whose long axes nearly parallel the bedding^ 

but the deposits do not follow the beds in detail* They are 

irregularly distributed and have a wide range in size* The 

limits of the vanadium-bearing sandstone are usually fairly 

well defined* Wherever the ore layer,, or an edge of it crosses 

the bedding in a smooth curve,, the structure is called a 

"roll.* Fossil logs and the rolls in any one area usua,-.i.y fta\* 

a common orientation* The host beds range from horizontal 

to steeply dipping^, but raost of the deposits are 'in gently- 

dipping beds* Faulting is locally common^ but the deposits 

apparently are not genetically influenced by faulting nor by 

Tertiary intrusive igneous rocks*



Origin and controls of the ore deposits hare not been 

definitely established^ but the deposits probably were formed 

by precipitation from ground~waters before regional 

deformation and possibly shortly after deposition of the 

ore»bearing beds 0 The source ©f the •vanadium is not known 

but is thought to be great -volumes of adjacent beds which 

were slightly vanadiferouso

/5ue to security restrictions existing at the time of 

publication^, the report does not mention uranium« However 5 

the ores from most Tanadium deposits on the Colorado Plateau 

also contain uranium«,7
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81 • Fischer, R« P«<> I9k9$ Federal exploration for carnotite 
ores Colorado Mining Assoco^ special publication*, 
Denver, lU p«

"The Geological Survey is conducting an integrated 

program of exploration and geologic studies in the carnotite 

region of southwestern Colorado and the adjoining states on 

behalf of the U« S 0 Atomic Energy Commission* Exploration 

will mainly test ground away from known deposits*, ground 

that has not been tested and probably will not be tested 

T?y private industry because of the high risk of a poor yield 0 

The geological studies are directed mainly at determining 

conditions that localized the deposits,, as a guide to 

ore-finding and an aid in evaluating the carnotite resources 

of the region.
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"A brief description of the carnotite deposits is given^, 

with particular reference to the geologic features that are 

useful in guiding exploration* Most deposits are in 

lenticular sandstone beds,, mainly in or near the thicker^ 

central parts of the lenses^ where the sandstone is 

medium«grained and rather thickly though somewhat irregularly 

beddedo Ihin^bedded and fine-grained sandstone on the 

thinning edges of the lenses is less favorable for ore* It 

is suggested that ground«water solutions^ from which the ore 

minerals probably were precipitated^, circulated along the 

central parts of the sandstone lenses^ and in doing so 

influenced the rock color5 which is a useful guide in 

recognizing ground favorable for ore deposits* Most of 

the known deposits are in light yellowish^-brown sandstone 

with associated mudstone or argillaceous material tjiat has 

been altered from red to grayo

"The general plan of exploration being used by the 

Geological Survey is described brieflye" (author"s abstract)*
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82o Fischer, R, P,, 19U9 5 Origin of the Colorado Plateau vaaadium 
deposits? Washington Acad. Sci* Jour« g TO 39 <> no. 3$ p. 109$ 
(abstract).

aThe vanadium deposits of the Colorado Plateau occur in 

sandstone beds of Mesozoic age. Most of them are restricted 

to a few stratigraphic horizons., along which they have a 

wide but spotty areal distribution. All the deposits have 

many common characteristics.

"The ore minerals mainly impregnate sandstope 0 partly 

or completely filling the pore spaces of the rocko The ore 

bodies are irregularly shaped in plan and in section they 

form tabular or lenticular layers that lie nearly parallel 

to the bedding* These layers do not follow the beds in 

detail* however5 and for this reason the ore in its present 

form can not be syngenetic but rather had to have been 

precipitated from solutions after the sands had accumulated.

"Though the geologic environment of the vanadium deposits 

differs somewhat from place to place, no definite relationship 

has yet been demonstrated between the spatial distribution or 

the character of the deposits and geologic structures such 

as faultsj, folds,, and igneous intrusions. Considering all 

factors it is difficult to rationalize the localization and 

character of the deposits as originating from hydro thermal or 

ground-water solutions that might have been introduced into the 

ore-bearing beds along through-going, vertical structures resulting 

from regional deformation or igneous activity.



"Nevertheless^ the habits of the ore and the location of

the deposits show a elose relationship to sedimentary 

structures and conditions that would certainly influence at 

one time or another the flow of solutions along or through 

the ore»bearing beds* Recognizing these features^, and 

believing that mineralization after regional deformation 

is unlikely^ it is therefore suggested that the vanadium 

ore was precipitated from ground waters moving along the 

beds during a period of active circulation shortly after the 

sands accumulated 0 Precipitation probably was caused by 

relatively slight changes in composition of the waters9 

resulting from reactions in an environment of decaying 

organic matter^ reactions at a water table* or the mixing 

of two solutions*18 (author's abstract).
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83* Fischerj, R« P«j> 1950<, Uranium-bearing sandstone deposits of 
the Colorado Plateaus Icon* Geology^ v* h$s> no* 1^ p* 1-11*

"The uranium-bearing sandstone deposits of the Colorado 

Plateau are commonly referred to as "carnotite deposits*11 

They have been the principal domestic source of uranium^, 

radiu% and vanadium* Ihe deposits are largely restricted 

to a few stratigraphie zonesj, along which they have a wide 

but spotty areal distribution* The ore minerals mainly 

impregnate sandstone,, though in places fossil plants are 

richly mineralized. Most of the ore bodies are small, but 

have a wide range in size,, and within individual deposits 

the ore has a considerable range in thickness and grade* 

The deposits are irregularly tabular or lenticular 3, with 

their long axes nearly parallel to the bedding^, but the 

ore does not follow the beds in detail*

"The ore is thought to have been precipitated from 

ground-water solutions after the enclosing sands had 

accumulated and before regional deformation* Sedimentary 

structures that seem to have controlled the movement of 

these solutions and the features that probably localized 

the ore deposits are described, and their application as 

guides to ore finding is explained,*1 (author's abstract)*



Fischer,, R» ?«$ 19$5$ Uraniim-vanadium-copper deposits on the 
Colorado Plateaus Contribution to the International Conference 
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,, Geneva., Switzerland,, 18 p«

M The uranium<=>Yanadium«copper deposits of the Colorado 

Plateau region form a group of deposits with a wide 

distribution and many common geologic characteristics* They 

have been the principal source of uranium and vanadium in 

the United States*

"Structurally the region has been relatively stable 

since Precambrian time* Rocks exposed consist mainly of 

late Paleozoic to Tertiary sedimentary strata* In places 

these rocks have been invaded by moderate=>sized stocks and 

laccoliths of early Tertiary or perhaps late Cretaceous age* 

Laramide deformation is expressed by several broad folds 

and sharp flexures^, but in most places the sedimentary beds 

are nearly horizontal*

"The early ore minerals consist of low~valent oxides 

and silicates of uranium and vanadium^ and of copper 

sulfides 0 These minerals alter tc higher valent oxides of 

vanadium and to vanadates and other secondary uranium and 

copper miner also Sandstone is the principal host roek^ and 

the ore minerals mainly fill pore spaces 9 though in part 

they replace sand grains and associated argillaceous and 

carbonaceous material*



M Qre bodies range from small masses only a few feet across 

to deposits several hundred feet across* The larger ore bodies 

a°e mainly tabular5 forming layers a few feet to as much as 20 

feet thick| the long axes of these layers lie essentially 

parallel to bedding^, but the layers are undulant and cut 

across the beds in places* Many ore bodies in sandstone are 

slightly elongate parallel to the trend of the stream that 

deposited the sandstone! some of the ore bodies in limestone 

are markedly elongate and follow lines of deformation*

11 .Although these deposits have been found in many 

formations^ ranging from late Paleozoic to mid-Tertiary in 

agej, deposits that have yielded significant production are 

restricted mainly to the Shinarump conglomerate and Chinle 

formation of Triassic age and the Todilto limestone« Entrada 

sandstone^ and Morris on formation of Jurassic age<>

Mdassif ications of deposits by metal components and by 

the lithologic character of the host rock are suggested^ 

showing interesting regional as well as stratigraphic 

relationships*



"The deposits present peculiar problems of localization 

and genesis* In most places,, the ore minerals were presumably 

introduced into their present positions by solutions moving 

laterally through the beds« Localization of many ore bodies 

is apparently influenced by sedimentary structures^, such as 

lensingj, and by associated argillaceous and carbonaceous 

material* Ihe regional distribution of deposits suggest to 

some geologists that regional deformation also influenced 

localization by providing pathways for vertical movement of 

solutions to the favorable stratigraphic zones$ a few 

deposits show close association with such vertical pathwayso 

Igneous activity and mineralization of definite hydrothermal 

origin are not closely associated with the deposits except 

in a few places*

^Radioactive age determinations indicate that the 

deposits were formed in late Cretaceous or early Tertiary 

time* If the ore metals were introduced into the host rock 

at this time,, it seems likely that the metals were derived 

either from ascending hydrothermal solutions or by lateral 

or vertical secretion from the associated sedimentso 11 

(author's abstract)*
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85« Fiseher5 R. P 0, 5 Haff, J, C e|) and Hominger^, J. F., 19U7 S Vanadium 
deposits near Placerville^ San Miguel County,, Colorado! Colo*
Sci« Soc« Proce 5 v« l5> no« 3 p

The vanadiuii deposits near Placervillej, discovered about 

1,900$ occur in two belts in the Entrada sandstone of Upper 

Jurassic age« The formations in the area are nearly 

horizontal sedimentary rocks of Permian to Cretaceous age 

which have been intruded by Tertiary igneous rocks and cut 

by numerous faults* The vanadiuii deposits seem to be older 

than the faults and intrusive rocks and thus not genetically 

related to thenu
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The ore is sandstone impregnated with vanadium minerals» 

The vanadium=»bearing rock forms a wavy layer within the upper 

25> feet of the Entrada sandstone. The vanadium-bearing layer 

is nearly continuous and lies nearly parallel to the bedding 

but does not follow the bedding in detailo The layer averages 

a few inches in thickness<» but locally it forms lainable ore 

bodies one foot to 20 feet thicko The ore bodies seem to be 

irregularly distributed and are either elongate or roughly 

circular in plan* Most of the elongate bodies occur where 

the vanadiuit*»bearing layer cuts rather sharply across the 

bedding to form what the miner calls n rolls« M The mineralization 

is believed to have taken place at a water table that existed 

prior to igneous activity and deformation* The genetic and 

structural conditions that controlled the localization of the 

ore bodies have not been definitely determined^ and the exact 

locations of ore bodies cannot be predicted. A number of 

mines and prospects in the area are described.
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86. Fischer, Re P* s and Hilpert5 L. S* 5 19$2, Geology of the 
Uravan Mineral Belt8 U. S 0 Geol« Survey Bull* 988-A, 
p. 1-13.

w The name w Uravan mineral belt18 is applied to a narrow,,, 

elongate area in southwestern Colorado in which carnotite 

deposits in the Morrison formation have a closer spacing^, 

larger sizej, and higher grade than those in adjoining 

areas * The belt extends from Gateway through Uravan to 

Slick Rock*

"The deposits within the belt tend to be clustered in 

patches of favorable ground 1^000 feet or more in width and 

usually a mile or more in length* These patches of favorable 

ground, and the deposits within them» generally are elongate 

normal to the trend of the mineral belt* Similarly the fossil 

logs and the ore rolls within the deposits have a dominant 

orientation normal to the belt* The mineral belt probably 

was localized by geologic conditions extant during the time 

the ore-bearing Morrison formation was deposited« These 

geologic relations allow the projection of the belt under deep 

cover between points of exposure and offer the chance of 

discovering moderately large reserves of carnotite ore in the 

unexplored parts of the belt.



'"The Uo So Geological Survey has done intensive 

dismond^drill exploration in parts of the Urgvan mineral 

belt since 19k7& The concept of the geologic relations 

of the mineral belt<, and certain geologic features that 

can be recognized in drill core<> have been useful in 

guiding this exploration* These features^ consisting of 

the thickness and color of the ore-bearing sand stone«> the 

color of mudstone associated with the sandstone,, and the 

presence of abundant carbonaceous material in the ore-bearing 

sandstone <> are briefly described* Exploration is done in 

three stages* During the first stage ? holes are drilled 

at a wide spacing,, approximately 1^000 feet apart;, to find 

and roughly delimit favorable ground« During the second 

stage., the favorable ground is drilled with holes at a 

moderate spacing^ 100 to 300 feet aparts to search for ore 

deposits* In the third stage of drill ing«, offset holes are 

drilled at 50« or 100-foot intervals around a discovery hole 

t© extend and roughly outline the deposit*19 (author "s 

abstract)*
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'• Fischer, R* P* s Stokes, ¥« L* 5 and Smith, L* E., 19UU* Geology 
of the Rifle Creek vanadium area, Garfield County, Colorado? 
U« S* Geolo Survey Strategic Minerals Inv* Prelim* Rept.j, 
5 p* (Mimeographed^, limited distribution)*

The vanadium deposits at the Rifle and Garfield mines, 

northeast of Hifle, Garfield County, Colo*, are in the Entrada 

sandstone of Upper Jurassic age* The rocks in the area dip 

southward at moderately low angles, but this dip is locally 

disrupted by small folds and faults* Exposed formations 

include the Triassic B Red Beds s ^ the Entrada sandstone and 

Morrison formation of Jurassic age,, and the Dakota(?) 

sandstone and Mancos shale of Cretaceous age*

The ore is light colored, cross bedded, fine«grained 

sandstone impregnated with vanadium minerals, the most 

important of which is a fine-grained micaceous mineral of 

uncertain composition* Fossil carbonaceous material has not 

been observed* The deposits occur in three layers which range 

in thickness from a feather-edge to as much as 30 feet and 

average about 5 feet* The ore layers are generally nearly 

conformable to formation contacts^ they normally cross 

inclined bedding* At the Rifle mine, the lower ore layer 

forms an elongate deposit that has been mined for nearly 5,000 

feet* An altered zone at the top of the "Red Beds" is locally 

vanadiferousj the thicker parts of the altered zone are 

spatially related to vanadium deposits in the overlying Entrada 

sandstone.
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88 « Fixj) P*<> 1955s Geo chemical prospecting for uranium by sampling 
ground and surface waters? Contribution to the International 
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,, Geneva^ 
Switzerland^ 8 p 0

Ground water and surface water take tip uranium in different 

amounts dependent on the pH and chemical composition of the 

water and the composition and permeability ©f the 'geologic 

material with which the water is in contact* With due regard 

for these variables^ the uranium content of the water serves 

as a rough index of the uranium ©concentration in the geologic 

materials near a sample site*

The background concentration of uranium in major streams 

in the United States is commonly about 0*1 part per billion- 

but may be somewhat higher or lover 9 depending ©ri the character 

of the geologic terrane traversede The threshold of significance 

is taken at 3 to 10 times the background 9 depending on the 

geologic and chemical factors involved. In most uraniferous 

areas the surface waters commonly run from 1 to 10 parts per 

bill ion*

Carefully planned sampling of surface waters is a rapid 

way of indexing the uranium possibilities in unexplored areas, 

and detailed work in mineralized districts and active mines is 

useful in guiding both physical exploration and detailed local 

geologic work* Data from more than 700 analyzed samples have 

established the validity of this method^, and comparisons with 

geologic and geophysical methods of prospecting show excellent



89* Fleck, H«j, and Haldane -5 W« G-,^ 1907$ A study of the uranium and 
vanadium belts of southern Colorados Report of the Colorado 
State Bur. of Minesj, 1905-1906* p» U7-H!?.

The geology of the uranium and vanadium deposits in 

southwestern Colorado,, the metallurgy of the ores, and the 

uses of the metals are discussed* Little is known of the 

geology of the deposits* They are in sandstone beds in a 

series of sandstone^, shale^ and conglomerate above the 

t La Plata formation /Sntrada sandstone/ of Jurassic age*
f tae> taaf ^** ' **

and were formed subsequent t© the deposition of the sandstone 

beds* Some writers (Hillebrand and Ransom^1900) have 

suggested that the deposits formed recently near the present 

surface as local concentrations of material already in the 

sandstone^, but Fleck and Haldane suggest that the deposits 

may be much older* A number of mines and prospects in the 

region are described*.



90* Freeman,, H« D«j> 1935'j> Vanadium and uranium deposits in the 
Triassic and Jurassic sandstones of the Plateau area of 
southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utahs Unpublished

Some of the vanadium and uranium deposits on the Colorado 

Plateau are described* The vanadium deposits at Placerville 

occur in the tLa Plata sandstone /IntradaJ of Jurassic age
f W a*J ^-*

at about the same stratigrsphie horizon throughout the district*

Roscoelite^ the principal vanadium mineral^ occurs in thin 

but rich (as much as 8«3 percent V^O^) horizontal seams with 

sparsely disseminated Mineral in the sandstone above and below* 

Ihe deposits range from less than a foot to ten1 feet in 

thickness and may extend for several hundred feet along the 

outcrop* Similar but separate chromium deposits occur in the 

same area.

The description of the uranium deposits in the Shinarump 

conglomerate of Triassic age at Temple Mountain^ Utah, is 

taken from Hess,, 1922e (See fief* no. ljQ.).-a

lost of the uranium deposits in the Paradox Valley area 

are small bodies of camotite«°impregnated sandstone in the 

Morrison formation of Jurassic age about 300 feet above the 

base of the formation. Ihe host bed5 from UO to 70 feet thick,, 

is a cross-bedded sandstone that contains mudstone lenses^, 

numerous clay galls^ and abundant organic debris*

The author reviews previous theories of originj, proposes that 

the deposit's* are syngenetic*, and suggests that the metals were 

introduced with bits of clay or deposited by biochemical processes*
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91 « Fpiedelj, C»^ and Cumenge,, E4j, 1899 *» Sur un nouveau mineral 
d^urane^ la carnotites Soc« Franc* Mineralogie Bull«, 
v. 22 , p« 26-29 9 (In French) | Bull. Soc* Chim. de Paris 
(3)j> Vo 21^ p* 328j, (In French) | Academic des Sciences^ 
Paris, Comptes Rendusj, v» 128, p» 532, (In French) j 
Chemical News 5 v« 80, p« 16»

A powdery yellow substance from Montrose County, 

Cole*, was received by the authors and found to be a new 

mineral species* The mineral, a hydrous potassium uranyl 

vanadate, was named carnotite in honor of M» Adolphe 

Carnot»



92 o Qabelmanc) J« W»* 1955? Uranium deposits in limestones Contribution 
to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy <> Geneva* Switzerland* 11 p«

The Todilto limestone of Middle Jurassic age is present 

in northern New Mexico in an area which roughly coincides 

with the San Juan Basin* Throughout the basin the limestone 

is deformed by intraformational folds ranging in width from 

less than one inch to about 35 feet* Folding may have begun 

contemporaneously with deposition.<> but it continued after 

lithificationo Fold axes have two major directions and 

form a reticulate pattern which commonly coincides with the 

joint pattern*

The mineralized areas occupy the troughs of wide* 

shallow synclines which plunge down the northeast flank of 

the Zuni uplift* Ore deposits in the synclines are confined 

to the crests of smaller anticlines and are* therefore* long 

and narrow* Ore trends follow the reticulate joint and fold 

pattern directions! the deposits occur close to the larger 

faults*

Uranium IB considerably smaller quantities occurs in 

the Kaibab limestone of Permian age in Arizona* its San 

Andres equivalent in New Mexico* and in calcareous portions 

of the Bidahochi formation of Miocene age in the Hopi Buttes 

area* Arizona* and in algal limestone in the Browns Park 

formation of Miocene age in Wyoming* These occurrences are 

discussed*



Gabelmar^ J« W.^ 19% Uranium deposits in paludal black shales^ 
Dakota formation^ San Juan Basin,, New Mexicos Contribution to 
the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy 2 Geneva^, Switzerland,, 10 p.

Uranium deposits are present in black shale at the base 

of the Dakota sandstone of Cretaceous age in the San Juan 

basin 5 northwestern New Mexico« The shales are of paludal 

and littoral origin, and are richly carbonaceous* The shale 

beds are discontinuous lenses which interfinger with5 and 

are enclosed by5, discontinuous paleostream channel-sand 

lenses. Interbedded sandstone beds and lenses are grey, 

medium^ to coarse-grained 5 and highly contaminated with 

carbonaceous trash.

Uranium is most common in the carbonaceous sandstone 

lenses which hare greatest lithologic variability» Yellow 

uranium minerals impregnate the most carbonaceous portions 

of the sandstone* Less commonly,, beds of pure black 

carbonaceous shale or peat overlying paleostream channel 

sands are mineralized rather than the neighboring sands* 

No uranium minerals are recognizable in the shales and the 

uranium is presumably absorbed by the carbon.

In the Gallup area^, the Diamond 2 and Becenti deposits 

are in carbonaceous sandstone beds5 and the Hogback No« h 

deposit is in black carbonaceous shale.



3h the Grants area^, the Silver Spur^ Small .Stake j, and 

Dakota deposits are in basal Dakota carbonaceous sandstone 

enclosed by shale e

In the Nacimiento uplift, the Butler deposit is in a 

thin peat lens in the basal zone of interbedded black 

shales and sandstones in the Dakota formation*,

The Diamond No* 2 5 Hogback No* k> and Butler .deposits 

are described briefly»
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9iu Gale 3 H. S., 1906,, Carnotite in Rio Elanco County^, Colorado! 
U. S 0 Geolo Survey Bull* 3l£-C 5 p, 110-117•

Carnotite deposits about 15 miles northeast of Meeker 

in Rio Blanco County are in sandstone of the Dakota sandstone 

of Cretaceous age* Th© carnotite coats fractures in the 

sandstone and is associated with fossil wood. The deposits 

are probaKLy superficial*



95o Gale^ H 0 So^ 1908<» Carnotite and associated minerals in western 
Routt Countyj, Color ado 2 U* S«, Geol* Survey Bull* 3kO$ 
p* 257-262*

The carnotite deposits near Skull Creek in western 

Routt County occur in a white^ massive^, cross=bedded^ 

coarse-grained sandstone of Jurassic age* Uraniu% 

vanadium^ copper,, selenium^ and chromium minerals 

impregnate the sandstone and coat fractures along a shear 

25one 0 The rock is heavily stained with limonite*



125

96. Garrels^ R. M., 1953^ Some thermodynamic relations among the 
vanadium oxides<, and their relations to the oxidation state 
of the uranium ores of the Colorado Plate auss Am* Mineralogist 
v. 380 no. 11-12, p. 1251-1265) Geol. Soc. America Bull., 
~« 61;, no. 12, p. 1U26 (abstract).

"Fields of stability of several vanadium oxides in water 

solution at 25 C e have been calculated as functions of pH

and oxidation potential. The bivalent V^Og is not expected 

under natural conditions; it should occur only at oxidation 

potentials below the breakdown potential of water* The 

oxide corresponding to the mineral montroseite, VgO^.tLO 

or VQOH, is predicted to coexist with common metal sulfides 

and to oxidize to "^OL at about the same potential at which 

sulfide ion oxidised to sulfate. Owing to difficulties 

entailed by the complex chemistry of vanadium, V^, no attempt 

was made to calculate a boundary between ^Or and a higher 

oxide. Diagrams showing the fields of stability of the 

various oxides have been constructed, and contours showing 

the activities of the various vanadium ions have been 

superimposed. Th$ stability fields of the vanadium oxides 

should be useful in deducing the environment of formation 

of the carnotite ores and the M blue~blackH ores of the 

Colorado Plateaus." (author's abstract).



Carrel s^, R« M05 195U5 Thermodynamic relations among the uranium 
oxides «> and their relation to the oxidation states of the 
uranium ores of the Colorado Plateaus^ Geol* Soc 0 America 
Bull., V* 6^ noo 125 p« 12$li=12$5 (abstract)*,

tt Fields of stability of uranyl hydroxide and uranous 

hydroxide in water solution at 2S> C 0 and 1 atmosphere pressure 

have been calculated as functions of Eh and pH 0 Equilibrium 

values of the activity of uranyl ion and of uranous ion also 

have been calculated and are shown as contours on the stability 

fields«• Thermodynamic relations among the uranyl hydroxides^ 

oxides,, and hydrated oxides indicate that the free«energy 

differences among the various species are small« The data are 

interpreted to mean that a variety of such uranium (VI) 

compounds may form and even co«exist« Similar studies of the 

uranium (IV) hydroxide indicate that it is unstable relative 

to the oxide and might well be expected to invert to the oxide 

at a finite rate*, Uranium (V) compounds probably have a 

transitory existence because of the instability of the UCLj* iong 

uranium (ill) oxides and hydroxides would not be expected to 

occur naturally because the uranium (III) ion would decompose 

water® A comparison of the behavior of the low«valence vanadium 

hydroxides (III and IV) with uranium (IV) and (VI) hydroxides 

indicates that vanadium (III) hydroxide should oxidize to the 

vanadium (IV) hydroxide at a slightly lower potential than that 

required for the uranous to uranyl hydroxide pair« A speculative 

diagram showing probable fields of stability of many of the
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major minerals of the Colorado Plateaus is presented^, and 

it is suggested that a consistent picture results if one 

assumes that the ores represent the superimposition of a 

weathering environment on a mineral assemblage formed in a 

primary reducing environment*" (author's abstract)*
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98* Carrels^, R» M« a 1$$$s Weathering of uranium depositss Min* Cong* 
v« Ijl no« 5 <> £8«60»

The vanadium-uranium and copper-uranium ores of the 

M'sandstone-typew deposits of the Colorado Plateau exhibit an 

extremely complex and Yarded mineralogy* The ores occur 

predominantly in continental sandstones* The ore minerals 

characteristically are interstitial to or replacements of the 

sandstone particles* Previous to 1950*, the metals contained 

in the ores mined were in a high valence state 9 but since 

then^, low-valent ores from deeper mines have contributed a 

significant part of the total production*

A consistent picture of the genesis of the present 

complex mineralogy is obtained if it is assumed that the 

deposits originally consisted entirely of minerals containing 

uraniumj, vanadium^ copper $ and iron in their lower valence 

states^, and that the present ores exhibit?, from place to 

place^, every possible degree and range of oxidation of this 

primary assemblage* The sequence of minerals formed during 

the process of oxidation and weathering is illustrated and 

explained*
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Gilkey, ju K<><, 1953^ Fracture pattern of the Zuni uplift « Final 
reports U* S* Atomic Energy Comnu JM3-3050 P 3k p*«, issued 
by U e So Ate«ic Energy Comnu Tech* Info Service^ Oak Ridgeo

"The objectives of this study have been to determine the 

nature of the major fracture pattern of the Zuni uplift; to 

analyze this pattern for evidence of the mode of origin of 

the uplift; and to compare the fracturing in the ore areas 

with that elsewhere on the uplift to see whether diagnostic 

features exist that might make it possible to indicate other 

favorable areas* 11

The dominant set of fractures is roughly parallel to the 

long axis of the Zuni uplift,, and a subordinate set is about 

normal, to the long axis* Ihese sets of joints and faults are 

present in both crystalline and sedimentary rocks* Gilkey 

concludes that the Zuni uplift was produced by up-warping of 

the crystalline core related to major regional tectonic 

elements* The general area in which most of the uranium ore 

has been found is a prominently faulted part of the uplift 

with joints especially dense near the faults* Some ore 

bodies show well-defined elongations in the directions of the 

principal fracturing! this suggests that the ore is related 

to fracturing* (Author's abstract in part)



Gillj, «J* Re 5 195»3<> Uranium minerals in Cedar Canyon^ Harding 
County.) South Dakota^ In Search for and geology of radioactive 
deposit s j> Semiannual progress report s December !«, 1952 to 
May 31, 1953s U 0 So Geol« Survey TEI=330 5 p c 12U-125, issued 
by Uo S« Atomic Energy Comnu Techo Info Service5 .0ak Ridge*,

A small deposit of a yellow uranium mineral 9 possibly 

carnotitej, occurs in a channel sandstone at the top of the 

White River formation of Oligocene age in Cedar Canyon near 

the south end of the Slim Buttes* The mineral is most 

abundant in the sandstone near the base of the channel and 

is concentrated near fossil roots or stems and on the surfaces 

of fractures^
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J*j> and Reeside<> J« B.« Jr» s 1928 5 Sedimentary rocks 
of the San Rafael Swell and some adjacent areas in eastern 
Utahg U* S. Geol* Surrey Prof* Paper l£0-D«, p a 6l»110*

The sedimentary formations of the San Rafael Swell area 

range in age from Permian to Upper Cretaceous* Triassic 

and Jurassic formations are most widely exposed and are 

mostly of continental origin. Formations older than Upper 

Cretaceous are predominantly sandstone* A few igneous 

dikes and sills are present in the southwestern part of 

the San Rafael Swell* The formations are described and a 

number of measured sections are presented*
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102o Gilluly, J«<, 1928 <> Geology and oil and gas prospects of part of 
the San Rafael Swell,, Utahs U. S 0 Geol* Survey Bull* 806-C, 
p* 69-130o

Sedimentary formations in this area of Emery County 

range in age from Permian to Upper Cretaceous* A number of 

igneous sills and dikes are present in the southwestern part 

of the area* The San Rafael Swell is a huge asymmetric 

elongate dome^ the dips on the north and west flank are 

gentle* but the south and southeast flanks are steeply 

dipping* A number of minor folds are superimposed on the 

major structure, and small faults are present in many 

pi aces« Ihe report includes a geologic and structural map 

of the area at a scale of Is 126,,720,

Vanadiums-uranium ores have been mined at several 

localities along the east flank of the Swell,, and carnotite 

stains were seen at several places on the west flank.
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103 • Gott5 Go B., and Bricksonj, R» L« 5 19$2» .Reconnaissance of
uranium and copper deposits in parts of New Mexico^ Colorado^ 
Utah,, Idaho5 and Wyoming* U» S« Geol* Survey Circ* 219$ 
16 p«

Copper and uranium are associated in several economic 

cranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau* Because of this 

association^ a reconnaissance examination was made of several 

known deposits of copper disseminated in sandstone to determine 

whether they might be a souree of uranium* Commercial grade 

uranium is not associated with the copper deposits that ware

In addition,, uraniferous asphaltite deposits in the 

Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age in the San Rafael 

Swell were examined* These deposits may be economic sources 

of uranium* The uraniferous asphaltite deposits contain a 

suite of trace metals similar to that contained in crude oil 

and other bituminous materials* The metals in the asphaltite 

may have been concentrated from petroleum*



lOlu Gott., Go Bc 5 Joneso R« S ej) Pcstj, E c V* 5 and Braddock s Wo A«,<> 
19£>U«> ELack Hills.o South Dakota? In Geologic investigations 
of radioactive deposits^ Semiannual progress report^ 
December 1 5 1953 » to May 31j> 195U* U» S. Geol Survey 
TEI-ltUO, PC 6U<=> 72 5, issued by Uo Se Atomic Energy Commo 
Teche Info Service <> Oak Ridge 0

Several relationships between the vanadium-uranium 

deposits in the Edgemont district and the characteristics 

of the host rocks have been noted which may have value as aids

to predicting ore* The most favorable host rock appears to 

be the thickest sandstone in the lower part of the Lakota 

formation of Cretaceous age e The deposits generally occur 

where the sandstone contains numerous mxadstone **splits* 11 

Many of the carnotite deposits occur on structural terraces. 

A characteristic purplish=pink iron oxide stain impregnates 

the sandstones adjacent to many of the deposits! this color 

appears to be one of the more useful guides to ore c Silica 

and carbonate cement are associated with the deposits in 

some places, but also are present in areas where ore is 

not known to exist*



105« Crray5 J« R« 5 and Tennissen*, A» C«<> 195>3<> Uranium investigations 
near Aladdin*, Crook County^ Wyoming? U« S« Atomic Energy 
Comnu RME-14.0165, 13 po 5 iss-ued by U« S» Atomic Energy Cornm* 
Tech* Inf« Service^ Oak Ridge*

Uranium deposits occur in the Cretaceous Inyan Kara 

group in Crook County^, Wyo* Carnotite-type minerals and 

possibly autunite and torbernite occur in sandstone as 

interstitial fillings and as coatings along bedding planes 

in four ore zones* Many areas of anomalous radioactivity 

are known* The radioactivity anomalies and mineralized 

areas are on the west flank of an anticline plunging nortb 

off of the main part of the HLack Hills uplift*



106. Greggj C, €«<, 1952 <> Reconnaissance and investigational
drilling on Hoskinninni and Nokal Mesas,, San Juan County^ 
Utah5 and Navajo Cotmtyj, Arlaonas U 0 S« Atomic Energy Comru 
RMD-987* 10 p«<> issued by U0 S« Atomic Energy Cormu Teeho 
Inf * Service^, Oak Ridge*

Diamond=drilling programs on Hoskinninni and Nokai 

Mesas demonstrated that these areas do not contain sufficient 

mineralized ground to justify further work by the Federal 

Government« The gross geology is similar to uranium-producing 

areas in Monument 7alley* Sediments of the Shinarump 

conglomerate of Triassic age fill channels cut into the 

•underlying Moenkopi formation^ also of friassie age<> Scant 

copper and uranium minerals appear1 locally in sandstone and 

siltstone in these channels 5 but the size and grade is 

insufficient to make ore<>



Gregory «, H* E OJ| 1913 « The Shinarump conglomerates Amer* Jour 
Sci., Uth Ser* 5 v . 35* no* 208 5 p

Ihe Shinarump conglomerate is a gray to white, siliceous 

sediment of continental origin*. It consists of cross-beds 

and lenses of pebble conglomerate,, coarse sandstone, and fine 

sandstone* The structure and texture vary both vertically 

and laterally* The formation is resistant to erosion and 

forms cliffs, benches and tables. Silicified fossil wood 

is a universal feature of the Shinarumpo Though the formation 

has great area! extent , it is usually less than one hundred 

feet thick* Ihe Shinarump conglomerate,, probably of Upper 

Triassic age<> is apparently conformably overlain by the 

Chinle formation of Upper Triassic age* In most places it* 

rests unconf ormably on the Moenkopi formation of Permian 

age /now considered Trias sic/*



138

108 <> Gregory j> He £«,«, 1917$ Geology of the Navajo country •=>» a
reconnaissance of parts of Arizona^ New Mexico,0 and Utahs 
U 0 S« Geolo Surrey Prof 0 Paper 93p

The geology of the Navajo country, an area in northeastern 

Arizona and adjacent parts of Utah,,, Colorado!, and New Mexico^ 

is describedo Ekposed consolidated sedimentary rocks in the 

region are mostly of Triassic5 Jurassic^ and Cretaceous agej, 

but rocks of Precambrian5 Pennsylvania^ and Eocene age also 

are presento Relatively large areas in the Carrigo Mountains 

and in the Hopi Buttes area are underlain by igneous rooks* 

Smaller bodies of igneous rocks are widely distributed* Tne 

sedimentary rocks in the region are horizontal or tilted at 

low angles except where they have been sharply folded by 

monoclinese IWo major structural, basins ^now called San 

Juan Basin and Black Mesa Basin/ and three major uplifts 

£now called Zuni uplift 5 Defiance uplift., and Monument 

uplift/ are present in the region* The report includes a 

geologic map of the Navajo country at a scale of IsSOO^OOQo

In Monument Valley a uranium-vanadiom mineral 5 pro'baoiy 

carnotitec, was found among the pebbles of the Shxnarump 

conglomerate and in association with petrified wood of the 

Chinle formation9 both of Triassic age e
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109« Gregory^ H« Ec <> 1938 5 The San Juan country5 a geographic and
geologic reconnaissance of southeastern Utahs U. S e Geolo
Surrey Prof* Paper 188, 123 p<>

Ibcposed sedimentary formations in this region range in 

age from PennsylTanian to Upper Cretaceous. The formations 

are described^ and a number of measured sections are 

presented* Relatively large masses of intrusive igneous 

rocks are present in the Abajo Mountainso The major 

structural features in the area are the Sage Plain downwarpi, 

the Monument upwarp^ and the intervening Comb Ridge monocline* 

Smaller folds locally modify the major structures. Ihe 

report includes a reconnaissance geologic map of the region 

at a scale of about



llOo Gregory,, H« £„<, and Mo ore 5, R» C 0 <, 1931.9 The Kaiparowits
region^ a geographic and geologic reconnaissance of parts 
of Utah and jftrizonas U ft S 0 Geol« Survey Prof 0 Paper 16^

The sedimentary rocks of the Kaiparowits region are 

chiefly of Trlassle^ Jurassic 5 and Cretaceous age5 but 

Eocene rocks cap the highest plateaus<, and Permian 

sandstones and limestones are present in the upwarps* 

Extrusive igneous rocks of Tertiary age blanket an area 

In the northwest part of the region 0 Ihe Waterpoeket 

monocline and the East Kaibab monocline are the major 

flexures of the region e The Circle Cliffs upwarp<, the 

Kaibab upwarp 5 and the Kaiparowits downwarp cover large 

areas and are modified by smaller folds<> Ihe Paunsugunt 

fault in the northwest part of the region has a displacement 

of lc>500 feeto The report includes a geologic map of the 

region at a scale of



Grier5 A* W«, (editor) 9 2,95k$ Geology of portions of the 
High Plateaus and adjacent Canyon lands^ central and 
south-central Utahs Ihteraountain Assoeo of Petroleum 
Geologists, Fifth Annual Field Conference, /Chiidebook/i* 
Salt Lake City^ Utah^ 130 p.

This publication*, a field conference guidebook^ 

includes papers on the geoiaorphology,, structural history ̂> 

stratigraphic correlations^ and the stratigraphy of the 

Carboniferous^ Permian*, IriassiCt, Jurassic^, and Cretaceous 

and Tertiary rocks* Each of the formations is describedo 

The stratigraphy and structure of the Capitol Reef area,, 

the Kaiparowits region^ and the Paunsugunt Plateau region 

are described. The guidebook also contains papers on the 

oil and gas fields of the region and the uranium deposits 

at Temple Mountain* A number of geologic and structural 

maps and sections at various scales are included*



112 « GriggSt, R« L« p 1953 <> A reconnaissance for uranium in New- 
Mexico * Uo S« Geolo Surrey Circ« 3£U$ 9 PC

A reconnaissance for uranium was conducted in the 

Datil area in Catron and Socorr© Counties^ the Cerrillos 

and the Glorieta Mining districts in Santa Fe County $ 

the Las Vegas area and the Tecolote Mining district in 

San Miguel County5 and an area in Golf ax County^ all in 

New Mexico. Possibly significant uranium deposits were 

found only in the Datil areaj, where one sample contained 

0..056 percent tLCLc In this srea.^ yellow uranium minerals 

associated with carbonaceous material and limonite occur 

in the Mesaverde formation of Cretaceous age at the base 

of sandstone beds which overlie shale*



« Grigggj, R* L. 5 19$k9 DatH Mountain area# New Mexico; in 
Geologic investigations of radioactive deposits^, 
Semiannual progress report» June 1 to November 30, 19^5 
U. S* Geol. Survey TEI-1*90. p. 129-130* issued by U. S. 
Atomic Energy Comm« Tech* Inf. Service^, Oak Hidge»

Uranium deposits occur in the Mesaverde formation of 

Cretaceous age and in the Baca formation of Tertiary age 

in this area* Hie uranium is concentrated at the contact 

of porous sandstones with underlying impermeable shale 

beds and shale stringers* At one locality the uranium is 

in the wedge edge of a lenticular sandstone in the Baca 

formation* Yellow uranium minerals are visible in some 

prospects but the uranium in an unidentified form is 

associated mainly with ferruginous and carbonaceous 

material in sandstone*



Gruner, J« W 05 1951 «> Annual report for July 1,, 1950 to June 30<> 
1951$ Pt« Hj, Origin of the uranium deposits in the 
Shxnarump formation <=> A preliminary study? U» B 0 Atomic 
'Energy Cornm, EMO«=>837 5 27 p«s, issued by U. S, Atomic Energy 
Conmu Teche Inf« Service^ Oak Ridge*

Features common to many or all of the uranium deposits 

in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age are reviewed* 

Most of the deposits are associated with fossil carbonaceous 

material and are near the base of channels cut into the 

underlying rocks,, in most places the Moenkopi formation,, 

and are filled with irregular lenses and beds of conglomerate,, 

sandstone,, and clay* Commonly there is a thin bleached zone 

directly under the contact* The unoxidized parts of the 

deposits are independent of present day large-scale topography* 

The uranium may be associated with vanadium or copper or 

neither j> but pyrite is almost always present in the unoxidized 

ore e

Hypotheses of the origin of the uranium deposits discussed 

are the hydrothermal hypothesis^ concentration from surface 

watersj, and concentration from circulating meteoric waters» 

Gruner favors the hypothesis that flowing cold waters deposited 

the uraniumo Organic matter is thought to be the precipitating 

agent* The deposits have remained essentially unchanged by 

subsequent geologic processes«



11*5

115'o Grumes J« W« e '195Up The origin of the uranium deposits of
the Colorado Plateau and adjacent regionss Mines Mag 0s) 
TO liUp noo 3j> PO 53-56*

The uranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau are in 

essentially flat-lying sedimentary rocks that range in age 

from Permian to Tertiary,, but most are in Triassie and 

Jurassic rocks» The uranium is found in universal 

association with plant remains* The normally red rocks 

are bleached to gray near the uranium deposits? presumably 

due to the same solutions which concentrated the uranium*

The rocks containing the ores are flood-plain deposits* 

Inter stratified with them are thick volcanic ash beds., now 

mudstones and silts* The volcanic ash presumably contained 

a small percentage of uranium which was easily leached by 

ground~water* During the Larami.de Eevolution tilting and 

doming of strata caused important changes in ground-water 

flow* At this stage much of the uranium was precipitated 

by the plant and hydrocarbon materials. The oxidation of 

the black ores to yellow is related to the present surface*



116« Gruner,, J« W«j, 1955$ A comparison of black uranium ores in 
Utahj, New Mexico and Wyoming? Contribution to the 
International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy <, Geneva*, Switzerland s 5 p<>

Unoxidxzed uranium deposits in four widely separated 

areas (Lisbon Valley*, Utah,, Temple Mountain*, Utah^ Poison 

Canyon,, N 0 Mex*<> and Gas Hills,) Wyo«) are compared* The 

host rocks range in age from Triassic to Eocene^, and all are 

poorly sorted arkosic sandstones which contain much organic 

carbon* Vanadium is not present in the deposits in Eocene 

rockso The identified dark uranium-bearing minerals are 

uraninite and coffiniteo The paragenetic sequence of 

minerals at all four deposits are very similar! the deposits 

were produced by nearly the same geologic processes 0 The 

"black ores'8 were deposited in a reducing environment^ and 

they are primary in the sense that oxidized yellow ores are 

derived from therru



11*7

11? o Gruner-c, Jo ¥ 0 <, Gardiner 9 L op and Smith,, B« Koc, Jr 0 ^ 1953 <> 
Annual report for July !<» 1952 to Harch 31$ 1953s U* S* 
Atomic Efaergy Comm* BM&-30l4ij, 58 po<, issued by U 0 S 0
Atomic Energy Gonrnu I echo Info Service^ Oak Ridge 0

This report is divided into six independent partso

In Part Ij, preliminary results of field work in the 

White Canyon and San Bafael Swell areas are reported* 

The "Flop^Over58 at Temple Mountain is described*, and the 

structure is interpreted as collapse due to an unknown 

cause e

In Part IX,, four categories of uranium^bearing 

carbonaceous materials are discussed* They ares (l)<> 

ligriitie plant material*, (2) P asphaltite 5 (3)^ gUsonite^ 

and (k)$ liquid hydrocarbons* Uraniferous asphaltite is 

common in the Temple Mountain mines,, where it occurs 

interstitial to sand grains and as globules*

Part III deals with the synthesis of certain uranium

Si Part IV the changes in color from red to green of the 

silts and shales associated with uranium deposits and 

uraniferous horizons are discussed* The color change is due 

to the destruction of the red coloring matter^ heiaatite<, 

either by reduction of the iron or by chemical reaction of 

the hematite with hydromicas«



11*8

Part V is a discussion of the quantity of disseminated 

uranium present in the sedimentary rocks of the Colorado 

PA ateauj, and how it could have been concentrated into 

economic ore bodies«

Part VI is a discussion of the syngenetic and 

hydrotheraal hypotheses for the origin of the uranium 

deposits of the Colorado Plateau« Gruner believes that the 

ore minerals probably were precipitated from acidic sulfate 

groundwater solutions* The uranium may have been derived 

from a magmatie source or from a sedimentary source« A 

number of observed facts that may be pertinent to the 

problem are presented*. The hypothesis is favored that the 

uranium was derived from the sediments*



1U9

118• Gruner, J« ¥«<, Gardiner5 L*^ and Smith,, Do K CJI Jr« 5
Mineral associations in the uranium deposits of the 
Colorado Plateau and adjacent regions = Interim reports 
U, So Atomic Energy Coranu RME -3092 5 1*8 p», issued by 
Uo So Atomic Energy Cornm* Tech<, Inf« Service r9 Oak Ridge*

The mineral associations in uranium deposits on the 

Colorado Plateau are reported* Ihe mineral associations 

and paragenetic sequence of the ore minerals are similar 

in most of the deposits*, notwithstanding the preponderance 

of vanadium«bearing minerals in some deposits and sulfides 

in others* M Black ores,, 8* containing uraninite and coffinite^ 

are unoxidissed and not necessarily of hydr©thermal origin*



119* Gruner, J» W«, Rosenzweig, A« 9 and Smith,, D« K«, Jr aj( 195Uj» 
The mineralogy of the "Mi ?idan uranium ore deposit 
of the Utex Exploration Company in the Indian Wash area, 
Utah| in Annual report for April 1, 1953 to March 31, 
195Us U* 3» Atomic Energy Comm* KM£-309lb p. 15-27, issued 
by U 0 S, Atomic Energy Coranu Tech. Inf« Service,, Oak Eidge.

The "Mi ?idan vanadiom-uranium ore deposit is in 

calcareous sandstone and mudstone lenses in the Chinle 

formation of Triassic age. The area is on the southwest 

flank of the Lisbon Valley anticline,, and the rocks strike 

15 - 30° m. and dip about 10 SVT. The ore body is 

covered with impervious shale and siltstone• The mineralogy 

of the host rock and ore minerals is described, and the 

origin of the deposit is discussed, Uraninite is the major 

uranium mineral,, but tyuyamunite and metatyuyamunite also 

are recognized* Montroseite, doloresite, and other 

unidentified vanadium minerals are present* The ore 

minerals are associated with abundant carbonaceous material*



Gruner.o j 0 W OJ) Towle p G» C op and Gardiner<> L 0s) 195lp Uranium 
mineralization in Todilto limestone near Grants^ MeKinley 
County^, New Mexico^ Econ« Geology,, v« i|.6p no« 7$ p<> 802 
(abstract)? Geolo Soc« America Bulle p Vo 62^ no., 12 5 p«

"Uranium ores have been found in Todilto limestone near 

Grants^ No Mexo<, about ?5 miles west of Albiiquerque» The 

rocks are a part of the southern rim of the San Juan Basin 

and dip gently northward 0 Hie Todilto is practically 

conformably underlain by Entrada sand stone 0 The Summerville 

formation overlies it« The limestone in the area under 

discussion varies from 3 to 20 feet in thickness* Usually^, 

the upper part shows considerable recrystallizationo It is in 

this portion that most of the mineralization is foundo Here^ 

the minerals carnotitec, tyuyamunite^ uranophane.9 and some 

amorphous 9 ill«defined uranium«VHiadium compounds partly 

replace the calcite 0 Fluorite has been found in two places 

replacing calciteo Pitchblende in minute blebs has been 

identified,, The lowerp thinly bedded limestone contains 

uranium only along joints and fractures* Very minor amounts 

of uranium minerals have been discovered in the basal few feet 

of the overlying Summerville. It may be stated tentatively 

that the uranium content is probably of syngenetic origin* 

Diagenesis caused recrystallization of the upper Todilto and 

some concentrations of the ore» Circulating ground water 

caused much later solution and reprecipitation in the ores*. 1' 

(authors 8 abstract)«,
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121* Gruttj Eo Wo 5 Jr«, 5 195>5> 5 Geologic notes on some Wyoming uranium 
districts: Mines Mag*,, v« 1*5, no* 3» p« 106-108 0

Uranium in Wyoming occurs in veins in Precarabrian rocks p 

in sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic and Mesozoic agee, and in 

sedimentary rocks of Tertiary age. The deposits in sedimentary 

rocks of Tertiary age are most important*

In the Owl Creek Mountains,, in the Pedro Mountains^ and 

in the Lararaie Mountains,, uraninite occurs in hydrothermal 

veins in Precambrian roeks*

Carnotite deposits occur in sandstones of the Inyan Kara 

group of Early Cretaceous age on the northwest flank of the 

Black Hills*

Uranium deposits in the Powder Eiver Basin occur in the 

Wasateh formation of Eooene age in two broad areas* In the 

Pumpkin Buttes area^ there are two types of deposits? 

disseminated and concretionary* Both occur in coarse-grained 

arkosic sandstone but are not usually found together* The 

deposits in Converse County are mostly of the disseminated 

type*

The uranium deposits near Lance Creek^ on the southeast 

margin of the Powder River Basin are mostly in arkosic sandstone 

in the White River formation of Oligocene age*
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la the Gas Hills area,, the majority of the deposits 

occur in gently dipping coarse-grained arkosie sandstone 

of the Wind River formation of Eocene age* A number of 

uranium minerals are disseminated in the host rock* In the 

Owl Greek Mountains^ meta-antunlte is disseminated along 

seams or bedding in tuff aceous sediments of the Wind RiYer 

formationo

In the Crooks Gap area in the Green Mountains,, 

tiranophane and other urani^am minerals are disseminated in 

very coarse-grained sandstone and conglomerate in the 

lower part of the Wasatch formation of Eocene age*

Near Baggs ? Wyoo^, and Maybell^ Colo.j, uranium minerals 

are irregularly disseminated in sandstone of the Browns 

Park formation of Miocene age«
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122<> Grutt s Eo W«, 1.955 <> Uranium deposits in tertiary elastics in 
Wyoming and Northern Colorado8 Contribution to the 
International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy^ 
Geneva,, Switzerland,, 1$ p 0

Uranium deposits in the Wyoming sedimentary basins are in 

medium- to coarse-grained and conglomeratic sandstones of Eocene^ 

Oligocene and Miocene age e Torrential croes-=>bedding is common! 

the sandstones have calcareous^ ferruginous or phosphatic 

cement and often contain carbonaceous material^

The important uranium minerals in deposits in the Powder 

River Basin are vanadatesi the deposits in the Wind River Basin 

contain mostly phosphates and arsenatesi and the principal 

uranium-bearing minerals in deposits in the Green Mountains^ 

Great Divide Basin and Washakie Basin are silicates and sulphates*. 

Uraninite has been identified in deposits in the Wind River5 

Powder Elver 9 and Washakie Basinse

Stratigraphic and lithologic guides to uranium deposits in 

the important districts are suggested. Structure plays an 

important but obscure role<, and the size and shape of the deposits 

range within wide limitso The most promising deposits are those 

which contain uranium minerals disseminated in sandstone strata 

as grain coatings and interstitial fillingso The largest orebody 

of this type probably contains more than 50^000 tons of ore*

Representative deposits from the various areas are described 

and compared with other deposits in similar environments*
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123« Gustafson^ J« K 0|> 19U9$ Uranium resources* Nucleonics^ v« ii>
no* 5<> p« 23=-28«

The occurrence of uranium in nature^ the potential 

supply of uranium^ and the uranium procurement policy of 

the U« S. Atomic Energy Commission are discussed* Uranium 

deposits are divided into four main typess (1) igneous 

rocks $ (2) hydrothermal vein deposits^, (3) sedimentary 

rocks9 and (k) deposits of doubtful and perhaps complex 

origino Within the fourth group are the carnotite-type 

uranium deposits of the Colorado Plateau* Tabular or 

lenticular bodies of carnotite-impregnated sandstone are 

found in certain parts of the Morrison and Entrada 

formations of Jurassic age and in the Shinarump conglomerate 

of Triassic age* The carnotite is commonly associated with 

other vanadium minerals and fossil plant material.
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12iu Hall,, R» Boj, 195>5<> Recent uranium developments in the Black 
Hills? Mines Mago^ v« U5 5 no« 3* p« 60 S 122-123.

The Black Hills is a relatively flat, domal upliftj, 

elliptical in shape^ and trends northwesterly* Crystalline 

Precambrian rocks are exposed in the corej, and sedimentary 

rocks of Cambrian to Cretaceous age form a series of 

cuestas and hogbacks around the core. In the Edgemont 

district j, Fall River County,, S 0 Dak*j, the regional dip is 

to the southwest | the regional dip is interrupted by two 

major south~plunging anticlines and other minor structural 

features*
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Uranium deposits in the Edgemont district*, first 

discovered in 1951* ^e f°r the most part confined to the 

Ipjan Kara group of Lower Cretaceous age* The Injan Kara 

groups in descending order <> includes the Fall River^ Fuson^ 

and Lakota formations* Most of the deposits and all of the 

major producing mines are in areas where the rocks dip less 

than 5 $ and they are often where there is a sharp change in 

dip* The Gould ore body^ the largest producer in the Black 

Hillsc, is in the basal part of the Fall River sandstone5 

which*, in the vicinity of the mines is a buff to brown5 

coarse- to very coarse-grained sandstone* The principal ore 

mineral,, carnotite 9 occurs as interstitial fillings* Mother 

large ore body was discovered in the course of exploratory- 

drilling done to test the validity of the concept of 

structural control* It is thought that lithologic controls 

combined with structural controls were instrumental in 

localizing the ore bodies*

An electrical resistivity survey in the drilling area 

demonstrated that a resistivity anomaly exists over the ore 

body* Resistivity techniques may be successful in delimiting 

favorable ground*
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Hatfield,, K. G., and Maise<> C« R« 5 195U<> Geologic reconnaissance 
of the Defiance uplift•> Apache County,, Arizona? D. S* Atomic 
Energy Com. EMEU 71 <9 Ik p«<> issued by U, S e Atomic Energy 
Coma* Tech. Inf. Service, Oak Ridge*

A reconnaissance investigation for uranium deposits in 

the Defiance uplift was concentrated on the Ghinle formation 

of Triassic age* No large deposits were foundo A number 

of mineralized localities in the Chinle were associated 

with small concretions and carbonized logs. The deposits 

are surrounded by a zone in whieh the normal blue or purple 

color has been altered to gray or brownish~orangee Small 

uranium deposits may occur in formations other than the 

Chinle« The Defiance uplift is a broad structural feature 

in which formations that range in age from Precambrian to 

Tertiary are exposed*



isssj, Fo Lo 5 1913«> Carnotite near Green River*, Utahs Ue S. 
Geolo Survey Bull. S30-K,, p« 161-

The carnotite deposits near Green River occur in 

coarse-grainedc) cross^bedded sandstone of the f Flaraing

Gorge formation Redefined in part as the Morrison formation/ 

of Jurassic age« "Hie carnotite impregnates the sandstone., 

coats fractures^ and fills small irregular cavitie^o The 

mineral is associated with iron oxide stains .and abundant

fossil plant material,.
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12?« Hessj, F« L« $ 1913$ Notes on the vanadium deposits near 
FLacerville, Colorado?; U. S« Geol« Survey Bull.

The vanadium mineral roscoelite occurs in a dark-colored 

fine-grained sandstone in the ^La Plata formation predefined 

in part as the Entrada sandstone/^ of Jurassic age. The 

mineral locally impregnates the sandstone at about the same 

stratigraphic horizon along several miles of outcrop. Ihe 

individual deposits are tabular and have an outcrop length 

of as much as 700 feet* Carnotite is minor to roscoelite 

and occurs locally along joints in the vanadium deposits. 

Mariposite* a green chromium mineral,, is disseminated in 

sandstone and nearly envelopes the vanadium deposits* 

Inconclusive evidence suggests that the deposits were 

formed from hot water solutions of possible magmatic origin.
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128 • Hess5 Fo L<x> 1913$ Uranium and vanadiums II. S« Geol« Survey^, 
Mineral Resources^, 1912,, Part 15 p* 1003-1007.

Ihis report is a brief study of the uranium and vanadium 

industry of the United States and the world in 1912 and a 

survey of the geology of deposits of uranium and vanadium. 

The deposits discussed are in southwestern Colorado^ Gilpin 

County^ Coloo,, and several other minor localities in the 

United States, and in Central Europe^ England^, Australia^ 

Sweden,, Norway5 Portugal^ France,, Russia,, East Africa, and 

Madagascar*

The uranium and vanadium minerals in the deposits in 

southwestern Colorado occur as interstitial fillings in 

sandstone* There are two types of deposits? carnotite and 

roscoelite* The roscoelite deposits contain a 

percentage of uranium.
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129. Hessj, F. L., 19!l*j> A hypothesis for the origin of the carnotites 
of Colorado and Utah? Econ. Geology^ v« 9$ no« 7$ p« 675-688.

The composition and area! occurrence of carnotite are 

described 5 and previous hypotheses for the origin of the 

carnotite deposits are reviewed* The carnotite deposits on 

the Colorado Plateau occur in nearly white 5 cross~beddied 9 

medium-grained sandstone and are closely associated with 

fossil carbonaceous material. The carnotite impregnates 

the sandstone in aureoles around carbonaceous material and 

replaces plant debris and that part of fossil logs which 

evidently was most decayed at the time of burial*

Sess advances the hypothesis that the metals were 

weathered from veins and carried in solution to a shallow 

sea where they were absorbed or precipitated by decaying 

organic matter. Upon the lifting, draining., and aerating 

of the rocks the minerals were oxidized to form carnotite 

and other minerals. During and after oxidation, the 

carnotite moved outward slightly t-o form aureoles around the 

carbonaceous matter*
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130. Hess., F» L* 5 1922^ Uranium-bearing asphaltite sediments of Utahs 
Eng* Min* Jour., v. llii, no* 7* p« 272=276*

Uranium and vanadium minerals occur in and associated with 

asphaltite in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age at Temple 

Mountains Emery County^ Utah^, on the southeast flank of the San 

Rafael Swell. Fossil vegetal material is abundante The asphaltite 

grains are detrital and are deformed around other sand grains* The 

metal-bearing asphaltite is notably harder and blacker than is 

asphaltite that contains no metals* Brightly colored uranium and 

vanadium minerals are conspicuous on the outcrop3 they become 

markedly rarer a few feet from the surface,, but never disappear* 

Ore shoots have an irregular ellipsoidal fon% probably due to 

weathering* The feature on part of Temple Mountain called the 

"flopover" may be due to the action of sulfurous hot springs. 

Normally red or brown sediments are bleached to white5 the 

structure is jumbled^ and asphaltite is absent* Small masses of 

uranium ore occur in the "flopover" in the Wingate sandstone of 

Jurassic age* The metals were probably leached from the asphaltite 

and redeposited| the volatile products were lost.

Hess suggests that the uranium and vanadium were picked up by 

the asphaltite grains before or during deposition of the surrounding 

sediments 0 The position^ size^ and shape of the ore shoots is 

thought to be fortuitous and modified by weathering. The possibility 

also exists that the metals were derived from the hot springs.
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131o HesSp Fo Lo^ 1.933$ Uranium^ vanadium^, radium,, gold^, silver,, and 
molybdenum sedimentary deposits; in Ore deposits of the 
Western States (Lindgren volume)* p« 1*50=1481,, Am0 Insto Min* 
Mete £ngo 5 New York.

Uranium and vanadium deposits are widely distributed on 

the Colorado Plateau in rocks of Trias sic and Jurassic age* 

The vanadium may occur without visible vegetal fossils^, but 

the uranium is nowhere found without carbonaceous material,, 

either fossiliferous or petroliferous*

The uraniferous asphaltite deposits at Temple Mountain^ 

Utah* are in the Shlnarump conglomerate of Triassic age« 

The asphaltite was deposited with the sand as rolled grains^ 

some hard enough to hold their shape. The beds contain 

abundant fossil plants. The uranium ore lies in distinct 

shoots that have an irregular ellipsoidal shape which may 

be due to weathering. Brightly colored uranium and vanadium 

minerals are also present$ mostly near the surface* The 

asphaltite and its contained metals were locally corroded and 

redeposited or removed by hot sulphurous waters flowing upward 

along minor structures.



Large deposits of vanadium ore occur in very fine-grained 

sandstone of the /"La Plata /Untrada/ sandstone of Jurassic age
" C=» r=tS

n*ar Placerville,, Colo* The vanadium mineral,, roseoelite,, 

impregnates the sandstone to form broad thinly lenticular ore 

bodies* The edges are enclosed in a halo of sandstone in which 

is disseminated a chromium mineral., mariposite* Carnotite 

colors joints in the sandstone,, particularly where the vanadium 

content is high*

The carnotite deposits in the Morrison formation of 

Jurassic age are in cross~bedded sandstones in the lower part 

of the formation* Many deposits are confined to replaced 

logs and halos around them* In some places earnotite forms 

tiny veinlets in fractures*, and in others the mineralized rock 

stops abruptly at fractures* Locally,, the ore bodies are 

bounded by smooth $ rounded "rolls911 that cut asross bedding 

planes*

The author suggests that the metals were removed from 

dilute solutions direetly or indirectly by decaying carbonaceouo 

matter at the time of deposition of the sediments*
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132 0 Hewett5 D 0 F*^ 1923* Garnotite in southern Nevada? Engo Min 
Jour. , v» ll£, no. 5 5 p. 232«235«

Small , non-coMnercial carnotite deposits have been found 

in three areas in Clark County , Nev05» southwest of Las Vegaso 

Near SHoan* the carnotite occurs in vertical joints in a 

Tertiary rhyolite flow* The occurrences near Sutor are in a 

sandstone bed that immediately underlies the lowest Permian 

limestone bed,, and those near Goodsprings are in a sandstone 

bed that overlies the lowest Permian limestone bed* The 

deposits probably were emplaced relatively recently by 

surface water s 0
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133« Hewett a D» F» 5 1925$ Carnotite near Aguila^ Arizona? Eng« Min 
, v. 1205 no* Ij, p« 19e

Small, non-commercial carnotite deposits occur in a 

lacustrine bentonitic tuff bed that is f aulted^ tilted^ and 

intruded by dikes* The tuff beds overlie Precambrian granite 

and are overlain by basalt flowse The carnotite replaces 

clay blebs near poorly defined fractures in the tuffs. The 

deposits probably formed recently by circulating ground water <
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13lu HewettD Do F« p 192$s Central Arizona holds deposits of carnotiteg 
Arizona Mine Jouroj, v« 9$ no« 7 9 p« U9-50*

Carnotite occurs as small patches along minor crosscutting 

fractures in drab thin-bedded Tertiary tuffs near Aguilas, 

Maricopa Countys Ariz« The tuffs are now largely bentonitic 

clays that aggregate over 200 feet in thickness* They are 

overlain by several hundred feet of vesicular basalt* The 

rocks are faulted^ and they dip 10° - 25 S 0 The carnotite 

probably has been deposited recently by circulating ground 

water*
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135>e HHlebrandj, ¥. F. P and Ransoms^ P« L*<, 1900S On carnotite and 
associated vanadiferous minerals in Western Colorado8 Am* 
Jour<> Sci*, Uth ser. $ v» 103 no 0 565 po 120-l24i> 1905>j, Uo 
3. Geol. Survey Bull. 262, p. 9-31«

The first part of this report describes some of the 

vanadium-uranium deposits in western Colorado,, and the 

second part describes chemical analyses of the ores. The 

deposits were discovered a few years previously and little 

exploration and development had been done.

Vanadium deposits with minor amounts of uranium occur in 

the ^La Plata sandstone £lntrada sandstone/ of Jurassic age 

near Plaeervillep Colo* • Roscoelite impregnates fine-grained 

sandstone and may replace calcite cement. The vanadiferous 

material is fairly continuous over about 2<,000 feet of outcrop 

but has no constant thickness| it locally splits into two or 

more layers* A thin^ discontinuous seam of sandstone impregnated 

with carnotite occurs near the base of the vanadiferous material*

The deposits at La Sal Creek are in massive^, nearly white 

sandstone in the /McELmo formation ^Morrison formation/ of 

Jurassic age. Carnotite impregnates the sandstone along bedding 

planes and minor fractures* The deposits are small., discontinuous 

and superficial. At the Hoc Creek deposit<, carnotite impregnates 

sandstone and fills small openings along the hanging wall of a 

fault. At several other deposits in the region^ carnotite also 

impregnates the sandstone host rock.
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The deposits of carnotite and roscoelite were formed 

subsequent to the deposition of the host rocks. The origin 

of the roscoelite deposits is not clear 9 but the carnotite 

deposits are thought to have been formed at the present 

surface of the ground by evaporation of uraniferous ground- 

watero Hie metals were orginally disseminated in the mass 

of the host formations*



136o Hilpert, L. S« 5 and Freeman^, V 0 L.^» 1955^ Guides to uranium 
deposits in the Gallup-Laguna areas Contribution to the 
International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,, 
Geneva^, Switzerland5, 8 p.

Significant quantities of uranium ore have been produced 

in New Mexico5 most of the total has come from the Gallup-Laguna 

area,, McKinley and Valencia Counties, where the ore occurs 

mostly in the Todilto limestone and the Morrison formation,, 

both of Jurassic age. A large part of the reserves in New 

Mexico are in the Brushy Basin member of the Morrison 

formation in the Gallup-Laguna area.

The Brushy Basin member consists mostly of claystone with 

subordinate amounts of sandstone,, conglomerate^ and limestone! 

it ranges in thickness from a knife-edge to about 375 feet* 

The larger deposits in the Brushy Basin member generally occur 

in the thicker parts of relatively coarse-grained sandstone 

units. Preliminary ore guides and methods of prospecting 

have been developed for two of these sandstones^ the so-called 

"Poison Canyon" and "Jackpile" sandstone units.
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137» Hinckley,, Do N« 9 and Volgamore,, J» H 0j> 1953$ Reconnaissance of 
Little Wild Horse Mesa5 Green River Desertj, Emery County |> 
Utahs U 0 So Atomic Energy Comnu RME»ii3j» ih p»i> issued by Uo S« 
Atomic Ihergy Commo Teciu Inf. Service^ Oak Ridge 0

Uranium occurrences on Little Wild Horse Mesa are in 

medium^ to coarse«grained 5 cross«=bedded sandstone near the 

middle of the Salt Wash member of the Morris on formation of 

Jurassic age* Two of the three mineralized localities may 

have some economic importance*



138» Huff <> L«» Coj, 19£5j> Preliminary geochemical studies in the
Capitol Reef area*, Wayne County*, Utahs U<> So Geol* Survey 
Bull

M A bleached zone at the base of the Chinle formation 

near the Oyler minec, Wayne County., Utah,, was studied to 

establish whether there was a chemical relationship between 

bleaching in the Chinle and uranium mineralization in the 

Shinarurap conglomerate* The preliminary results suggest 

that the bleaching was accompanied by a slightly reducing 

acid solution which deposited zinc and copper but no uranium 

in the bleached zone* A field test for heavy metals which 

has been devised for geochemical prospecting appears to be 

satisfactory for detecting and tracing such mineralization 

effects* It is hypothesized that the solution which bleached 

the Chinle also deposited uranium in the Shinarurapj, but more 

work is needed to clarify this relationship ,* (author's 

abstract) .
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Huleatt, W« P« 5 Hazen^, S* W ej Jr. 3, and Traver 5 ¥«> M», Jr*
Exploration of vanadium region of Western Colorado and Eastern 
Utahs Uo S« Bur* Mines Rept* Invo 3930 , 30 p»

Core<=»drilling by the Bureau of Mines on the Colorado 

Plateau from May to December I9k3» was done to stimulate 

wartime production of vanadium ore. Eight hundred ninety-five 

core»drill holes with an aggregate depth of 38^510 feet were 

distributed between U6 areas* Small maps and short descriptions 

of each of these areas together with assay data are included 

in the report*.

The deposits explored are carnotite ore bodies in the 

Morrison formation of Jurassic age. The ore bodies are 

tabular,, irregular in shape, and generally conform to the 

bedding * The uranium and vanadium minerals impregnate the 

sandstone and locally may replace fossil wood*
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J- S *S

liiO. Hunt, C. B., Averittp P. 9 and Miller., Ro L*j, 1953* Geology and 
geography of the Henry Mountains region^, Utah? U* 5. Geolo 
Survey Prof* Paper 228,, 23k p»

The Henry Mountains are situated in a structural basinf 

exposed sedimentary rocks aggregate about 8<,000 feet in 

thickness and include rocks of Permian,, Trias sic <> Jurassie >0 

Upper Cretaceousj, and Quaternary age* More than 80 percent 

of the pre-Cretaceous rocks are of continental origin! most 

of the Upper Cretaceous rocks are marineo Faults are generally 

uncommon* Each of the Henry Mountains is a structural dome 

produced by the injection of stocks and laccolithic massese 

The report includes geologic and structural maps of the region 

at a scale of about Isl25 5 000<, and geologic maps of Mount 

Killers, of Mount Holmes and Mount ELlsworth, and of Mount 

ELlen and Mount Pennell,, all at the scale of Is31 5 680o

Vanadium- and uranium«bearing minerals locally impregnate 

the sandstone and replace fossil plant remains in the lower 

part of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age on the east 

side of the Henry Mountainso Similar deposits,;, some of 

which contain copper^ occur in the Shinarump conglomerate 

of Triassic age in areas adjacent to this regione
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Huttl^, J« Be, 195U«> New Mexico uraniums Eng« Miru Jour«,> V 
no* 8, PO 96~99«

This report deals mainly with the uranium mining and 

milling operations of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company in 

the Grants district,, N* Hex* The Jnaconda's Section 9 mine|> 

near Grants^ is in the Todilto limestone of Jurassic age, 

and the JackpHe mine^ also an Anaconda property, is in the 

Westwater Canyon member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic 

age* Die carnotite orebody at the Jackpile mine is cut by 

a diabase sill.
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Iii2o Isachsens Y* ¥05 19!&«> Ore deposits of the Big Indian Wash«=>Lisbon 
Valley area| in Uranium deposits and general geology of 
southeastern Utahs Utah Geological. Societyp Guidebook to the 
geology of Utah; No* 9$ Salt Lake City$ po 95~105«

Uranium deposits in the Big Indian Wash-Lisbon Valley area 

are mostly in the Chinle formation of Triassie age^ but small 

deposits occur in the Cutler formation of Permian age* The 

uranium-producing area is on the southwest flank of the fsuited., 

northwest-trending Lisbon Valley anticline^, which is probably a 

salt structure*

In the deposits in the Chinle formationj> uraninite and 

montroseite replace calcite cement 9 and uraninite also replaces 

coalified logs and carbonaceous debris 0 Pyrite is fairly 

abundanto The deposits are all in the lower part of the 

format ion,, sometimes directly on the underlying Cutler formation, 

Ore does not follow the host rock uniformly^ nor does it follow 

primary textures in detail* Host rock lithologies include 

siltstone 5 fine- to coarse-grained arkosic sandstone 9 and 

conglomerate* The most favorable host rock is gray-green 

fine- to coarse-grained arkosic sandstone cemented with calcite*

The deposits in the Cutler formation consist of carnotite 

and becquerelite disseminated in streaks., pods^ and patches in 

fluvial arkose lenses*
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Iii3o Isaehsenj, I» W» 5 195>Uj> Uranium deposits^ Big Indian Wash-Lisbon 
Valley area^, San Juan County,, Utah? Econ* Geolot, v« h9$ no« ?<> 
p« 80U (abstract)* Geol« Soc* America Bullo 5 v<, 65 5 no« 12 5 
p« 1267-12685 (abstract),

"Extensive bedded uranium deposits have been discovered« 0 « 

along the southwest limb of the Lisbon Valley salt anticline* 

The major ore bodies are confined to the lower portion of the 

Triassic Chinle formation which unconformably overlies the 

Permian Cutler formation* $rkosiC|» gray to black sandstone 

with intercalated lenses of gray-green mudstone and mudstone 

pebble conglomerate contain uraninite whichhas replaced 

carbonaceous material and calcite cement* Locally,, solid 

masses of pure uraninite result from replacement of organic 

material* Montroseite occurs with uraninite in the major 

deposits discovered to date. Tyuyamunite frequently forms 

surface coatings along fractures* Thickness of ore in the 

area is generally sufficient to permit mining with little or 

no waste rock*
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w ln several areas known to contain ore bodies, the 

gray«green color of the lower Chinle formation extends upwards 

into the overlying red Chinle mudstones in the manner of an 

alteration halo« About 100 feet beneath the Chinle ore 

horizon are arkosic lenses in the Cutler formation which contain^ 

in some instances,, low grade uranium miner aliz at ion o The ore 

minerals^ carnotite and becquerelite 9 are disseminated in 

the arkose with greatest concentration adjacent to fractures* 

The oxidized state of these minerals coupled with the 

concentration near fractures suggests that the Cutler 

mineralization is due to leaching from uraninite ore bodies in 

the Chinle formation*" (author's abstract)0
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IsachseriD Yo W«, 1955<> Geology of uranium deposits of the 
Shinarump and Chinle formations on the Colorado Plateaus 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of -Atomic Energy^ Geneva^, Switzerland^ 25 p«

Major uranium deposits are present in the Shinarump 

conglomerate of Triassic age in Monument Valley ̂  Ariz<> s and Wiite 

Canyon^ Utahj, and in the Chinle formation*, also of Triassic age<> 

near Cameron^ Ariz«<» and in the Big Indian Wash-Lisbon Valley 

and Temple Mountain areas in Utah*

Both formations are of continental origin* The Shinarurap 

conglomerate consists dominantly of light gray sandstone with 

lenses of grit and conglomerate^ and lesser quantities of 

interbedded mudstone* The base of the Shinarump conglomerate 

fills paleostream channels cut into the underlying Moenkopi 

format ionj, also of Triassic age. Carbonaceous plant debris is 

common in the channel -fills* The Chinle formation is predominantly 

a fluvial sequence of red to brown siltstone and mudstone 

interbedded with sandstone and conglomerate o Carbonaceous plant 

remains are widely distributed in the formation! asphaltite 

occurs locally.

Copper 9 copper-uranium,, and Yanadium-uranium deposits have 

been found in both formations*, Oxidized and unoxidized ore minerals 

frequently occur togetheri however,, the principal uranium mineral in 

most deposits is uraninite. The ore minerals are disseminated in 

sandstone , siltstone,, and conglomerate! carbonaceous plant material 

and calcite cement are locally replaced*



Uranium deposits in the Sninarump conglomerate are 

restricted to pale©stream channels and are usually low on the 

flanks or in the bottom of the channels a The deposits in the 

Chinle formation are not restricted to channels nor to any 

one stratigraphic unit in the formation^, but most major 

deposits occur in sandstone or coarser clastic rocks in the 

lower half of the formation* Major ore controls in the 

larger deposits of the Chinle formation appear to be structural 

rather than sedimentary*, Bleaching or other discoloration of 

red beds above and below the deposits in the Chinle formation 

may be used as an exploration guide,,

Age determinations indicate that the uranium deposits 

are epigenetic<, but the source of the metals is not known« 

Localization of ore in channel fills aid other permeable clastic 

units which contain carbonaceous plant material suggests that 

transmissibility is a major local ore control and that 

carbonaceous material, is a major precipitant*



Y. W«, Mitcha% T* W«, and Wood 5 H e B.,, 
and sedimentary environments of uranium host rocks,. 
Colorado Plateaus Econ» Geologys TO 5>G ? no 0 2, p<> 127-13UO

Uranium deposits have been found on the Colorado Plateau 

in 32 sedimentary units that range in age from Pennsylvanian 

to Tertiarys and in a Tertiary raonzonite porphyryo At least 

one example in each formation is briefly described*, Ore has 

been produced from 22 of these units* Host rocks represent 

all major sedimentary environments except glacial o The wide 

variation in age and depositional environments of the host 

rocks suggests an epigenetic origin for urai iura ore on the 

Colorado Plateauo
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ll±6o Jobiric, Do Ao P 195>5> 5 Regional transmissivity of the exposed sediments 
of the Colorado Plateau as related to the distribution of uranium 
deposits? Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy,, Geneva^, Switzerland^, 7 p<>

A study of regional transiaissivity of the sedimentary rocks 

of the Colorado Plateau has been made to relate variations in 

transmissivity to the position of known ore deposits** Transmissivity 

is defined as the capacity of a sedimentary rock as a whole to 

transmit fluids* The coefficient of transmissivity for a sediment 

at a given locality is equal to the product of its thickness and 

mean permeability*

The sedimentary rocks on the Colorado Plateau may be divided 

into two groups on the basis of their transmissivitye Shales^ 

mudstones 9 evaporites 9 and limestones are essentially non«transmissive 

because of their vanishingly low permeability* Conglomerates^, 

sandstones^ and siltstones comprise the permeable and^ therefore^, 

transmissive groups,, The transmissive sediments may be separated 

into two groups., one of which consists of eolian sandstones which 

have relatively uniform permeability and thickness,, and a second 

which consists of fluvial sandstone,, siltstone^ and conglomerate^, 

which have highly variable permeability and thickness. The second 

group contains most of the known uranium deposits in the Colorado 

Plateau* There is5 howeverc, no apparent correlation between position 

of ore deposits within a particular host rock and its regional 

permeability or transmissivityo



111?* Jones^ D« J«, 195U<> Sedimentary features and mineralization 
of the Salt Wash sandstone at Cove Mesa<> Carrizo Mountains^ 
Apache County,, Arizona? U« S* Atomic Energy Comm 0 HME~3093 
(Pt«, 2) 5 UO p* 5 issued by U* S» Atomic Energy Comm 0 Teeho 
Inf. Service 5 Oak Ridge*

Uranium deposits at Cove Mesa are in sandstone beds in 

the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic 

age* Mineralized areas flank the curving trends of areas 

which have a high sandstone-shale ratio* The Salt Wash 

paleostream channels changed direction from northwesterly 

to northeasterly in the Cove Mesa area* Areas marginal to 

Salt Wash channels^ particularly where the channels changed 

direction,, are apparently more favorable for the occurrence 

of uranium deposits* Cyclic repetition of rock types was 

observed in the Salt Wash member* The sequence is a massive,, 

friable sandstone j> capped by a thinner, strongly cross-bedded 

sandstone^ and is normally repeated three times* The uranium 

deposits are largely confined to the massive ̂  friable type 

of sandstone.
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Joubins F« Ro P 19% Widespread occurrence and character of 
uraninite in the Triassic and Jurassic sediments of the 
Colorado Plateau •=• a discussions Econ« Geology, v» 5>0, 
noc 2, p. 233-23U.

This paper is a short comment on the paper of the same 

name by Rosenzweig^ Gruner5 and Gardiner (!95U)(Ref* no. 

21.7) • Joubin observes that uranium is associated with 

hydrocarbons (thucolite) in a number of localities in the 

Preeambrian rocks of Canada^, but is absent from adjacent 

graphitic rocks. He suggests that the agent active in the 

precipitation of uranium is not elemental carbon but rather 

the hydrocarbon fraction (resin) once present*
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lij.9o Kaiser,, E» P«,«» 1951* Uraniferous quartzite^ Red Bluff prospect^ 
Gil a Countyj Arizonai U« S* Geol* Surrey Cire. 137* 10 p«

Radioactivity is present in two zones in the sUty upper 

part of the Dripping Spring quartzite of Precambrian age at 

the Red Bluff prospect^ GHa County,, Ariz« An unidentified 

uranium mineral 9 possibly pitchblende, is rather evenly 

disseminated through most of the rock in the deposits^ but 

black streaks and fractures within the deposits contain a 

higher percentage of uranium. Stratigraphic control of the 

radioactive zones is indicated by the restriction of the 

zones to two layers^, each about 20 feet thick. The rock in 

the radio active zones has been bleached and partly 

recrystallized« The uranium deposits are epigenetic and 

probably of hydrothermal origin.
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ISO* Kelley, D. R., 1?5U, Drniing in the North Point No. 6 and 
Horn Channels^, White Canyon^ San Juan County^, Utahs U« S« 
Atomic Energy Comm 0 HME-63|> 33 p« 5 issued by U« S« Atomic 
Energy Coiaou Techo Info Service,, Oak Hidge.

The Shinarurap conglomerate of Triassic age in the North 

Point Noo 6 and Horn channels was explored by 52 diamond-drill 

holes,, two of which penetrated ore-grade materialo No economic 

ore bodies were foundo Uranium silicates and secondary copper 

minerals are locally present in the channels* It is thought 

that the sediments contain too little carbonaceous material 

and that the sandstone is too fine-grained to be a suitable 

host rock*
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15l« Kelley5 V,, C 0j> 1955? Influence of regional structure and
tectonic history upon the origin and distribution of uranium 
on the Colorado Plateaus Contribution to the International^ 
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy3, Geneva*
Switzerland^, 11 p»

Although primary sedimentary structures are prominent 

in localizing uranium in the rocks of the Colorado Plateau, 

the regional structure strongly influences the distribution 

and perhaps the origin of the uranium deposits*

Aspects of the regional structure are discussed in three 

parts. In the first of these,, the structural elements are 

described and a tectonic subdivision of the Colorado Plateau 

is established* In the second part, the geologic and 

tectonic history of the Colorado Plateau is interpreted from 

sedimentary thicknesses, lithologies, and unconformities* 

The third part is a discussion of tectonic influences on 

origin and distribution of uranium*

Geologic factors which may have been affected by 

tectonic events and which may have affected the distribution 

©f ore include geologic environments, paleohydrology, igneous 

activity, and erosional history.
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152e Kelleyi9 V. C,^ 19% Regional tectonics of the Colorado Plateau 
and relationship to the origin and distribution of uraniums 
University of New Mexico publications in geology^ No* 5>j> 
University of New Mexico Press5 AlJbsq&erquej, 120 p»

The relationship between regional structure and regional 

concentration of uranium deposits was studied*, The report 

on this study consists of three principal parts? (l) a 

description and analysis of the regional tectonics^ (2) a 

geologic history 9 and (3) a discussion of the tectonic 

influence on distribution and origin of uraniuitio

In the first of these parts the structural elements 

are described* Tectonic subdivisions of the Colorado 

Plateau are established* Within the major tectonic subdivisions 

there are a host of minor structures such as folds p faults^ 

joint Sj, and intrusive centers^ these are described and 

discussed from a regional point of view*

3h the second part of the report the sediment ational 

and tectonic histories of the Colorado Plateau are outlined 

as interpreted from sedimentary thicknesses^ lithologies^ 

and unconformities*
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3h the third part of the report, dealing with the 

relationship between regional structure and uranium 

distribution on the Colorado Plateau, the conclusion is 

reached that little if any such direct relationship exists* 

However, tectonic events have had an important bearing on 

other geologic factors that may have contributed directly 

to the origin and distribution of uranium. These factors 

are (l) provenances and environments, (2) paleohydrology, 

(3) igneous activity, and (U) erosional history*



Kentro^, D« M«*. 1951^ Processing uranium oress Mitio Cong* Jour*,, 
v« UO, no* 12 9 p* 5"8-60^ 71.

Methods of processing uranium ores from the Colorado 

Plateau are discussed* The two basics methods are the acid 

leach and the carbonate leachg variations of these 

hydroraetallurgical processes are used as necessary for 

different types of ore* The details of many of the different 

steps are of a classified nature 9 and improvements on the 

processes are being steadily developed**

3h the acid circuit^, the crushed ore may first be roasted 

to destroy carbonaceous material^, thus reducing acid consumption* 

If vanadium is to be recovered also^, salt is added to the roaster 

feed to convert the vanadium to a water-soluble compound, and 

the vanadium is then removed by a water leach* The residue 

goes to the acid tanks* A sulfuric acid leach for one to 

twenty»four hours at temperatures of 30° to 1±Q C, is normally 

sufficient to dissolve the uranium* Separation of the leach 

solution from the solids is difficult,, but baking the ores 

prior to leaching^ and adding certain chemicals usually improve 

filtering and settling rates sufficiently* The uranium may be 

separated from the leach solution by a number of methods*
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T&e carbonate leach process is particularly useful, 02;, 

ores that have a high lime content. A solution containing 

T to 10 percent sodium carbonate and 1 to 5 percent sodium

bicarbonate is used« Leaching times of k to 2k hours at
o o

temperatures of 70 to 115 C» are normally sufficient for

good recoveries* The addition of an oxidizing agent is 

usually necessary^ 3f sufficient vanadium is present in 

the ore^ the metals can be precipitated from the leach 

solution by lowering the pE9 and if not 5 caustic soda 5o 

added to precipitate the uranium. The uraaium-b-earlng 

product from both processes may be shipped as yellow eafcej, 

or it may be fused and shipped as black oxide of uraniunu
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Keysj, W« S« 5 l<?55j> Deep drilling in the Temple Mountain collapse, 
San Rafael Sijpll, Utahs Contribution to the International 
Conference off Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Geneva, 
Switzerland, 12 p«

3he collapse area at Temple Mountain is about 500 feet 

wide and 15 £OQ feet long§ the maximum vertical displacement 

is about 300 feet« The core obtained from deep drilling 

(£QO~900 feet) shows that the rock has undergone flowage* 

fracturing and alteration* Minerals present include pyrite, 

galena^ arsenopyrite, realgar, pitchblende, unidentified 

uranium and vanadium minerals and abundant asphalt*

The Sinbad and Kaibab limestones are missing in the 

six holes completed to date* Absence of the limestones 

suggests that the solution of carbonate rocks was in part 

responsible for the collapse of overlying sediments*

A new ore horizon has been found at the top of the 

Coconino sandstone in a conglomerate of chert geodes and 

nodules cemented by asphaltic sandstone* This conglomerate 

occupies the stratigraphic position of the Kaibab limestone 

and probably represents insoluble remnants of the Kaibab* 

Weakly mineralized layers, associated with hard asphalt, 

were encountered at various depths within the collapse*



Kimball^ G*$ 19Qi^ Discovery of camotites Engo Min« Jour» 9 
v. 77 5 no* 2U<> p

In May*, I898j> the author shipped 10 tons of ore 

containing 21 »5 percent U^Og and over 15 percent V20^ from 

claims on Boc Greek!,. Montrose County^ Coloaj, to Denver^ Colo« a 

where it was sold for |25 600« The yellow ore occurs in white 

s sandstone as disseminated grains^ bedded veins^ seams*, 

occasional pocketSj, and vug fillings*



156. King9 J« W» 5 195l;> Geology and ore deposits of Hesa V«>
Lukaehukai district* Arizona* U* S 0 Jfetomic Energy Coram* 
HMO-75li<> 17 p«<> issued by U« S. Atomic Energy Coiraio Tech* 
Inf. Service* Oak Ridge*

Vanadium^uranlum deposits on Mesa V are in the lower 

part of a fine~grained sandstone unit in the Salt Wash member 

of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age situated 65 to 95 

feet above the base of the formation* The light tanp 

liraon ite- stained sandstone is from 15 to 25 feet thick and 

contains thin mud stone beds which are bleached to gray in 

the vicinity of the ore deposits* The ore mineral s 9 

principally earnotite and vanoxitej, impregnate the sandstone 

and coat the sand grains* Fossil carbonaceous material is 

locally abundant and at places is mineralized* The ore 

bodies on Mesa V are small but numerous.? the deposits on 

Mesa Four-and-a-half are generally similar but are more 

numerous and of higher grade*
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157* King!, J« "W«* 195>1, Reconnaissance of Bed Rock district, Cove 
Mesaj, and Kinusta (Tree) Mesa, Arizona* U* S. Atomic Energy 
GOIBBU RMO-?55 5 11 p«, issued by U« S, Atomic Energy Comnu
Tech* Inf. Service «> Oak Ridge*

known vanadium-uranium ore deposits in the Bed Rock 

district and the Cove and Kinusta Mesa areas are in the lower 

part of the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of 

Jurassic age* The Salt Wash member is about 200 feet thick 

and is composed of gray to brown, fine-grained quart zose 

sandstone interbedded with red or green mudstone lenses up 

to five feet thick* The ore bodies are small and are as 

much as three feet thick* Carnotite is the principal uranium 

mineral*
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158» Kingj> «J« W* 5 and Ellsworthj, P, C 09 19515 Geology and ore deposits 
of Mesa VII5 Lukachukai district^, Arisonas U« S« Atomic Energy 
Gomm« RMO»803<> 8 p« 5 issued by Uo S« Atomic Energy Comm« Tech» 
]hf • Service^ Oak Ridge*

Carnotite and vanoxit® impregnate a light tan sandstone 

at one place on the rim of Mesa V33U The sandstone bed is 

in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic 

age and is about UO feet above the base of the formation* 

The ore exposure is less than a foot thick and is underlain 

by a green mudstone bed« The Salt Wash member on Mesa VII 

is composed of predominantly pink, fine- to coarse-grained 

quartzose sandstone aid interbedded red mudstone*



159« Klemics, H«« and Baker,, R» C« 5 19$k» Occurrences of uranium in
Carbon County^, Pennsylvanias U* S* Geol* Survey Cire* 35>'0 P 8 p«

"Uranium vanadat@s,,> carbonates^ and silicates occur in 

coarse graywacke conglomerate near the base of the Pottsville 

formation*, of Pennsylvania^ age$ on the north limb of the 

Panther Valley syncline| and on the .south limb,, autunite 

and uranium silicates occur in graywacke sandstones near the 

top of the Cat skill formation of Devonian age« Uranlferous 

graywacke sandstone occurs in the upper part of the Cat skill 

formation near Butcher Hollow and near Penn HaYeri Junction in 

minor anticlines of the Broad Mountain anticline* Small 

amounts of kasolite and galena occur in the vicinity of Penn 

Haven Junction,"

The three uranium deposits in the Cat-skill formation 

appear to be at about the same stratigraphic horizon* The 

uranium minerals coat fractures and are disseminated in the 

rock in lenses in discontinnously radioactive zones* The 

occurrences are all in gray or greenish-gray rock that 

contains finely divided carbonaceous material rather than 

in the red parts of the formations* (authors 5 abstract in 

part)*
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160« Knoerr^ A» 5 and Lutjen, G, 5 editors*, 195>li,j> U^Og - Formula for 
profits* £ng. Miru Jour,, Ve l£5, no« 9, p« 8

This article is a collection of" several papers by 

several authors and deals mainly with the economic aspects 

of the uranium industry on the Colorado Plateau* Exploration 

and development,, mining, and milling of ore are covered. 

Diagrams illustrating various ore controls and ore guides 

are included in a generalized discussion of the geology of 

the ore deposits*
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l6lo Koeberlin^ F« R. ? 1938^ Sedimentary copper ̂  vanadium-uraniunij, 
and silver ip southwestern United States s $con« 
v. 33|> no. k$ p*

This short communication was prompted by Ro P* 

Fischer's paper of similar title published in 1937 in Economic 

Geology* Koeberlin suggests that the metals may have been 

derived from pyroclastic material* As explained by W« H* 

Emmons^ mineral-bearing fluids may be expelled from cooling 

magmas and collected in domes and cupolas near the roofs* 

If the magmatic extract enters fractures and permeable zones$ 

veins are formed* However* if the roof is not sufficiently 

strong to confine the magma, the material may be ejected into 

the atmosphere as volcanic ash* The metallic content of the 

ash beds would be easily available to surface or ground«water 

solutions because of the minute size of the metal-bearing 

particles* This mechanism may have furnished the metals to 

the deposits under discussion*
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162* Laverty, R» A*, and Gross, E* B*, 195>£* Paragenetic studies 
of uranium deposits of the Colorado Plateaus Contribution 
to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy, Geneva, Switzerland, 11 p*

Detailed paragenetic studies have been made on several 

uranium deposits in Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico, and less 

detailed studies have been made of many other uranium deposits 

on the Colorado Plateau*

The composite paragenetic sequence is that expected in 

uranium ores deposited near the surface by juvenile water* 

Paragenesis of these deposits is similar in thats

!• The uranium minerals occur as cement*

2* The earliest uranium minerals are always the lower 

valence oxides*

3« The uranium minerals are usually associated temporally 

and spatially with base metal sulf ides*

U* Oxidized uranium minerals are found only in the 

youngest part of the sequence*

Similarities of the composite paragenetic sequence to 

that at Marysvale, Utah, a deposit of hydrothermal origin, ares

1* Early silicification and fluoritization*

2« Close association of uranium and sulfide minerals in 

both time and space*

3* Early U minerals and late U minerals*
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163 • Lindgren<> W*,, 1933 9 Vanadium and uranium ores in sand stone 3 in 
Mineral deposits? fourth edition , MeGraw-Hill Book Company, 

New York and London, p«

Vanadium with some uranium and a trace of radium is 

common in gently inclined, white,, cross-bedded sandstones of 

the /"McELrno formation /Horrison formation/ and T La Plata
* tnBo tr-rf *

sandstone /Entrada sandstone/, both of Jurassic age, in
exa=> (=j=aJ *^

western Colorado and eastern Utah* The three most iinportant 

minerals are carnotite, vanoxitej, and roscoelite* The 

carnotite ores are always associated with fossil wood* 

Lindgren suggests that the uranium and vanadium were 

concentrated by possibly tepid meteoric waters which derived 

the metals from terrigenous sediments resulting from the 

disintegration of Preeambrian igneous rocks and pegmatite -3»
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16ii« Love 5 J 0 DOD 1952 5 Preliminary report on uranium deposits in 
the Pumpkin Buttes area5 Powder River Basin^ Wyoming s U« S* 
Geolo Surrey Circ* 1?6^ 37 p.

Elongate concretionary bodies of uranium ore occur in 

sandstone beds in the Wasatch formation of Eocene age near 

the Puispkin Buttes in northeastern Wyoming* Yellow and 

black uranium minerals are present r but hare not been 

specifically identified* Selected samples have contained 

more than l£ percent uranium* The host rocks are soft, 

porous^ pink or tan5 medium- or coarse-grained^ cross-bedded 

sandstones at several stratigraphic horizons and are 

persistent over a considerable area* The Pumpkin Buttes 

lie near the center of the Powder River Basin5 a topographic 

and structur.al feature* The sedimentary rocks in the 

vicinity are about 16^000 feet thick* Several deposits are 

described in some detail* The author suggests that the 

uranium was leached from overlying tuff aceous sedimentary 

rocks^ now largely removed by erosion^ and redeposited in 

the present location by ground-water*
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Lovej, J* B«><> 195>3j> Preliminary report on uranium deposits in 
the Miller Hill area*, Carbon County <> Wyoming? U* S* Geol* 
Survey Circ. 2?8<, 10 p*

Erratically distributed uranium deposits occur mostly 

in an algal limestone marker bed,, but also at other horizons^ 

in the Browns Park formation of Miocene(?) age in the Miller 

Hill area of southern Wyoming* The Browns Park formation is 

more than 1<,000 feet thick$ and consists of basal conglomerate, 

tuff s«. tuff aeeous limy sandstones,, and thin persistent 

radioactive algal limestone beds* The formation unconformahly 

overlies Precambrian crystalline rocks and slightly tilted 

and truncated rocks of Paleozoic^ MesozoiC|> and Cenozoic age« 

Uranium is locally disseminated in the limestone marker bed 

and is thought to be at least in part syngenetic* No uranium 

minerals were noted* The highest analysis was 0.15 percent 

uranium,, but most samples contained much smaller quantities* 

The geologic column and the sampled localities are described*
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I66e Love^, J» DOD 195>Uj> MeComb area, Wyomingi in Geologic
investigations of radioactive deposits*, Semiannual progress 
report^, December 1, 19^3 to May 31* 19£Us U* S, Geol* Survey 
TEI-lUiO,, p. 17S>-178, issued by U. S. Atomic Energy Comm* 
Tesh* Inf» Service^, Oak Ridge«

The McComb area is in the northern part of the Wind River 

Basin near the Owl Creek Mountains to Fremont County^ ¥yo« 

Most of the uranium deposits in the area are in the Tepee 

Trail(?) formation of Late Eocene(?) age» Autunite^ 

schroeckingeritej, and other uranium minerals occur in 

bentonitic claystone^ bentonitic sandstone^, arkosic sandstone^ 

and boulder conglomerate* Radioactivity is also present 

locally in adjacent Precambrian granite*



Love^ J« Do 3, 195>U$ Preliminary report on uranium in the Gas 
Hills area,, Fremont and Natrona Counties^, Wyomings U* S. 
Geol« Survey Giro. 352, 11 p*

Uranium deposits occur in the Thermopolis shale of 

Cretaceous age<> in the Wind River formation of Early Eocene 

age,, and in middle Eocene rocks in the Gas Hills area of 

central Wyoming. The Cretaceous and older rocks are folded; 

the Tertiary rocks are essentially horizontal* The Wind River 

formation was deposited on an irregular erosion surface 

developed on the Cretaceous and older rocks.

The uranium deposit in the Thermopolis shale is near the 

contact with the Wind River formation* The uranium was 

probably deposited in the shale from ground water solutions 

ponded by the erosion surface* The deposit is net of ore grade*

In most of the ur an torn ore deposits in the Wind River 

formation the uranium minerals meta~autunit8(?)<> uranospinite(?), 

and an unidentified uranium mineral are disseminated in medium- ... 

to coarse-grained or conglomeratic sandstoner, but some small 

low-grade deposits have been found in carbonaceous shale. Some 

of the deposits are in clayey sandstonej, and some are associated 

with ferruginous concretions or beds. Samples selected from 

the deposits have contained as much as 10 percent uranium*
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The uranium occurrence in the middle Eocene rocks is near 

the base of the sequence in a ferruginous coarse-grained 

conglomeratic sandstone* It does not contain ore«grade material*

The author suggests that the uranium was leached from 

younger tuff aceous Tertiary rocks by ground water and transported 

downward and laterally to favorable environments of deposition.



168o Love 5 J« D«j> 195>U|> Uranium in the Mayoworth area<> Johnson County ̂
Wyoming - A preliminary reports t7 « S« Geol« Survey Circo 3585 
7 p«

The uranium mineral tyuyamunite occurs in a hard gray 

oolitic marine limestone at the base of the Sundanc© formation 

of Jurassic age in the Mayoworth are% Wyo<> This limestone 

bed is about 20 feet thick in the area<, but it thins and 

disappears to the north and south. The remainder of the 

Sundance formation is composed of marine sandstone and shale* 

The Sundance in this area is underlain by the Chugwater 

formation of Triassic age and is overlain by the Morrison 

formation of Jurassic age* The area is on the east flank of 

the Bighorn Mountains^ and the rocks dip 10 - lf> NB0 

Metatyuyamunite coats fractures in the limestone and replaces 

the ooliteso Selected samples contain as much as 0*71 percent 

uranium* Badioactivity is also present along some ferruginous 

brown clayey partings in the limestone* Dinosaur bones in 

the Morrison formation were radioactive wherever tested^, but 

no significant amount of radioactivity was noted in the 

surrounding rocks* The uranium was apparently deposited in 

the limestone from ground water solutions. The author 

suggests that the uranium was derived from the White River 

formation of Oligocene age; the White River formation 

truncates the older rocks about 2j,500 feet structurally higher 

than the uranium deposits.
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Lovering^ T e G OJ) 195U5 Radioactive deposits of Nevada? Uo S« 
Geol. Survey Bull. 1009~Cj> PO 63<=»1G6 C

Uranium deposits in Nevada that were known prior to 

195>2 are described* Those which can be classed as 

sandstone«type deposits are included in this annotation* 

All known occurrences of this type are of low gradej, aid 

all are thought to have been deposited by ground waters*

Garnotiten associated with calcite and manganese oxide,, 

forms fracture coatings and small veinlets in a rhyolite 

porphyry a few miles south of Sloan* Near Sutor and 

GoodspringSj, carnotite^ associated with manganese oxide5 

ealcites, and celestite*. forms joint and fracture coatings 

in sandstone of Permian age* Secondary uranium minerals 

occur as caliche in alluvium of Quaternary age between Erie 

and Arden* These four occurrences are in Clark County 

southwest of Las Vegas«

Discontinuous layers of uraniferous opal occur in 

vitric tuff and ash beds in the Virgin Valley opal district 

in northwestern Nevada* Carnotite occurs locally as fine 

coatings on parting planes and fractures in the opal*



« Levering^, T e QOS) 1955 $ Progress in radioactive iron oxides 
investigations? Econ* Geology^, v« 5»0«> no* 2 9 p. 186«19S*

Many uranium and thorium deposits in the western United 

States are closely associated with zones of secondary 

radioactive iron minerals* As a result of a study of these 

radioactive "limonites,/8 it was concluded that uranium 

minerals in an oxidizing sulfide environment go into 

solution in acid sulfate waters as uranyl sulf ate in the 

presence of ferric sulf ate 0 Wien these acid waters are 

neutralised 3, ferric sulf ate hydrolyzes to form colloidal 

ferric oxide hydrate* This absorbs the uranyl ion and thus 

removes most of the uranium from solution* As the colloidal 

ferric oxide hydrate ag@sf it crystallises to form goethite 

and in this process most of the uranium is expelled to form 

particles of secondary uranium minerals in the resulting 

limonite* Most thorium minerals are resistant to weathering 

and remain in their original form in thorian limonites*
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171* Levering, T 0 S, 9 Lakin, H, W., Ward, F* N., and Canney, F. C tt , 
195^D The use of geochemical techniques and methods in 
prospecting for uraniums Contribution to the International 
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Geneva, 
Switzerland* 11 p«

The art of successfully applying the fundamental principles 

of geocheraical dispersion of the elements to the practical 

problem of finding hidden ore bodies depends on establishing 

diagnostic patterns .of dispersed metals in the vicinity of ore 

deposits. The techniques of using variations in trace amounts 

of metals to delineate such patterns or "anomalies" is being 

used in the search for uranium and thorium.

The anomalies most commonly investigated in geochemical ,s 

prospecting are those formed at the earth's surface by agents 

of weathering, erosion, or surficial transportation* Analysis 

of soil derived from the direct weathering of rock in place 

gives the most reliable and consistent indication of ore lying 

immediately beneath the soil* Attention also is being given to 

primary anomalies found in bedrock,, and several studies have 

indicated the presence of dispersion halos adjoining and 

overlying some blind ore bodies ~ dispersions that are apparently 

related to the ore depositing process*

Owing to the varying mobilities of different elements, some 

of these diagnostic halos, both primary and secondary, extend over 

a large area and form broad targets which are useful in general 

reconnaissance| otheis, which are restricted to the vicinity of 

the ore body itself 9 are more useful for detailed studies*
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172* Lowell^ J* Dej, 195>3j> Applications of cross stratification studies 
to problems of uranium explorations U* S* Atomic Energy Comm* 
EME-liUs issued by U* S 0 Atomic Energy Gomnu Tech. Inf. Service, 
Oak Ridgeg 1955^ ocojj Chuska Mountains^ Arizona* Econ* Geology, 
v* £0j, no» 2 S pe 177-]

Uranium ore bodies in the lower part of the Morrison 

formation of Jurassic age in the Chuska Mountains area in 

northeastern Arizona are elongated in the direction of ancient 

stream channels® Intersections of ancient stream systems 

appear to be favorable loci for the deposition of uranium or-B» 

These stream directions and intersections can be reconstructed 

and projected by mapping and analysis of cross-stratification* 

Mineral«bearing solutions appear to have followed networks of 

paleochannel scour«fills, moving through them along the path 

of greatest permeability* "Where the velocity of the moving 

solutions was reduced by especially permeable rocks <> uranium 

ore was deposited, provided that a suitable geodiemical 

environment existed*



173* Luedke<> R« Go*, and Shoemaker^ E 0 M0j> 1953 5 Tectonic map of
the Colorado Plateaus U« S* Geol* Survey TEM-301<> open-file 
report with text*

The structure of the Colorado Plateau is characterized 

by broad uplifts and basins^ monoclinal folds, and salt

anticlines* These structures are locally modified by large 

and small faults and by intrusive igneous rocks 0 Extensive 

areas of extrusive igneous rocks occur near the margins of 

the Colorado Plateau* Each of these features is discussed 

in the text* The map shows structural contours and fault 

lines and indicates the areas of salt structures and 

intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks.



l?lu McKay^, E« J*«, 19f?5 5 Geology of the Atkinson Creek quadrangle,, 
Colorado^ U. S« Geolo Surrey Map GQ $7 (with text).

The Atkinson Creek quadrangle is one of eighteen 7-1/2 

minute quadrangles in the carnotite^producing area of south 

western Colorado that are being mapped as part of a study of 

the carnotite deposits* Three other quadrangles (see Cater<, 

F. ¥.) have been completed* The regional geology and the 

stratigraphy, structure^ and mineral deposits of the area 

are described 0

Rocks exposed in the eighteen quadrangles mapped consist 

of crystalline Precambrian rocks and sedimentary rocks that 

range from Late Paleozoic to Quaternary* Crystalline rocks 

crop out only in the northeastern part of the area along the 

flanks of the Uncompahgre Plateaui the rest of the area is 

underlain by sedimentary rocks* Over most of the region the 

sedimentary beds are flat lying^ but in places they are 

disrupted by high-angle faults or are folded into northwest- 

trending monoclines., shallow synclines<) and strongly developed 

anticlines*
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The uranium«Yanadiuia deposits are mostly restricted to 

the upper layer of sandstone lenses in the Salt Wash member 

of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age* The ore consists 

mainly of sandstone impregnated with uranium^ and vanadium^ 

bearing minerals^ but rich concentrations are also associated 

with thin mudstone partings., beds of raudstone pebbles^ and 

carbonized fossil plant materialo The ore bodies range from 

small irregular masses that contain a few tons of ore to large 

tabular masses containing many thousands of tons| most ore 

bodies are relatively small and contain only a few hundred 

tons* Margins of ore bodies may be vaguely or sharply defined* 

Layers of ore lie essentially parallel to the bedding! most 

of the deposits occur in the thicker parts of the sandstone 

lensesj, and commonly near the base of the lenses* The trend 

of the long direction of the deposits and the trend of the 

rolls in the sandstones are roughly parallel to the trend 

of the fossil logs in the sandstone and to the average of 

resultant dip of the cross-bedding in the sandstone*
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175* McKee, E» D OJ» Evenson,, C* G., and Gmndy, W. D., 19%3 9 Studies
in sedaiaentology of the Shinarump conglomerate of northeastern 
Arizonas U e S« Atomic Energy Cornm* BME-3089^ U8 p*s issued by 
Ue S« Atomic Energy Comm* Tech. 3rtf. Service,, Oak Ridge,

"Studies of sedimentary features of the Shinarump conglomerate 

in northeastern Arizona**, include analyses of composition^ 

texture, and cross«*strsbification, examination of small-scale 

primary structures and of features of the basal contact,, and 

the accumulation of data on stratigraphic relations and the 

controls of mineralization*"

Much of the detrital sediment included in the Shinaramp 

conglomerate was transported by streams from the south and 

southwest* The formation developed as a regressive sandstone, 

forming a blanket deposit across a surface of small, hillss 

valleys,, and stream channels* The types of deposition were 

rigidly controlled by water level*

Field relations indicate that lateral and downward moving 

solutions,, following the paths taken by ground water today, 

introduced the mineral matter* Channels cut into the underlying 

Moenkopi formation appear to have determined major directions 

of movement of the solutions! local sedimentary traps of 

several types within these channels have been responsible for 

ore aecumulation* ' Carbonaceous matter and some varieties 

of clay deposits are associated with mineralization in many 

sedimentary traps* (Author ! s abstract in part)
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McKelvey5 V« £«£ 1955^> Search for uranium in the United Statess 
U. S« Geol* Survey Bull. 1030«A5 p« l«-6iu

The search for uranium in the United States is the most 

intensive ever made for any metal during our history* The 

largest part of this search has been concentrated in the 

Western States* No vein deposit of major importance by world 

standards has been discovered^ but the search has led to the 

discovery of important minable deposits in sandstones in the 

Colorado Plateau^ Wyoming^ and South Dakota and in coals in 

South Dakotaj of large^ low«grade deposits of uranium in 

phosphates in both the western and Florida field s5 in black 

shales in Tennessee 5 and in coals in the Dakotas^ Wyoming,, 

Idaho*, and New Mexico! snd of some promising occurrences 

of uranium in vein deposits*
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The Colorado Plateau deposits contain carnotite and other 

oxidized minerals near the surface^, but pitchblende and other 

dark uranium and vanadium minerals occur below the zone of 

oxidation* These minerals 5 along with hydromica^ pyrite^ and 

other sulfides^ fill pore spaces in tuffaeeous^ arkosie* and 

quartzose sandstones and conglomerates and also replace clay 

galls, logs? and other wood fragments. Some of the deposits 

contain uranif erous asphaltic pellets and lenses. The ore 

deposits are tabular masses,, generally elongated in the 

direction of the long axes of the sandstone or conglomerate 

lenses in which they occur* Near the ore? associated 

mudstone lenses are generally green or gray instead of redo 

Ore has been produced from about 20 formations on the 

Plateau^ but the principal sources have been the Shinarump 

and Chinle formations of Triassic age, and the Entrada* 

Todilto 5 and Morrison formations of Jurassic age«

The report includes an extensive bibliography 

concerning uranium and a number of small maps of the United 

States showing the distribution of the different types of 

uranium deposits.
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• MoKelvey, V. E« 5 Everhart^ D. L 05 and GarrelSj, R. M,, 
Summary of hypotheses of genesis of uranium deposits! 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy^ Genera Switzerland^ 21 p 0

The origin and distribution of uranium in several 

geologic environments are discussed* Die uranium deposits 

in sandstones on the Colorado Plateau are probably 

epigenetic* Certain studies have shown that the uranium 

probably came from a deep«seated source*, but it is possible 

that the uranium was derived from volcanic ash or other 

dispersed sources within the sedimentary pile and transported 

to the site of deposition "by circulating waters or petroleum* 

"Whatever the source,, the path the ore solutions followed in 

the sandstones was determined mainly by sedimentary structures* 

The precipitation of uranium likely is brought about by 

reduction^ perhaps related to decaying organic matter*
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178* McKnight^ E 0 T., 19UO, Geology of area between Green and 
Colorado Rivers^ Grand and San Juan Counties^, Utah? 
U. S. Geol* Survey Bull. 908* 1U7 P-

Exposed sedimentary formations in this area range in 

age from Pennsylvanian to Upper Cretaceous. Most of the 

Penaian, Triassic^ and Jurassic formations are of continental 

originj the Pennsylvanian and Upper Cretaceous formations 

are mostly marine* The dominant structure of the area is a 

gentle regional dip to the north« Superposed on the regional 

dip are several folds* some of which may be due to the 

intrusion of salt. The report includes a geologic rasp and 

structural geologic map of the area5 both at the scale of 

1*62,500.
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179 • Masters s J. A«<, 19^1^ Uranium deposits on southwest rim of 
Lukachukai Mountains,, northeast Arizona? U* S. Atomic 
Energy Comm. HMO»9H 5 10 p.^ issued by U. S« Atomic 
Energy Comnu Tech. Inf » Service^ Oak Ridge.

Vanadium-uranium deposits on the southwest rim of the 

Lukachukai Mountains are in the Salt Wash member of the 

Morrison formation of Jurassic age. The Salt Wash member 

is composed of red and grayj, f ine«grained quartzose 

sandstones interbedded with red and gray shales and siltstones. 

Carnotite and vanoxite are associated with carbonaceous 

material^ and impregnate cross-bedded channel sandstone k$ 

and 100 feet above the base of the Salt Wash sandstone. The 

host rock is light to dark gray5 whereas rocks in other units 

are commonly red. However 3, not all gray sandstone is 

mineralized. The deposits are on the opposite side of the 

Lukachukai Mountains from the mineralized belt on the 

northeast rim and extend from Dry Bone to Camp Mesas*
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Masters*, J* A»j> 1953j> Geology of the uranium deposits of the 
Lukaehukai Mountains area^ northeastern Arizona? U« S« Atomic 
Energy Coram. RME-2?j, 23 p*., issued by U« S, Atomic Energy 
Coram* Techo Inf. Service $ Oak Ridge$ 1955 <» Eeon. Geologyj> 
v» 50^ no. 2 S p. 111-126.

A concentration of vanadium-uranium ore bodies occurs in 

fine- to very fine-grained sandstone of the Salt Wash member 

of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age in a north-south 

belt across the Lukachukai Mountairis. The belt extends from 

Mesa I to Mesa V on the north side$ and from Two Prong Mesa 

to Step Mesa on the south side of the mountains* The ore 

belt conforms to a lenticular sandstone and mudstone facies 

and is bounded on the west by a massive sandstone f acies and 

on the east by a mudstone-minor sandstone f acies.
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Changes in permeability influenced the movement of 

mineral<=>bearing solutions by causing their diversion^, damning, 

and concentration* Permeability trends follow paleostream 

channels, and ore bodies lie in and are elongated parallel 

to these channels* The ore bodies tend to occur in clusters 

along the flanks of the channels* The presence of 

carbonaceous material and, possibly,, mudstone caused 

precipitation of uranium from solution* Ore most commonly 

occurs in gray and limonitic<=»brown sandstone| and, in the 

vicinity of ore, the associated mudstone is usually gray* The 

favorable color zones follow the paleostream channels* The 

ore solutions presumably bleached the rocks from red to 'gray or 

brown* The ore bodies in the Lukachukai Mountains are generally 

smaller than, but otherwise similar to, those of the Uravan 

Mineral belt* Camotite and vanoxite impregnate sandstone and 

!8 trash piles,,'1 and replace fossil logs* Some ore bodies are 

rolls* The association with bleached sandstone and mudstone 

is common to both*

The Lukachukai Mountains lie on the east flank of the
£5 ' - C$

Defiance Uplift, and the rocks dip 1 '»- 2 ME* The Lukachukai 

anticline, a northwest-plunging sharply asymmetric flexure, 

reverses this dip- "by ten to thirty degrees* The axis of the 

attendant syncline lies along the northeast edge of the 

Lukachukai Mountains*
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18l<> Merrittj, P« L*^ I.9$Q9 Uranium exploration in the United Statess 
Rocks and Minerals^, v* 2$ s no* 7-8,, p a 363~370| Canadian Min« 
and Met* Bull« 5 v« h3$ no* ii.60^ p. U38-i4.i|.3l Mines Mag«, v* 1|0, 
no« 6 5 p* 36 j 51-52o

The exploration program of the U» S« Atomic Energy 

Commission and the Commission's methods of stimulating private 

exploration are outlined* Generalized geologic descriptions 

of the types of environments in which uranium has been found 

in the United States are given* The uranium deposits on the 

Colorado Plateau are mostly in continental sandstone formations 

of Triassic and Jurassic age. The most important producing 

formation is the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation 

of Jurassic age« The deposits are roughly tabular^ irregular 

in outline^ and 5 in general* conform to the bedding^, although 

in detail they may cross the bedding* The most important 

mineral is carnotitei it is usually associated with fossil 

organic material* Pitchblende deposits in the Colorado Front 

Range 5 in the Coeur d ! Alene district in IdahOj, at Marysvale, 

Utahj, and in Upper Michigan,, and uraniferous phosphorite and 

black shale deposits also are described*



« Miller^ L« J«D 1952j> Drilling in the Happy Jack mine area,, Wiite 
Canyon^ San Juan County^ Utahs Uo S« Atomic Energy Comm« 
EME-it039p 111 p.c, issued by U* S« Atomic Energy Coram, Tech* Info 
Service,, Oak Ridge*

Diamond drilling in the Happy Jack mine area was done to 

locate copper«uranium deposits in the Shinarump conglomerate 

of Triassie age and to outline channels cut into the 

underlying Moenkopi formation of Triassie age« Eleven of 

twenty«s:be holes penetrated ore^ and the Sunrise,, Gonawayj, 

and Happy Jack channels were outlined* The ore occurs in 

the Shinarump conglomerate at or near the base of the channels 

and is characteristically in porous^ coarse-grained sandstone 

which rests on dense.mudstone« The principal uranium mineral^ 

pitchblende,, is associated with carbonaceous material^ and 

in places replaces wood* The host rock is erratically 

cemented with gypsm% calcitei, and silicao
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183 « MHler> L« J 0 $ 1953$ Ore textures of uraninite and associated 
minerals from the Colorado Plateau uranium deposits^ Geol« 
Soco America Btjlloj> T« 61^ no« 12^ p« lU^3-lU^U ( abstract) *

"Uraninit© in the ore deposits of the Colorado Plateau 

is present as a replacement miner al« It replaces the clay 

cement of the quartz grains^ the quartz over growth ss 

asphaltite 5 organic matter,, and in some cases sulfide 

minerals* The exsolution texture of chalcopyrite and 

bornite indicates deposition at a high temperature o A 

comparison of the large amount of alteration at the Marysvale 

uranium deposit and the low amount of alteration of the 

Plateau deposits suggests a lo^> temperature deposition for 

the Plateau deposits*" (author's abstract) «,
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« Miller $ L* J. s 1953^ Uranium ore controls of the Happy Jack 
deposit . White Canyon, San Juan County , Utahg U, S. Atomic 
Energy Comm. HME~33<> 3U p*$ issued by U« 5«, Atomic Energy 
Cornm* Tech* Info Servicec, Oak Ridge^ 19$5<> Eeon* Geology^ 
v» 5>0<> noo 2 S p. 156-169*

Miller,, L. J», 195>2c, Uranium ore controls in the Happy Jack 
mine and vicinity 5 White Canyon,, Utahs Eeon. Geology 5 v* h7$ 
no* 7 5 PO 71h$ (abstract) | Geol, Soc 0 America Bull*, v« 63$ 
no« 12, p. 1280 P ( abstract) «

The copper«uraniuia deposit at the Happy Jack mine is in 

a paleo stream channel which contains sediments of the 

Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age* The host rock is a 

coarse-grained to conglomeratic quart zose sandstone which 

contains abundant carbonaceous material o This unit is present 

only in the channels^ it is overlain by so intra-channel 

mudstone unit of the Shinarurnp and is underlain mainly by dense 

mudstones of the Moenkopi formation of Triassic age* The ore 

is associated with organic material^, sedimentary structures^ 

and deep areas within the channel o Lithologic controls 

include bedding planes^ petrologie traps^ scours within the 

Shinarumpp and basal Shinarump mudstone. Uraninite and copper 

sulfides impregnate the sandstone and replace carbonaceous 

material and secondary overgrowths on quartz grains* The ore 

minerals are nearly contemporaneous. Secondary uranium and 

copper minerals are minor* The normally red sediments in the 

vicinity of the ore deposit have been bleached to greenc, but 

there is no other evidence of alteration within the deposit*
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Channels within the Shinarimp formation of Triassic age 

are thought to be the principal uranium ore control in White 

Canyon^ southeastern Utalu Intrachannel controls include 

carbonaceous mattery lithologic changes., and bedding planes*
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Miller j, R« D^ 19$k$ Reconnaissance for uranium in the Hualapai 
Indian Reservation area^ Mohave and Coconino Counties^ Arizona? 
U. S, Atomic Energy Comm* EME-2007 5 18 p, 5 issued by U. S« 
Atomic Energy Comm« Teche Inf» Service, Oak Ridge*

The only known occurrence of uranium in the Hualapai 

Indian Reservation is at the Ridenour mine* The workings are 

in bleached fine-grained sandstone members of the normally 

red Supai formation of Permian agee Copper minerals occur in 

a vein and breccia zone with pyrite and limonite* Vein quartz 

is absent<, and uranium and vanadium are minore Consolidated 

sedimentary rocks in the area range in age from Cambrian to 

Permian* Precambrian crystalline rocks are exposed in the 

deeper canyons* Major faults are prominent« The sedimentary 

rocks are either horizontal or gently dipping. The Supai 

formation and the Hermit shale^ both of Permian age^ appear 

to be the most favorable host rocks in the area for uranium 

deposits localized by stratigraphic control*
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186* Mirsky^, A. 5 1953$ Preliminary report on uranium mineralisation 
in the Dakota sandstone^ Zuni uplift,, New Mexicos U* S* Atomic 
Energy Comm* RME-lj.?^ 21 p* 5 issued by U* S* Atomic Energy 
Comra* Tech* Inf. Service^, Oak Ridge*

Uranium deposits occur In sandstone and carbonaceous shale 

of the Dakota sandstone of Cretaceous age along the north and 

northeast flank of the Zuni uplift* The Dakota sandstone 

regionally truncates older rocks* The sandstone units are 

buff to grays fine- to medium-grained 5 cross-bedded s plane- 

bedded^ or massiTe 5 and are interbedded with blue or gray 

mudstone and carbonaceous shale* Most beds are lenticular, 

and the formation is about 5>0 feet thick* The uranium 

mineral<> metabyuyamunite(?)_9 is closely associated with 

carbonaceous material and iron oxides* The deposits are in 

or marginal to paleostream channels. Joints may partially 

control the location of the deposits* Except for one 

deposit in carbonaceous shale., all are in sandstone*
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Mitena% T« W e|) and Evezison^ C. G* 5 19f>5><, Uranium ore guides^ 
Monument Valley district^ Arizona^ Econ« Geology^ v* 50$ 
no* 2|, po 170=

"The contact between the Shinarump conglomerate and 

the Moenkopi format ion5 both of Trias sic ages is a marked 

erosional unconforraityo Basal Shinarurap sediments fill 

ancient stream channels incised into the underlying 

Moenkopie .«« Uranium ore deposits are commonly found in 

these stream channels* Paleostream channels are the prime 

guide to ore in the Shinarump* Twenty-seven others of 

varying degrees of usefulness are summarized 0 M (authors' 

abstract)«
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188« Moore^, G« ¥„<, and Levish^ M«, 195>5»<> Uranium-bearing sandstone in 
the White River Badlands^ Pennington County^, South Dakota? 
U« S* Geolo Survey Cire, 3^9 <> 1 p»

Uranocircite is locally disseminated in the lower two feet 

of a channel sandstone in the Chadron formation of Oligocene 

age in the White River Badlands* The sandstone is yellowish- 

gray and coarse-grained | it is directly underlain by an 

impermeable bed of bentonitic elaystone*

Metatyuyamunite(?) was found at one place in a bed of 

freshwater limestone in the Chadron format ion o At several 

localitiesj, carnotite forms very thin coatings on the outer 

surfaces of chalcedony veins in the overlying Brule formation^ 

also of Oligocene age*

The uranium was probably leached from the overlying 

volcanic ash beds by descending meteoric waters and carried 

by these waters to an environment favorable for deposit ion«
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189 « Moore^ R» B e <> and Kith11, K 0 L*<> 1913 D A preliminary report on 
uranium^, radium^, and vanadiums U« 5« Bur« Mines Bull* 70s, 
101 p.

Topics discussed in this report ares the carnotite 

deposits of Colorado and Utah; the pitchblende deposits of 

the world5 the vanadium deposits in the United States and 

Peruj, methods of analysis of ore; methods of ore treatment; 

and uses of the metals* Carnotite deposits in the Green 

River and Thompsons districts in Utah^, and at Skull Creek,, 

Coal Creek* and the Paradox Valley region in Colorado are 

describedo The deposits are commonly associated with 

carbonaceous material in sandstone beds* Variable quantities 

of vanadium minerals may be present* The deposits in the 

Paradox Valley region are in a light-colored sandstone of the

f McElmo formation ^fforrison formation/ of Jurassic age® 

The most typical ore is sandstone impregnated with carnotite 

and containing small brown kidneys of vanadium-rich sandy 

clay. The deposits are invariably in pockets and are 

associated with gypsum^ carbonaceous material^ and redj, brown, 

blue; and black vanadium minerals* Some of the mine workings 

are described as of 1912•

The authors suggest that the uranium was disseminated in 

the sandstone country rock and has been concentrated in ore 

bodies by the action of water.
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190* MuHenburgj, G. &» s 19k9<> Notes on uraniums Mo. BIT. Geol.
Survey and Water Res* Info Circ« No« 5>* 18 p<>

This circular briefly describes uranium minerals and 

methods of identifying them5 different types of uranium 

deposits^ and uranium occurrences in Missouri* Only specimen 

quantities of uranium minerals hasre been found in Missouri* 

Meta-torbernite has been found in a fire«clay in Franklin 

County D and carnotite has been found on a joint surface in 

limestone at a quarry near Ste« Genevieve* Several other 

localities are knowu
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Muilenburgj, G« A* 3, and KeLler, W«, Do^ 19^0^ Carnotite and 
radioactive shale in Missouris Am« Miner alogistj, v« 3^ 
no« 3-U, P*

Carnotite and possibly other radioactive minerals have 

been foirnd in a quarry in the Spergen limestone of Mississippian 

age about five mUes north of Ste<> Genevieve,, Ste« Genevieve 

County^ Mo« The carnotite forms a thin film along a joint in 

the lime stone o & thin parting of highly radioactive black 

shale overlies the occurrence! the carnotite is thought to 

have been derived from this shale parting*
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192* Mullens 5 T. E., and Freeman, V. L., 19^2, Lithofacies study of 
the Salt Wash sandstpne member of the Morrison formations 
Geol* Soc. America Bull** v« 63* no* 12, p« 13UO S (abstract)*

11 The Salt Wash sand stone, the lower member of the Upper 

Jurassic Morrison formation in a large part of the Colorado 

Plateau^, is the product of an aggrading fluvial system and 

consists of lenticular beds of light-colored cross-laminated 

sandstone and conglomeratic sandstone irregularly interbedded 

with mad stone j, claystone^ and horizontally laminated sandstone*

"The fluvial deposits are divided into stream and 

flood-plain depositss the stream deposits include all sediments 

interpreted as deposited from moving water| the flood-plain 

deposits include all deposits interpreted as deposited from 

slack water*

"The lithof acies of the Salt Wash member is the total 

aspect of the thickness^ relative proportions^, and continuity 

of the two types of deposits. Areal variations in the Salt 

Wash lithof acies are shown by isopach and isolith maps*
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"Interpretations of the areal variations in Salt Wash 

lithof acies indicate piedmont-type deposition by a distributary 

drainage system from one principal source area0 The 

distributary drainage radiated outward from south-central 

Utah and spread sediments to the north and east in a 

fan-shaped pattern*, The total thickness of the deposits 

and relative proportion of stream deposits decrease rather 

uniformly away from the apex of the fan* In the Four-Corners 

areaj, where the Salt Wash member interfingers with the Bluff 

sandstone member of the Morrison^ the development of [the fan 

shape was interrupted as the distributary streams encroached 

on the sand dunes of the Bluff sandstone meraber» M (authors' 

abstract)«
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193* Niningerj, R* D«,<> 195>Uj> Minerals for atomic energy. D. Van 
Nostrand Company.;, Inc», New York, 36? p«

This bookj, written by the Deputy Assistant Director 

for Exploration of the Atomic Energy Commission, is a 

guide to exploration for uranium, thorium, and beryllium 

mineral So Part One describes the minerals and mineral 

deposits that are the sources and potential sources of 

these metals* Representative uranium deposits on the 

Colorado Plateau and in other areas are reviewed. Part 

Two is a survey of the various areas of the world with 

respect to their favorableness for new deposits of these 

minerals with particular attention to the United States* 

Part. Three covers prospecting equipment and techniques, 

the use of the Geiger and scintillation counters, evaluation 

of deposits^, and details of prices, markets, and governmental 

controlso Appendices include mineral identification tables,, 

classifications of ore deposits, testing and analysis 

procedures,, and other pertinent information*
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19U« Notestein^ F* B., 1918^ Some chemical experiments bearing on 
the origin of certain uranium-vanadium ores8 Icon* Geology., 
v. 13, no. 1, p. £0«6!u

The carnotite deposits of the Colorado Plateau occur as 

small lenticular bodies of mineralized light~c©lored sandstone 

within hard5 ledge-forming5 cross-bedded sandstones of the / 

McELmo formation £Morrison formation^ of Jurassic age. The 

deposits generally conform to the bedding* Nearly all of 

the ore«bearing beds are rich in fossil carbonaceous material^ 

and most also contain calcite and gypsum.

Three hypotheses of origin have been advocated) they are 

summarized as follows8

1. Widely disseminated uranium and vanadium minerals have 

been dissolved from overlying rocks and transported by ground 

waterf the metals were reprecipitated at the position where 

now found through some agency such as calcite or organic 

material or through oxidation near outcrops* Recency is 

implied* (HUlebrand and Ransome5 1905>j> see Ref. no. 135)•

2*. The minerals carrying vanadium and uranium were 

concentrated by ordinary processes of sedimentation at or 

near the present position^ and the carnotite is an oxidation 

product of such minerals* (Fleck and Haldane, 1907$ see Ref. 

no. 891 Wherry s 19l5>>,see Ref. no. 277)*



3* The uranium and vanadium were precipitated from sea 

water by the reducing action of decaying vegetable matters 

carnotite is an oxidation product $ nearly in place,,, of such 

precipitated salts* (Hessj, 19lU<> see Ref« no« 129)•

The author found as a result of laboratory experiments9 

that carnotite is readily soluble in sulf ate ground water,, 

and that calcite will precipitate uranium and vanadium 

from sulf ate solution,. This precipitate is soluble in 

calcium bicarbonate solution but will be reprecipitated 

by loss of carbon dioxide 0

The author suggests that descending sulfate waters 

dissolved disseminated uranium and vanadium minerals and 

carried the metals down in solution* The metals precipitated 

when a calcitic bed was reached^ and gypsum snd carbon dioxide 

formed* The carbon dioxide in solution would form calcium 

bicarbonate which would redissolve the uranium and part of 

the vanadium^ and the dissolved salts would be transported 

to and deposited at an outcrop or some other place where 

carbon dioxide could escape*



L« R,, 1950 j, Interim report of geologic investigation $ 
Lost Creek schroeckingerite deposits^ Sweetwater County, 
Wyomings U. S. Geol* Survey TEM-l83Aj, 3 p»^ issued by U. So 
Atomic Energy Comnu Tech. Inf. Service, Oak Ridge.

Schroeckingerite occurs principally as rounded aggregates 

as much as one inch in diameter in green^ brown5 or purple 

clayj, and also as tiny flakes disseminated in sand or sandy 

clay* The clays are lower Eocene or younger in age and are 

interbedded with arkosic sands and grits. These beds are 

overlain by Pleistocene and Recent sands and gravels which 

conceal the ore-bearing material. The ore beds are 

relatively continuous along the strike! but, because 

schroeckingerite is an efflorescent mineral, the deposit 

probably does not extend to any great depth. The schroeckingerite 

deposits appear to be associated with the Cyclone Rim fault 

which is believed to have been the channelway for the uranium-* 

bearing solutions. Suggestions for prospecting are included*
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196» Page j, Lo R«, 19!:% Geologic prospecting for uranium and 
thoriums Contribution to the International Conference 
on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy^ Geneva., Switzerland^, 
7P*

Hie search for uranium and thorium in the United States 

has emphasized the value of geologic guides in prospecting* 

The application of these guides in conjunction with 

radiometricj, geochemicalj, botanical,, panningc, and geophysical 

techniques has greatly increased the rate of discovery. 

Prospecting for new districts is based on very general 

criteria^ prospecting for individual ore deposits in new or 

old districts requires specific guideso Geologic guides to 

ore deposits vary for each major uranium and thorium districts 

many of these guides are discussed 0
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197« Page$ k« &»<> and Redden,, J« A«j> 19!?2<> The carnotite prospects 
of the Craven Canyon area., Fall River County 5 South Dakotas 
U. S. Geolo Survey Circ. 175* 18 p.

Carnotite deposits occur in the Lakota sandstone of 

Early Cretaceous age in Craven Canyon^ Fall River County, 

S» Dak» The area lies on the southwest flank of the Black 

Hills uplift and the rocks dip gently to the southwest* The 

Lakota sandstone is a white to buff, massive to thin-bedded 

sandstone containing many thin white to purplish-red shale 

beds» Throughout the area studied a dense black bed of 

carbonaceous shale 5 one to three feet thick5 is exposed and 

used as a marker bed* The carnotite occurs as impregnations 

of sandstone and as joint coatings and fillings? it is 

commonly associated with iron oxides and fossil carbonaceous 

material* The deposits are generally parallel to bedding., 

but in detail they may cut across the bedding* Due to lack 

of exposures^, little is known about the size and shape of 

the deposits,, but they are probably tabular and quite small* 

The average thickness is about two feet* Eleven prospects 

are described, and suggestions for prospecting are included*



198• Phair5 Go, and Levine^ Ho., 195>2<> Notes on the differential 
leaching of uranium^ radium,, and lead from pitchblende in 
solutions§ U. S. Geolo Survey TEI<=>262<, 23 p<» 5 issued by 
U e So Atomic Energy Comm« Teelu Info Service^, Oak Ridge| 195>3 
Econo Geology, v» !$<, no« 5j> P« 358-369 o

It has been noted that the radium«iiranium ratios in 

weathered pyritic pitchblende ores are abnormally higho The 

complex solutions involved in the leaching of pitchblende 

in pyritic mines and dumps are characterized by a relatively 

high concentration of sulfuric acido Laboratory experiments 

conducted to explore this observation show thats in an 

oxidizing5 highly acid environment^, uranium is rapidly 

leachedf radium and lead tend to be residually concentrated* 

Further,, UO^ is preferentially leached with respect to UC^o



2U5

199* Phoenix^, D«, Ae, 1955> 5 Relation of carnotite deposits to permeable 
rocks in the Morrison formation^, Mesa County^ Colorado s 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses 
of Atomic Energy^* Geneva,, Switzerland,, 9 p°

The uppermost,, almost continuous, layer of sandstone in 

the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age 

contains most of the carnotite deposits in southwestern Colorado 

and southeastern Utah* This layer is composed of broadly 

lenticular strata of sandstone separated by fine-grained 

laminated sediments collectively called mudstoneo Carnotite 

deposits are localized where the sandstone strata thicken and 

locally rest one upon another! they are not found where the 

sandstone strata are thin and the layer is mostly mudstone.

The permeability of sediments in the uppermost layer is 

influenced by both depositional lithology and the effects of 

diagenesiso Laminated mudstone and siltstone are least 

permeable and bedded sandstone is most permeable except 

locally where the original porosity has been reduced by the 

interstitial clay5 quartz overgrowths, and calotte and iron 

oxide cemento The sedimentary rocks are less permeable across 

bedding than parallel to bedding*

The coefficient of transmissivity^ equal to the product of the 

thickness and mean permeability^ was established on samples from 

drill holes. Contours of these values in an area in Mesa County^ 

Colo.c, show that carnotite deposits are localized where the rocks 

in the uppermost layer are most transmissivei they are uncommon 

where rocks in the uppermost layer are least transmissiveo



200c Poehlmann,, E 0 J 0 <, aid King,, E» NOJ, 1953 p Report on wagon drilling 
for uranium in the Silver Reef (Harrisburg) district^, Washington 
County^ Utahs Ue S. Atomic Energy Coramo HME-200U, 2k p« 5 issued 
bv U« S« Atomic Energy Comnu Teeh« Info Service^ Oak Ridge«

An exploratory wagon«drilling program revealed two new 

uranium ore bodies in the Silver Reef district« The uranium 

deposits in the Silver Reef district are near the faulted 

north-plunging nose of the Virgin anticline« Silver^ uraniu% 

vanadium^ and copper minerals occur in five carbonaceous,, 

sandy shale zones of the Leeds and Tecumseh members of the 

Chinle formation of Triassic age* The reost important 

uraniferous zone is a carbonaceous.9 eross-bedded,, sandy shale 

which lies in the upper part of the Leeds sandstone* Mineral 

ization has favored areas where relatively close"spaced normal 

faults of very small displacement cut the favorable beds*.
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201 o Poole 5 F« G« 5 and WHliamSj) G« Ae$ 1955j> Direction of transportation 
of the sediment constituting the Triassic and associated formations 
of the Colorado Plateaus Contribution to the International 
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy^, Geneva^, Switzerland^, 
8 po

Clastic sediments develop characteristic features in certain 

depositional environments that reflect the direction in which 

the transporting medium was moving o These characteristic 

features are called sediment ary^, primary 9 or original structures*, 

Sedimentary structures that possess directional characteristics 

include channels,, cross-strata^ current lineation^ and ripple 

marks o From these primary structures the direction of 

transportation can be determined and a source direction can 

be inf erred «

Studies of sedimentary structures have been made on rocks 

of the Colorado Plateau that range in age from Permian to 

Jurassic*, and directions of transportation of several formations 

have been determined 0 This information is useful in the 

exploration for uranium and vanadium deposits because the ore 

bodies are localized in channel«filling sandstones and tend to be 

elongate in the direction of transportation of the sediments o



202« Proctor^ P« D«<, 1953» Geology of the Silver Reef (Harrisburg) 
mining district,, Washington County^ Utahs Utah Geol* and 
Mineralog* Survey Bull* kks 169 PO

The Silver Reef mining area in southwestern Utah contains 

the only known occurrence in the United States of commercial 

bodies of silver ore in sandstone with minor copper°uranium° 

vanadium mineraLs<> The ore bodies are restricted to the 

Silver Reef sandstone member of the Chinle formation of 

Triassic age s and they occur on the limbs and nose of the 

n or the as t>=» trend ing and plunging Virgin anticline and a 

subsidiary anticline and synclinee A .north^trending normal 

fault and a thrust fault with a minimum eastward displacement 

of 1<)5>00 feet repeat the ore horizon three timeso No constant 

relationship exists between the mineralization and the folds 

or faults*

The deposits are associated with carbonaceous material 

in lenses of light«colored quartzose sandstone and may be 

localized in channels in the Silver Reef sandstone«

The author concludes that the metals in the Silver Reef 

deposits were derived from volcanic tuffs by ground or surface 

waters and precipitated in proximity to carbonaceous material 

in the Silver Reef sandstone* The silver was further 

concentrated by secondary enrichment 0



203. Proctor^ P* Do s Hyatt, E« P«> and Bullock^, K. C^ 19$k» Urardumg 
where it is and how to find it. Eagle Hock Publishers^, Salt 
Lake City5 85 p«

This publication is a nontechnical guide to prospecting 

for uranium*, Included is information on uranium minerals and 

depositsj, areas of known deposit s 9 equipment, and other topics 

of interest to a uranium prospector*



20iu Rankama5 K* 5 and Sahama^ T. G 0 , 1950, Geochemistry,, Univ. of 
Chicago Press,, Chicago,, 912 p., see p. 632-639 on uranium*.

The geochemistry of uranium is discussed* Uranium is a 

member of the actinide series of rare«earth elements*, has a 

large ionic radius^ and is radioactive. The most important 

uranium mineral is the oxide5 U0gj> found as uraninite and 

pitchblende* Other uranium minerals include hydroxides* 

phosphates^ arsenates^ vanadates<> uranates^ carbonates^, 

silicates^ and sulfatesf these minerals are usually derived 

from the alteration or decomposition of uraninite and 

pitchblende. Uranium never occurs in the natural state and 

never forms sulfides s arsenides^ or tellurides*

During the crystallization of a magraa^ uranium does not 

enter the crystal lattice of the rock-forming minerals due 

to its large ionic radius^ and it is therefore enriched in 

residual solutions* It may crystallize in pegmatites or it 

may enter pneumatolytic and hydrothermal veins. Uranium is 

also concentratedc, notably in the presence of vanadiumj, in 

minerals precipitated from ground waters| such uranium deposits 

are sometimes found in sandstones*



The cycle ©f uranium and the biogeochemistry of uranium 

are discussed 0 Uranium is absorbed by biological substances* 

Some petroleum and associated brines contain uraniu% and 

marine carbonaceous shales are definitely higher in uranium 

than other sedimentary rocks« Some coals have a high uranium 

content.

The largest and most important uranium deposits are in 

the vicinity of Great Bear Lake in Canada^ in Katanga in the 

Belgian Congo in West Africa., and in Czechoslovakia. They 

are all associated with hydrothermal veins* Important 

deposits also occur in continental sandstones in the western 

United States«
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205>« Rapaport^ IOJ) 195>2 5 Interim report on the ore deposits of the 
Grants district5 New Mexico? U« So Atomic Energy Comnu 
BMQ-1031* 19 P« 5 issued by U. S« Atomic Energy Coranu Tech, 
Inf. Service^, Oak Ridge.

Uranium deposits in the Grants district occur in the 

Todilto limestone and in the Morrison formation^, both of 

Jurassic age. The deposits are on the northeast flank of the 

Zuni uplift and on the Lucero uplift* Unexposed deposits may 

exist in the intervening McCarty synclinee Exposed rocks rang 

from Precambrian to Tertiary in age e

The deposits in the Todilto limestone are in the uppers 

coarse, crenulated^, recrystallized part of the formation. 

Pitchblende is associated with calcite^ pyrite^, barite, and 

fluorite. Uranium vanadates^, uranium silicates^ and hematite 

are found in the oxidized parts of the deposits. Some of the 

deposits are associated with minor semi«cylindrical bulges or 

anticlines that have no intervening synclines. The deposits 

seem to follow a zone between the silty limestone facies to 

the south and the gypsiferous limestone facies to the north. 

Joints and faults also may have had an influence on the 

movement and emplacement of ore*
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The uranium minerals in the Morrison deposits are mainly 

carnotite with some schroeckingerite and are associated with 

carbonaceous material and limonite. Carnotite impregnates 

sandstone^, coats fractures, and replaces fossil logs* 

Paleostream channel s $ diastemsj, intricate f acies ehangesj, and 

the presence of organic material seem to localize the ore*

The uranium^ iron^ sulfur, barium^ and fluorine probably 

were transported in solution in hydrothermal waters to the 

place of deposition* The ore-bearing solutions moved essentially 

laterally and undoubtedly were mixed with ground water«



206o Rapaportu I. p Hadfieldj, J 0 P« 0 and Olson 9 R. H 05 195»2<> Jurassic 
rocks of the Zuni uplift^ New Mexico* U0 S 0 Atomic Energy 
Coramo fiMO«=»6U2 p US po 5 Issued by U<> So Atomic Energy Comm 0 
Tech* Info Service^ Oak Ridge 0

The Zuni uplift is an asymmetrical^, elliptical dome in 

the southeastern corner of the San Juan basinc It is approximately 

6£ miles long tsy 1|0 miles wide^ elongated in a northwesterly 

directiono In the central part of the uplift,, Preeambrian 

crystalline and metaraorphic rocks are exposedo About a thousand 

feet of Paleozoic^) and more than three thousand feet of MesozoiCf, 

sedimentary rocks overli© the Precambrian basement 0 Tertiary 

and Quaternary lava flows cover limited arease

Jurassic sedimentary rocks of this region,) in ascending 

order5 are divided into the Glen Canyon group,, t.l ".e San Rafael 

groups s111̂  'the Morrison form at ion« The Wing ate :". r-matio Is th-.' 

only member of the Glen Canyon group* The San Raf ael group 

consists of s in ascending order., the Carmel^ the Entradao the 

Todilto^, the Summervillec, and the Bluff formations» The 

Mofrison formation is divided into the Recapture Creek,, the 

Westwater Canyon<> and the Brushy Basin members* Rock types 

include shale,, silts tone 9 sandstone^, and limestone* All 

Jurassic format ions $ except possibly the Carmel<, are of 

continental origin 0
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The regional stress responsible for the Zuni dome appears 

to have been essentially one of vertical uplift^ probably in 

Early or Middle Tertiary time* Structural relief is more 

than 6,600 feet* The joints and faults seem to be tensional|> 

normal to the direction of most bending and normal to the 

bedding*



207« Rasor<, G 0 Ae# 1952, Uraninite from Gray Dawn Mine, San Juan 
County^, Utah? Science^, v<> 116, no« 300k, p«> 89-90*,

Massiire chunks of primary uraninite hare been found 

intimately associated with earn©tite«bearing ores from the 

Grey Dawn Mine,, which is on a small tributary of La Sal Creek 

near the southeast flank of the La Sal Mountains,, San Juan 

County^ Utaho The host rock is a gently dipping sandstone 

bed in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of 

Jurassic age» About a thousand pounds of ore containing 

6k percent UjOg were found* This is the first discovery of 

uraninite in the Salt Wash sandstone 0 The deposit is 

otherwise similar to other carnotite deposits in the Salt 

Wash sandstonee The presence of uraninite may modify the 

present concept of the origin of these oreso



fledmond*, R«> I» 0 ^ and Kellogg 9 Jo P* 5 195Up Drilling at Polar 
Mesa9 Grand County^ Utah,, and review of favorability criteria 
used§ U. S e Atonic Energy Cornm* BME~22(Pt«> I),, 30 p,5 issued, 
by Uo So Atomic Energy Connie Tech* Inf * Service*, Oak Ridge e

Vanadium-uranium deposits ©n Polar Mesa occur in a 

sandstone unit of the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation 

©f Jurassic age«> This unit^, called the "Payoff sand% is a 

massive^ eross-beddedj, medium- to f ine—grained^ yellow«brown 

sandstone that ranges from 10 to 70 feet in thickness* The 

base of the ore-bearing zone is about 270 feet above the 

easily recognizable Entrada-Summerville contact,. Carnotite 

and roscoelite are associated with fossil trees and 

carbonaceous trash« The ore bodies are generally tabular and 

irregularly shaped and contain as much as 10^000 tons*

A drilling program was conducted in an area near the 

northeast rim of the mesa* The "Payoff sand" was correlated 

between holes ©n the basis of regional dip* A favorability 

map of this zone was successfully constructed to guide further 

drillingo Factors considered favorable for uranium ore are 

the presence of8 either equal amounts of sandstone and 

raudstone or more sandstone than mudstonei more yellow-brown 

than grey sandstone^ blue«green mudstone*



209 <» Reinhardt^ E« V 0£) 1951* Reconnaissance of Henry Mountains
Wayne and Garfield Counties, titans U<> S e Atomic Energy Coimtu 
HMD-753* 7 p.* issued by U, S. Atomic Energy Corai. Tech. Inf. 
Service^, Oak Ridge 0

Uranium ore deposits occur in sandstone of the Salt Wash 

member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age in a strip 

about 3 mUes wide along the east flank of the Henry Mountains* 

Tertiary laccolithic intrusiTes in a structural basin form 

the core of the Henry Mountains« The uranium deposits are 

found in three districts* the North Wash p the Trachyte,, and 

the Little Rockies districts^ from north to south* The 

deposits are of good grade and apparently are quite extensive,, 

but many are thin* Development and production have been 

limited mostly by the long distance to shipping points and 

buying stationso
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210. Reinhardtc, E. V OS) 1952> Practical guides to uranium ores on 
the Colorado Plateaus U. S« Atomic Energy COIBDU RMO~1027j» 
13 p«5 issued by U« S. Atomic Energy Comra. Tech. Inf« 
Service^ Oak Ridge.

This report presents and discusses a list of guides to 

uranium ore« Items 1 through h are syngenetic features <, and 

items 5 through 11 are epigenetic. They are not necessarily 

listed in order of importance*,

1. Presence of fossil stream chanpels*
2« Thickening of sandstone lenses*
3* Interfingering of mudstone and sandstone lenses*
U* Presence of carbonaceous material*,
5« Proximity of ore.
6. Relation to mountain masses and large folds.
7« EOLeaching of sandstone*,
8« Bleaching of mudstone adjacent to sandstone lenses.
9<> Presence of yellow iron-oxide stains*

10« Presence of bleached mudstone pebbles in the sandstone
	lenses. 

11« Etched and corroded sand grains.
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211* Reinhardt*, £* ?*,, 1952 9 Uranium-copper deposits near Copper 
Canyon,,, Navajo Indian Reservation^, Arizona? U, S« Atomic 
Energy Coram* EMO-902, 13 p* 9 issued by U. S* Atomic 
Energy Gomm* Tech* Inf. Service., Oak Ridge*

Copper-uranium deposits In the Copper Canyon area of 

the Monument ?alley district in Utah and Arizona., occur in 

the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age near the base of 

channels cut into the underlying Moenkopi formation of 

Triassic age* The deposits^, which are relatively small^ 

are all less than 20 feet above the base of the channels^, 

and the best concentrations are in the lower five feet* 

The ore contains as much as 0*68 percent UoOg. Carnotite^ 

the principal uranium mineral^ impregnates sandstone and 

replaces fossil carbonaceous material* The copper 

minerals occur similarly but also are found higher in the 

section* There is no constant ratio between the copper 

and uranium content of the deposits* Ebqposed consolidated 

sedimentary rocks range in age from Permian to Jurassic^ 

and dip 1° - 2° N¥.
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212• Reyner, M« L., 195>0, Preliminary report on some uranium deposits 
along the west side of the San Raf ael Swell, Emery County, 
Utahs U* S. Atomic Energy Comm* HMD-673, 31 p<><> issued by U* S* 
Atomic Energy Comm* Tech, Info Service, Oak Ridge*

Twelve uranium deposits along the western flank of the 

San Raf ael Swell were examined* The deposits are lenticular 

or tabular bodies of mineralized sandstone,, conglomerate, or 

shale, and all are near the base of the Shinarurap conglomerate 

of Trias sic age« The uranium is intimately associated with 

blebs and seams of asphalt,, and with small bits of carbonized 

wood* Brightly colored secondary uranium minerals are present 

at the outcrop* The claims and groups of claims reported ©n 

ares Lone Treej, Hard Pan 5 Dalton, Dexter, Wickiup^, Dolly, 

South Fork5 Pay Day, Green Vein, Brown Throne, and Dirty Devil 

groups, and the Clifford Smith, Hertz No* 1, and Gardell Snow 

claims*
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213 « Robeck5 R* 0*$ 19$k$ Uranium deposits of Temple Mountain^ in 
Geology of portions of the High Plateaus and adjacent 
Canyon Lands., central and south.~eentral Utahs Intermountain 
Assoc* of Petroleum Geologists,, Fifth Annual Field Conference^ 

Salt Lake City> Utah5 p* 110-111 «

The uranium deposits at Temple Mountain,, Utah^ are in the 

so-called Mossback sandstone unit of the Chinle formation of 

Trias sic age* The area is on the southeast flank of the San 

Raf ael Swell* The uranium is associated with -wood fragments 

and petroleum residue (asphalt) in the lower part of a 100-fool 

thick cliff -forming sandstone bed«
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Rogers^, K« J« 9 19$k» Reconnaissance of the lower Chinle along 
the Colorado River between the Moab and Dewey bridges 9 
Grand County <> Utahs U« S 0 Atonic Energy Gomnu RMEU70|> 17 p»<> 
issued by U«, S« Atomic Energy Goitmu Teeh« Jnf « Service<> Oak
Ridge <,

One small radioactivity anomaly was located as a result 

of a reconnaissance for uranium deposits in the lower part 

of the Chinle formation of Triassic age in an area north of 

Moab along the Colorado River. Th© lower Chinle in this

area is apparently unfavorable for the occurrence of uranium 

depositSo



26k

* 9 Gruner^, Jo W,,, and Gardiner^, L* $ 19%k$ Widespread 
occurrence and character of uraninite in the Triassic and 
Jurassic sediments of the Colorado Plateaus Econ« Geology*, 

$> p» 35>l~36lo

Uraninite has been found in many uranium deposits in the 

sedimentary rocks of the Colorado Plateauo Although this 

mineral is not restricted to any one formation^ most of the 

occurrences are in the Shinarump conglomerate and Chinle 

formation of Triassic age« The two principal modes of 

occurrences are with copper sulfides or in asphaltic bodies0 

Association with fossil plants is the rule» Uraninite 

replaces the cell walls of fossil plants^, and copper sulfides 

fill the cell so
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216« Sehlottmazij, J» D«,j, and Smith 9 L* E»^ 19E>Uj> Preliminary report 
on uranium mineralization in the Troublesome formationj, 
Middle Park5 Grand County,, Colorado? U» S» Atomic Energy 
Gomnu BME~CLOU2 5 lU p 0|> issued by Ue S« Atomic Energy Comm« 
Tjch« Inf. -Service^, Oak Ridge 0

The uranium minerals earnotite,, autunite,, and schroeckingerite 

occur in conglomerates^, sands,, and clays of the Troublesome 

formation of Oligocene to Miocene age in Middle Park5 Colo» 

Middle Park is a structural and topographic basin partially 

filled with nearly a thousand feet of fluviatlle and lacustrine 

sediments of the Troublesome formation* Underlying rocks range 

in age from Precambrian to Tertiary,, The uranium deposits^, 

distributed throughout several square miles<> are limited 

stratigraphically to the lower 160 feet of the formation» They 

are lenticular and are controlled by f acies changes in the 

elays^ sands,^ and conglomerateso Carbonized plant material*, 

jarosite 0 and brown and green vanadium minerals are common in 

many of the deposits* The deposits are small $ and most are 

not in radioactive equilibrium*,
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217* Schnabelj, R« ¥o 5 19%, The uranium deposits of the United
States? U« S» Geol« Survey Mineral Investigations Resource 
Appraisals Map MR 2 (with text)*.

This map shows the location of the more important 

uranium deposits in the United States* The deposits are 

classed by their geologic environment* These classes 

include the deposits in sandstone mainly on the Colorado 

Plateau but also in South Dakota^ Wyoming^, and other states, 

deposits in phosphorite in Florida^ South Carol in a5 and 

in the northwest^ deposits in lignite mainly in South Dakota^ 

North Dakota^ and Wyoming*, uraniferous black shale deposits 

mainly in Tennessee,, Kentucky^, Alabama^, and Georgia., placer 

deposits of monazite in the southeastern United States and 

in Idaho., and deposits in igneous rocks<> pegmatites^ 

limestone^ and other rocks 0 The geology of each class of 

occurrence is briefly summarized*



26?

218« Sharp ̂  W. N., McKayj, £. J. s and McKeown5 F. A., 195U* Powder
River Basin^ Wyoming! in Geologic investigations of radioactive 
deposits^, Semiannual progress report^ June 1 to November 30 5 
195U* U. S. Geol, Survey TEI-U90, p. 117-119, issued by U e S e 
Atomic Energy Coranic Tech* Ihf« Service, Oak Ridge«

The uranium deposits in the Pumpkin Buttes area of the 

Powder River Basin are associated with a zone of interbedded, 

dominantly red sandstone lenses and claystone strata near 

the middle of the Wasatch formation of Eocene age* The red 

color boundary locally transects primary sedimentary features* 

Iron-manganese-uranium concretions are scattered erratically 

in the red sandstone at most placesn although in some places 

they are associated with primary sedimentary features* 

Disseminated uranium ore with some iron and manganese and 

concentrations of carbonate is associated with a sharp color 

change from primarily buff and gray to red sandstone«
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219* Sharp^ ¥„ N 0 ^ McKeown5 F« A. 5 McKay^ £« J* 5 and ¥hite5 A.'M.j, 
1955* Geology and uranium mineral deposits of the Pumpkin 
Buttes are ED Powder River Basin^ Wyomingg Contribution to 
the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energys Geneva^, Switzerland^ 6 p.

The Pumpkin Buttes are located in the Powder River Basin^ 

an asymmetrical syncline which trends north«northwest» The 

Wasatch formation of Eocene age crops out over most of the 

basin* Older rocks are exposed along the perimeter of the 

basin j> and remnants of the Tftfhite River formation of Oligocene 

age cap the Pumpkin Buttes« The regional dip in the Pumpkin 

Buttes area ranges from 30 to 100 feet per mile to the northwest*

The uranium deposits In the Pumpkin Buttes area are 

spatially related to a zone of predominantly red sandstone 

within the normally buff or grey Wasatch format ion o The contacts 

between red and buff or grey parts transect all sedimentary 

structures and lithology within a sandstone unit* Tyuyamunite 

and carnotite are disseminated in buff or grey sandstone near 

and at the contact with red sandstone« Calcite is abundant 

at the contact* Uranophane occurs chiefly in the cores of, 

and peripheral to<> manganese-iron oxide concretions) these 

deposits are small but high grade.

It is suggested that the deposits of oxidized uranium 

minerals were derived from initial deposits which were formed 

under reducing and mildly alkaline conditions. The source of 

the uranium may be some of the components of the sandstone*
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Shawej, Do R«D 1955j> Significance of roll ore bodies in genesis
of uraniuim«vanadium deposits on the Colorado Plateaus Contribution 
to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy5 
Geneva^, Switzerland^, 5 p«

Similarities between ''roll" ore bodies and the more prevalent 

tabular ore bodies in sedimentary rocks on the Colorado Plateau 

suggest a common origin for the two types. Analysis and 

interpretation of details of roll ore bodies may generally 

• clarify genesis of the vanadium-uranium ore deposits on the 

Colorado Plateau* Roll ore bodies are found principally in 

sandstone lenses and layers in the upper part of the Salt Wash 

sandstone member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age^, 

usually near the base of thick sandstone unit s where numerous^ 

thin 5 well-defined mudstone layers are interbedded with thin 

sandstone layers* Roll ore boclies are generally layered deposits 

that crosscut sandstone bedding in sharply curving forms* The 

long axes of rolls generally coincide with primary sedimentary 

features and may extend for hundreds of feeto Rolls commonly 

terminate against an upper and lower mudstone layer and may be 

split into two distinct rolls by a third thin mudstone layer* 

The details of roll ore bodies suggest that they were formed by 

precipitation of minerals at an interface between solutions of 

different composition and density, and that flow of the ore-bearing 

or active solution as it passed through connate waters in the 

sediments was influenced strongly by local sedimentary features*



Shoemaker9 E«vM«^, 19!pli<> Structural features of southeastern 
Utah and adjacent parts of Color ado,. New Mexico,, and Arizona? 
in. Uranium deposits and general geology of southeastern Utahs 
Utah Geological Society, Guidebook to the geology of Utah^ 
No. 9j» Salt Lake City, p. l$-69.

Structural features of southeastern Utah may be classified 

into three main categories? major uplifts and basinsi salt plugs 

and salt anticlines! and domes,, laccoliths,, dikes^, and diatremes«

The major uplifts of southeastern Utah are the San Rafael 

Swells, Circle Cliffs uplift, the Uncompahgre uplift,, and the 

Monument Uplifts the major basins are the Kaiparowits Basin^ 

the Henry Mountains Basin, and the Uinta Basin* Each of the 

uplifts and basins is an asymmetric fold,, bounded on one side 

by a major monocline*,

Five series of salt structures,, some of which have 

collapsed erests^, occur mainly in a northwest-trending belt 

in an area in Colorado and Utah« The structures are caused 

by the intrusion of plastic masses of salt and gypsum*

The laccolithic mountain groups in Utah^ the Henry 5 La Sal, 

and Abajo Mountains^ consist of stocks of igneous rocks from 

which radiate tongue-shaped masses. Sills,, dikes,, small 

laccoliths,, and diatremes are distributed irregularly in parts 

of southeastern Utah.
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The tectonic history of the region, is reviewed* The 

regional pattern was established prior to Cambrian time. 

Slight folding in Permian time probably initiated the rise 

of the salt intrusions,, and they continued until late in 

Jurassic time. In the Late Cretaceous^ the area was inundated 

by the sea and covered with about 5j>000 feet of sediments* 

Probably in latest Cretaceous time^ most of the larger 

structures assumed essentially their present form,, and the 

laccolithic mountain groups were intruded* In Late Tertiary 

time the entire area was uplifted.
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222o Shoemaker 9 E 0 M«, Newman5 W<, L«, Miesch i9 A* T«,, and Havens.,, R» Q« 5 
195>5>$ Distribution of the chemical elements in sandstones and 
sandstone^type uranium deposits of the Colorado Plateaus 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful Uses 
of Atomic Energy,, Geneva,, Switzerland^ ser. no» Col-978^,

Study of the composition of sandstones and sandstone-type 

uranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau has been undertaken, 

chiefly by spectrographic analysis, to provide data that might 

further the understanding of the genesis of the uranium deposits 

and to seek geochemieal guides that might aid in an appraisal 

of uranium resources*

The average composition of unmineralized sandstone from the 

principal or e=» bear ing formations on the Colorado Plateau is 

essentially comparable to the average composition of sandstones 

from formations of all ages from Late Preeambrian to Late 

Cretaceous* Comparison of uraniferous sandstone with that of 

non~uraniferous sandstone from the same unit shows that a large 

suite of elements has been introduced into the sandstone at 

the loei of uranium mineralization* This suite -includes copper^ 

Iead5 zincj, silver, nickel9 cobalt, molybdenum,, selenium,, and 

arsenic in addition to uranium and vanadium*

Systematic regional variations in relative concentrations 

of the introduced elements have been found 0 The possibility 

is suggested ©f selecting by chemical criteria formations that 

may be favorable for uranium deposits*
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223. Smithy J, F^ Jr., Hinrich%E. N., and Luedke^ R. G., 1952, 
Progress report on geologic studies in the Capitol Reef 
area,, Wayne County!, Utah? U* 5. Geol. Survey TEI~203«, 
29 POJ> issued by U. S«, Atomic Energy Comrn* Tech* Inf« 
Service, Oak Ridge«

Small uranium deposits occur predominantly in a thin 

clay bed at the base of the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic 

age in the Capitol Reef area* Zippeite and metatorberaite 

are the uranium minerals present and are associated with copper 

minerals,, carbonaceous material,, a thick bleached zone at the 

top of the underlying Moenkopi formation^, and channels or 

scours in the top of the Moenkopi* Consolidated sedimentary 

rocks in the Capitol Reef area range in age from Permian to 

Jurassic and hare an aggregate thickness of over 3^000 feet« 

The stratigraphy is described in considerable detaile The 

area is on the northeast and east flank of a topographic and 

structural dome*



2.1k

22iu Staatzj, M. H., and Bauer^ H. L«, P Jr., 195i 5 Virgin Valley opal 
district, Hurnboldt County^, Nevadas U« S« Geol* Surrey Cir«i« 
1U2, 7 p.

Carnotite and uraniferous opal occur in a gently 

dipping series of vitric tuff and ash beds in the Virgin 

Valley opal district* The camotite occurs as fracture 

coatings and fine layers in the opal« The opal layers^ 

some of which are uraniferous^ are discontinuous and 

irregular in extent and thickness.? they parallel the 

bedding of the ash and tuff beds. One sample contained 

0.12 percent U^Ogi others contained less than 0«05 percent

U3°8'
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225>« Steen5 C. A«, DiX|> G. P.^ Jr e|) Hazen s S« W^^, Jr.j, and McLellan, 
Ro Rop 1953 j> Uranium«mining operations of the Utex Exploration 
Co* in the Big Indian district $ San Juan Count j9 Utahs U« S. 
Bur. of Mines Inf. Cire. ?669 5 13 p*$ 195U, Mines Mag., v e UU» 
no. Uj> p. 16—28.

A major uranium- vanadium ore deposit was discovered in 

July 1952 by Co A« Steen on the Mi Vida claim in the Big Indian 

mining district^, San Juan County^ Utah. The district lies on 

the southwest flank of the faulted; northwest-trending Lisbon 

Valley anticline! in the vicinity of the Mi Vida mine the 

rocks dip about 15>° S¥« The deposit is in the Chinle formation 

of Triassic ages the Chinle formation is underlain by the 

Cutler formation of Permian age and overlain by the Wingate 

sandstone of Jurassic age. The rocks of the Chinle formation 

consist of variegated mudstones and siltstoness intraformational 

conglomerate B 9 and fine» to medium-grained eross<=> bedded sandstones. 

The ore»bearing unit^ in the lower part of the Chinle formation^ 

is characteristically grey while the upper part of the formation 

is red. The ore body is irregularly tabular in shape and ranges 

from 10 to 23 feet thick* The deposit lies in a channel scoured 

into the Cutler formation to a depth of about £0 feetf the 

channel axis trends about N. 30 W. Abundant carbonaceous 

trash in the channel is replaced by pyrite or uraninite or 

preserved as carbon. The highly variable lithology of the 

channel provides a favorable host rock.



Stsen belieTes that the daposit was emplaeed by 

hydrothermal solutions derived from Late-Cretaceous or 

Early«Tertiary intrusive igneous rocks such as are exposed 

in the La Sal Mountains^ but there is a possibility that the 

solutions could have been ground<=»water or a mixture of both* 

The location of the deposits may have been controlled by 

the Lisbon Valley anticlineo

Exploration and development*, the surface and underground 

plants,, the raining methods^, and production are described©



226« Stephens,, Jo G 01» 1951*5 Crooks Gap area^ Fremont County^ Wyoming! 
in Geologic investigations of radioactive deposits^ Semiannual 
progress report, June 1 to November 30^ I95M U 0 S« Geol» 
Surrey TEI-ltfO, p<> 120«122 I> issued by U. S* Atomic Energy 
Comnu Tech* Inf« Service^ Oak Ridge,

In the Crooks Gap area5 Tjraniuia occurs both in the arkosic

sandstones of the ¥asatch(?) formation of Eocene age* and in 

ferruginous liiaestone and shale of Cambrian age mainly along 

a thrust-fault zone* No ore~grade deposits have been discovered 

in the Cambrian rocks* The Wasatch(?) formation consists of 

iron stained*, coarse arkose that contains thin lenses of 

carbonaceous sandy shale and mudstone^ and interbeds of giant«« 

boulder conglomerate* 3he uranium deposits are in the lower 

part of the formation and are associated with fine«grained 

carbonaceous beds and with red and brownish-yellow iron 

stained sandstone* Uranophane is the principal uranium mineralo



2270 Stewart, J* H,, and Williams^ G* &. $ 19%h<> Stratigraphic 
relations of the Triassic Siinartuap conglomerate and a 
prominent sandstone unit of the Chinle formation in 
southeastern Utahs Geol« 3oc. America Bull«« v» 65 9 no* 12* 
p. 1387 (abstract).

"Recent field work in southern Utah indicates that the 

Shinarump conglomerate is not so extensive as was formerly 

thought^ and that rocks called Shinarump conglomerate in 

east-central and central Utah are actually a separate unit* 

Field relations indicate that the Shinarump conglomerate 

extends from the type section in northwestern Arizona to a 

northwest-trending line passing about 10 miles north of 

White Canyon* in southeastern Utah* where it pinches out* 

The Shinarump conglomerate is generally less than 100 feet 

thick and consists of light-colored coarse- to very coarse 

grained cross-stratified conglomeratie sandstone*

"A prominent sandstone in the Chinle formation lying 200 

feet above the top of the Shinarump conglomerate in White Canyon 

correlates with the unit called Shinarump in central and east- 

central Utah* A new name for this unit will be proposed at a 

later date* The prominent sandstone averages about 50 feet in 

thickness and is composed of light-colored fine- to medium-grained 

cross-stratified conglomeratic sandstone* Northward from White 

Canyon this prominent sandstone overlaps the underlying part of 

the Chinle. The known distribution of this sandstone indicates 

L that it was deposited as a mass about 60 miles wide and 150 miles 

long extending northwestward from southwestern Colorado to central 

Utah*



"The Shinarurap conglomerate and the prominent sandstone 

are both interpreted to be stream deposits formed by 

ncrthwest-flowing streams* 8* (authors 3 abstract)*



Stieff« L. R» 5 and Stern,, T. W., 19$2 9 Identification and 
lead-»uraniuia ages of massive uraninites from the Shinarump 
conglomerate, Utah? Science,, v* 11 S>* noo 30005 p« 7G6-7Q8*

Age determinations were made on massive uraninites from 

the Happy Jack mine,, White Canyon*. San Juan County^ Utah,, and 

the Shinarump No* 1 claim, Seven Mile Canyon,, Grand County^ 

Utah 5 both in the Shinarurap conglomerate of Triassic age* 

The agesj, as determined from the Pb206/lJ238 and the Pb207/U 35 

ratios, range from 65 to ?5> million years.

If the ages calculated are close to the true ages of 

these oresj then these minerals were probably formed in Late 

Mesozoic or Early Tertiary time* This interpretation differs 

from an earlier conclusion that the ore bodies were formed 

during or soon after deposition of the host rocks in Late 

Triassic time*
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229* stie££i> L « R«D and Stern,, T« We, 1955<, The interpretation of the
pB^06/u238 <Pb207/u^35 << Pb20?/Pb2o6 age sequence of uranium 

oress Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy«, Geneva^, Switzerland, 12 p«

The age of many uranita& ore minerals calculated from the 

Pb206/!!238 . Pb^/U235 and Pb207/Pb206 ratios do not agree and

the following sequence of ages resultss Pb206/^238^ 

Pb /Pb • Various investigators have selected one of these 

ages as w the true age" in preference to the remaining two and 

have interpreted the age sequence as a result of loss of radon$ 

loss of lead^, failure to correet for original radiogenic leadj, 

or variations in the ll2^/^38 ratio o The geologic 

consequences of this selection^ which may be very significant 

in terms of the search for and the origin of uranium ores,, 

are discussed«



230. Stieff, L. R., Stern, T, ¥« 5 arid Milkey^ R« G» g 1903, A
preliminary determination of the age of some uranium ores 

•' of the Colorado Plateaus by the lead-uranium methods 
U* So Geol* Survey Cire* 271* 19 p*

Age determinations by lead-uranium methods were made 

on ill samples of uranium ore from the Colorado Plateau* 

The average age as determined by the Pb /U method is

about 71 million years^ and the average age as determined

207 _21 C> 
by the Pb ! /lfjy method is about 82 million years* If

these ages are close to the true ages of the ores 5, the 

uranium was introduced into the sediments during Late 

Cretaceous or Early Tertiary time «— 55 to 80 million 

years ago* This Interpretation differs markedly from the 

previous conclusion that the present uranium deposits 

were formed in the Late Irlassxc and Late Jurassic 

sediments during or soon after deposition of the sediments 

152 and 127 million years ago* The methods of age
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231* Stieff<> Lo E 0$ 5tern5 T* W., and Sherwood,, A. M.,
Preliminary description of coffinite ~ a new uranium 
minerals Science^ v« 121, no* 3114?^ p« 608»609»

A new radioactive black mineral has been discovered 

in several mines on the Colorado Plateau, and in Wyoming^ 

Colorado9 Arizona^ and several foreign countries* The 

mineral<, a uranous silicate with some hydroxyl substitution^ 

has been named coffinite in honor of Beuben Clare Coffin.



232 e Stokes^ ¥«, L« p I9kk» Morrison formation and related deposits in 
and adjacent to the Colorado Plateaus Geol« Soc» of America 
Bull., TO 5£ 5 no. 8, p. 951-992.

The Morrison formation in and adjacent to the Colorado 

Plateau is discussed* The Salt Wash,, Brushy Basin^ Recapture 

Creek,, and Westwater Canyon members are considered equivalent 

to the type Morrison and are almost certainly of Jurassic 

age* The San Rafael group of Jurassic age and beds tentatively 

classed as Lower Cretaceous are also considered* Lithology, 

distribution, and paleogeography of all units are discussed, 

and changes in nomenclature and correlation are recommended*
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233. Stokes,, W. L* 5 19U8, Geology of the Utah-Colorado salt dome 
region with emphasis on Gypsum Valley., Color ado § Utah 
Creol* So Co Guidebook 3$ 50 p*

The geology and origin of salt anticlines and related 

structures in the Paradox Salt Basin in Utah and Colorado,, 

are discussed*

Sedimentary rocks ranging in age from Pennsylvania to 

Recent are exposed in the area^, and Precambrian rocks are 

exposed to the northwest IB the Uncompahgre Plateau* The 

evaporite deposits of the Paradox formation of Pennsylvania 

age are overlain by nearly 69 000 feet of younger rocks* The 

major structural trend,, northwest ̂ southeast;, was established 

prior to the deposition of the Pennsylvania evaporites* 

Intrusion and solution of the salt has produced • longj, narrow, 

collapsed anticlines* Salt flowage has been continuous or 

sporadic since Permian time*
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Stokes^, W. L.j, 195lf Carnotite deposits in the Carrizo Mountains 
area^, Navajo Indian Reservation^ Apache County s Arizona^ and 
San Juan County^, New Mexico? U« S e Geol« Survey Giro, lllj, 5 p«

Carnotite deposits occur in the Salt Wash member of the

formation of Jurassic age in the area surrounding the 

Carrizo Mountains in northeastern Arizona and northwestern New 

Mexico* Tertiary intrusive igneous rocks form the core of the 

mountain massj, and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks surround the 

mountains. The Salt Wash member in this area is a light»colored 

fine-grained cross-bedded lenticular sandstone interbedded with 

shale and is from 60 to 220 feet thick. Carnotite may occur 

at any stratigraphic level within it. The ore bodies are 

irregular tabular masses up to l£ feet thick and a few 

hundred feet wide, and are nearly parallel to the major 

bedding of the sandstone. The ore bodies are generally 

clustered in ill»def ined areas a few thousand feet across. 

The origin of the deposits is not clearly understood, but 

they are thought to have been formed from ground water 

solutions shortly after the sands accumulated.



235* Stokes, W« L*, 19J>2, Uranium«vanadium deposits of the Thomsons 
area.9 Grand County,, Utah,, with emphasis on the origin of 
carnotiteg Utah Geolo and Mineralogo Survey Bull* l±6s 51 PO

"The Thompsons area of about 200 square miles occupies 

most of the northeast flank of the Salt Valley anticline in 

north-central Grand County,, Utaho The area has been a 

contributor of uranium and vanadium ores since about 1911* 

Exposed sedimentary rocks include the Navajoj, Camel, 

Entrada<> Suimerville, Morrison, Cedar Mountain, Dakota*, 

and Mancos formations* The Morrison formation,, which 

contains the ore deposits^ consists of a lower unit,, the 

"Salt Wash sandstone member and an upper unit, the Brushy 

Basin shale member* Paleontology, paleogeography, and 

lithologic features of the Morrison formation indicate a 

fluvial origin on an aggrading flood plaiiio

"The ore bodies consist of a concentration of various 

uranium and vanadium minerals in. sand lenseso Most of the ore 

minerals occupy pore spaces is the sandstone« The largest and 

richest ore bodies are elongate and crudely semicylindrical 

"rolls" that occur in groups in the sand lenses* Studies of 

cross«bedding in the area show that the long axes of rolls 

are parallel to the direction of flow of the water that deposited 

the enclosing sandstone„ The ore is nearly always accompanied 

by organic material of some kind,, by limonite staining in 

associated sandstones,, and by blue-green color alterations in 

the mudstones below the deposits*
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88 It Is assumed that the ore minerals were deposited from 

ground water in the Ticinity of decaying organic materials 

shortly after the enclosing sandstones accumulated« As 

organic material seems to be essential to ore formation, 

considerable attention has been given to factors that favor 

the accumulation of plant materials on flood plains«

M It is concluded that the edges of thicker sand channels^, 

especially along meander curveS|» are favorable sites for plant 

accumulation and hence for the formation of ore deposits." 

(author"s abstract)«



236« Stokes^, W» L« 5 1953$ Primary sedimentary trend indicators as
applied to ore finding in the Carrizo Mountains,, Arizona and 
New Mexico? U. S, Atomic Energy Comm. BME~30li3(Pt<, !)«, 1*8 p»<> 
issued by U» Se Atomic Energy Comnu Tech* Info Service,, Oak 
Ridge o

Field studies in three areas in the Carrizo Mountains 

region indicate that uranium deposits in the Salt Wash member 

of the Morrison formation are more common in areas where there 

are well-marked shifts in fluvial trends within the Salt Wash* 

These changes in stream, directions may hare been due t© 

paleostructures or to the confluence of paleostrearns* The 

increased favor ability of such areas is thought to be due 

to an increase in the amount of plant debris deposited ©r 

buried in place along the stream bends*



237o Stokes* Wo L0 * 1953j> Sedimentary patterns and uranium mineralization 
in the Morrison formation of the Colorado Plateaus Geclo Soc« 
America BuHot> v« 6k$ noc 12* p* 15>l6 (abstract)*

In spite of concentrated study,, the problem of the genesis 

of the uranium deposits of the Salt Wash sandstone member of 

the Morrison formation remains unsettled 0

"It is generally believed that the Salt Wash is a fluvial 

deposit made up of coarser fractions deposited in the channels 

and finer fractions deposited on the flood plains* The ore 

deposits occur in the sandstone lenses usually in association 

with fossil vegetation* Most ore bodies contain elongate 

masses of higher-grade material which are called ttrolls88 $ fossil 

logs,, when present^ lie parallel with the associated rolls*

"'The current directions which prevailed during the deposition 

of the sandstones can be determined through mapping of cross« 

lamination and other primary features« Detailed study of the 

ore bodies made in certain districts show that the rolls lie 

mostly parallel with the direction of flow of the depositing 

streams as revealed by cross~lamination« This is thought to 

mean that the subsurface solutions which brought together the 

various constituents of the ore traveled through the sand lenses 

in essentially the same patterns and directions as the original 

surface streams * Other problems such as the ultimate source of 

the constituents of the ore and the time of mineralization may 

also be solved by aid of sedimentary studies«M (author*s 

abstract in part)*



238» Stokesj, W0 L0 ^ 19S>Uj> Relation of sedimentary trends^, tectonie 
feature s» and ©re deposits in the Blanding district,, San 
Juan County^, Utah* U 0 S* Atomic Energy Conato RME-3G93(Pfc«» I), 
UO p«, issued by Uo S« Atomic Energy Gomitio Tech. Inf « Service^ 

Ridge o

Field studies of the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 

formation in the Blanding district indicate a relation between 

tectonic features* river courses 9 the accumulations of fossil 

vegetation^ and the formation of ore bodies* It is thought 

that the Monument upwarp exerted some influence on stream 

directions in Salt Wash time, and that carbonaceous material^ 

•which localized the uranium deposits,, was preferentially 

deposited at the bends of streamso



239o Stokes^, W<> L* s 195U0 Some stratigraphies sediment ary; and
structural relations ©f uranium deposits in the Salt Wash 
sand stone, Final report - April I9 19^2 to June 30^ 1951** U» S» 
Atomic Eiiergy Com* KME~3!02<> 50 p. s issued by 0*. So Atomic 
E ergy Coma* Tech* Inf * Service,, Oak Ridge 0

Investigations of the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 

formation of Jurassic age in Arizona and Utah included the 

following general problems? (l)$ nature and origin of primary 

structures and their use in tracing zones that are favorable or 

unfavorable to mineralization! (2) relation of sedimentary 

properties of Salt Wash sandstones to primary structures and 

ore formation! (3) 5 occurrence and meaning of the repetition 

of rock types in the Salt Wash$ (k) 9 relation of fossil plants 

or other organic material to sedimentary patterns and ore| and 

(5)«> relation of sedimentary patterns to mineralized areas and 

to ancient structural features*

Environments favorable for the deposition of uranium minerals 

probably were created by buried organic matter* Growth and burial 

of plants in Salt Wash time was not uniform but was concentrated 

along old river bends which are now shown by curving patterns of 

sediments* The areas of pronounced bends and greater than average 

amounts of organic matter are thought to occur in places where 

normal directions of flow were changed or where deflections of 

current took place due to tectonic features. Such areas can be 

located and followed by observation and analysis of primary 

structures and other sedimentary propertiese
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21$ o Stoke 3$ ¥* L OJ) 195U5 Stratigraphy of the southeastern Utah
uranium region^ in Uranium deposits and general geology of 
southeastern Utah§ Utah Geological Society <, Guidebook to 
the geology of Utati^, No 0 9j> Salt Lake City^ p« l6-=»U7«

Exposed sedimentary formations in southeastern Utah 

range in age from Mississippian to Tertiary! eTery system is 

represented,, Older sedimentary rocks may be present but 

are not exposed* Each of the exposed formations is described**

Uranium ore has been produced from 21 formations on the 

Colorado Plateau^ seven contain uranium deposits that have 

more than 1? 000 tonso The bulk of the production in 

southeastern Utah has come from the Shinarump and Chinle 

formations of Triassie ag@j> and from the Morrison formation 

of Jurassic age» These three formations are discussed in 

more detail than other s«
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21|1 0 Stokes, ¥o L«, (editor), 195&, Uranium deposits and general
geology of southeastern Utah? Utah Geological Society, 
Guidebook to the geology of Utah, Noo 9, Salt Lake City, 

p.

This report is diTided into seTeral supplementary partso 

Two sections are devoted to the history of the vanadium-uranium* 

radium industry on the Colorado Plateau* In another section 

the uranium mineralogy of the region is described! mineral 

tables are included* The stratigraphy and structure of the 

region are discussed separately ^annotations of these reports 

are numbers 2lt.O and 221, respectively, in this bibliography/, 

and the uranium deposits of the Thompson area, Grand County, 

and the Big Indian Wash«Lisbon Valley area, San Juan Count y9 

are described separately, ^annotations of these reports are 

numbers 2l±2 and ll±2, respectively, in this bibliographj/o



2lj.2« Stokes^ W, L ttJ) and Mobley^ C« M*c, 195lij> Geology arid uranium 
deposits of the Thompson area,, Grand County* Utah^ in 
Uranium deposits and general geology of southeastern Utah8 
Utah Geological Society., Guidebook to the geology of Utah^
No* 9 S Salt Salt City/ p« 78-9^*

Uranium«=> vanadium deposits in the Thompson area occur in 

fluvial sandstones in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 

formation of Jurassic age* Ro©ks in the area dip at low angles 

to the northeast away from the Salt Valley anticline* Carnotite 

and tyuyamunite replace fossil, plant material and are 

disseminated in the surrounding sandstone* Corvusite and a 

micaceous vanadium mineral are disseminated In the sandstone 

alsop but they do not always occur with the uranium mineralso 

The deposits may be tabular or lenticular In shape ? with their 

long axes parallel to the bedding., or they may be curved zones* 

called ^rollsp" of mineralized material that cress bedding 

planes* The sandstone enclosing lasst of the or -3 bodies i-3 

dominantly light~gray to white rather than the usual rsd* and 

the muds tone interbedded with the sandstone near th« or<9 bodies 

is gray rather than the normal red-brown« The ore appears to 

be confined mainly to the thicker^ more continuous sandstone 

lenses^ and the larger or© deposits are in the central part 

of the lenses«
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Stokes, W. 1«, and Phoenix, D. A*, 19H8, Geology of the
Egnar<=>Gypsuia Valley area* San Miguel and Montrose Counties, 
Color ados U. S, Geol« Survey Oil and Gas Inv. Prelim. 
Map 93 (with text).

The stratigraphy and structure of the area are described* 

Exposed sedimentary rocks range in age from Pennsylvanian to 

Quaternary! no igneous rocks are present. Most of the Permian, 

Triassic, and Jurassic rocks are of continental origin* The 

structural trend is northwest-southeast! the gentle regional 

folding dates in part to Paleozoic time. From south to north, 

the structures include the Dolores anticline, the Disappointment 

syncline, and the Gypsum Valley anticline* The Dolores 

anticline may be due to the intrusion of- salt, and the Gypsum 

Valley anticline certainly is. The crest of the Gypsum Valley 

anticline is extensively faulted and collapsed.
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Stokes^, W» L. 5 Russell^, R. T* 5 Fischerj, R, P««, and Butler,, A* P.* 
Jr«, 19U50 Geologic map of the Gateway area5 Mesa County, 
Color ado, and the adjoining part of Grand County* Utahs U» S« 
Geolo Surrey Strategic Minerals Inv« Prelim* Map 3 ta>173 
(with text).

The vanadium-uranium deposits in the Gateway area are in 

a bench-forming sandstone unit near the top of the lower part 

of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age« The sandstone in 

the deposits is partly or wholly impregnated with carnotite 

and other vanadium minerals^ and some plant material is richly 

mineralized. The ore bodies are irregular in shapeg the larger 

ones are tabular bodies that lie essentially parallel to the 

bedding but cut the bedding in detail* Locally the ore bodies

have a roughly cylindrical shapej these are called rolls ty
i, 

the miners» The rolls snd the mineralized logs have a

northeasterly orientation* A belt in which the ore bodies are 

relatively closely spaced trends northwestward through the 

area* The deposits are indicated on the map by spots*
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Stokes5 W0 Lo^ and Sadlick^ Wo^ 195>3 5 Sedimentary properties 
of Salt Wash sandstones as related to primary structures^, 
Part II9 Technieal report for April 15 195>2 to March 3'1|> 
1953* U« S« Atomic Energy Commo RME~306'7<> 26 p.,, issued by 
l)« So Atomic Energy Conmu Tech« Info Service^ Oak Ridge*

Field and laboratory studies of primary sedimentary 

structures of the Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation 

of Jurassic age in the Carrizo Mountains of Arizona indicate 

that uranium deposits are more likely to be found between 

the flood plain and the more central parts of the channel 

sands because this environment was most favorable to plant 

growth and burial which in turn was favorable to ore 

deposition This zone can be identified with the aid of 

primary structures and ty sedimentary analysis*
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2i|6» Strobell^ J* D«<, Jr*j> 1951i$ Stratigraphic relations in the
Carrizo Mountains area,, northeastern Arizona and northwestern 
New Mexicos Geol« Soc» America Bollo^ v«» 65$ no« 12 5 p« 1310- 
1311 ( abstract) «

"Formations exposed in the Carrizo Mountains area range 

in age from Permian to Eocene(?) 0 The De Cheily sandstone 

member of the Cutler formation (Permian) is underlain by 

Cutler red beds and unconf ormably overlain by Shinarump 

conglomerate (Late Triassic)| the Moenkopi formation (Early 

and Middle? Triassic) is absent* The Ghlnle formation (Late 

Triassic) is restricted to Gregory's lower three divisions! 

red silt stone of Gregory's W A division18 is now the lower member 

of a twofold Wingate sandstone that is assigned to the Triassic 

system on evidence gained by J« W« Harshbarger and associated 

elsewhere in the Navajo country* The Kayenta formation (Jurassic?) 

and Navajo sandstone (Jurassic) thin southward and disappear 

within the Carrizo Mountains area0 The San Raf ael Group 

(Middle and Late Jurassic) comprises five formations^ Camel 

formation^ Entrada sandstone^ Todilto limestone ̂  Summerville 

formation^ and Bluff sandstone « Camel is present only in the 

western half of the area<> and Todilto only along the eastern 

edge* "Where Carmel pinches outs Entrada rests unconfomably 

without detected angularity upon Wingate*
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R The Morrison formation (Late Jurassic) comprises 

four members - Salt Wash^ Bee apt "ore,, Westwater Canyon^ and 

EL-ushy Baslno Possible equivalents of the Burro Canyon 

formation (Early Cretaceous) are not differentiated from the 

Morrison* Dakota sandstone (Late Cretaceous) unconformably 

overlies the Morrison and is conformably succeeded by marine 

Mancos shale. Nondeposition of Moenkopi^ convergence of 

Kayenta^, Navajo^ Carmelj, and TodiltOj, and thinning and 

lithologic change in other formations suggest intermittent 

uplift during Mesoaoic time* These rocks were folded^ 

truncated^ and subsequently covered by Chuska sandstone 

(Eocene?)•" (author's abstract)o
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2li7« Stugardu F. 5 Jr., 195>1^ Uranium resources in the Silver Reef 
(Harrisburg) district^ Washington County,* Utah§ U 0 So Geol. 
Survey TEM~2lU* open file report $ 33 PO

Uranium deposits occur in the Silver Reef district near 

Leeds5 Utah5 in the Teeumseh sandstone member of the Chinle 

formation of Triassic age* The major structural feature of 

the area is the northeasts-trending and plunging Virgin 

anticline^ which has been thrust-faulted and breached by 

erosion* Hogbacks^, or B reef 8^1 dipping as much as 36° are 

developed on resistant sandstone beds* The ore occurs in 

thinly»bedded and cross«bedded fluviatile lenses of shale 

and sandstone and is apparently associated with carbonized 

plant material* Vanadium«uranium ore has been shipped from 

the Chloride Chief and Silver Point claims o The ore contains 

several times as much vanadium as uranium5 some copper 9 and 

traces of silver. Ihe occurrences are similar to the silver 

deposits which were mined from 1875 to 1909« More than 150 

claims have been located in the area*
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Stugardp F», Jr., 1952^ Two uranium deposits In sandstone, 
Washington and Kane Counties,, Utahs Geol« Soc« America 
Bullet T« 63» no* 12, p e 1373 (abstract)*

Carnotite and vanadium, copper j> and silTer minerals occur

as small lenticular deposits in sandstone of the Chinle formation 

of Triassic age at Silver Reef, Washington County, Utah* A 

nearby mass of trachyte porphyry is thought to be the source 

of the ise talebearing hydrotherraal solutions that formed the 

depositSo

At the Bulloch properties in Kane County, disseminated 

atitunite constitutes a blanket deposit in Jurassic sandstoa© 

just below the unconformity between the Jurassic and 

Cretaceous systems* The source of the uranium is not known*
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2U9« Stugardj, F« 5 Jr0j> 19$3.> Physical exploration for uranium during 
1951 in the Silver Reef district, Washington County Utahs 
U 0 S. Geol. Surrey TEI-25U, open file report,, 59 p»

The Silver Reef district in southwestern Utah lies on 

the northeastward trending and plunging Virgin anticline 

which has been breached by erosion leaving hogbacks of 

resistant Chinle sandstone beds which are locally repeated 

by thrust faulting® Thirteen diamond drill holes, ten of 

which were located around Pumpkin Point5 were drilled in 

195l| no ore«grade mineralization was encountered* Carnotite 

and volborthite are present in surface exposures in rained 

areas. Small lenticular ore bodies in the Chinle formation 

have been mined| no ore remains in sight« The chances of 

discovering significant uranium deposits in the Silver Reef 

district are poor because of highly variable lithology^ 

closely faulted structure^ and obliteration of shallow 

uranium«bearing lenses by previous silver mining. The 

report includes descriptions of several mines and prospects 

in the area.
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J« A«, p 195>1$ Review of airborne radioactivity survey 
techniques in the Colorado Plateaus U<> S« Atomic Energy 
Gomnu EMQ»697 S 12 p«<, issued by U 0 S 0 Atomic Energy Corarao
T@ch 0 Inf« Service<> Oak Ridge*

An airborne technique for rapidly prospecting for surface 

exposures of uranium deposits is being demlopedo It has been 

found that uranium concentrations of commercial grade can be 

detected from low flying fijced^wing aircraft^, using simple 

instrumentation*, Flight elevations of 50 feet at air speeds 

of about 60 miles per hour have produced successful results 

with commercially available scintillation equipment* The 

technique is applicable only to exposed deposits and does not 

eliminate the need for additonal ground prospecting*
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Thomas^ Ho D e|> 195»U<, Uranium in Wyomings Mines Mago 5 v« UU$ 
no, 3s PO 8l-82<, 960

Uranium deposits in Wyoming occur in sedimentary rocks 

that rsnge in age from Cambrian to Recent* The deposits in 

the Black Hills are In th® Lakota sandstone,, Fuson shale^ 

and Fall River sandstone,, all of Cretaceous age 0 Carnotite 

fills small fractures and interstitial spaces in medium-* 

to coarse-grained sandstone which contains abundant 

carbonaceous material*

Deposits of carnotite and uranophane occur in sandstone 

in the Wasatch formation of Early Eocene age in the Pumpkin 

Buttes area© In the Miller Hill area*, a uraniferous limestone 

occurs in a series of several htmdred feet of mildly radioactive 

tuff aceous rocks of Tertiary age* Most of the uranium deposits 

in the Gas Hills are in sandstone in the Wind River formation 

of Lower Eocene age» The uranium deposits in the McComb area 

are in rocks of Middle or Late Eocene age| those in the 

Saratoga area are in the North Park formation of Pliocene ago.? 

deposits near Mayoworth are in limestone of the Sundance 

formation of Jurassic age/ In the Red Desert area<> 

schroeckingerite occurs in the Wasatch formation and in 

younger alluvial materialo The deposits near Baggs are in 

Tertiary sandstones*
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252« Tourtelotj, H» A« p 19525 Reconnaissance for uranif erous rocks 
in northeastern Wind River Easily Vyomings U« S* Geolo 
Survey TEft-hW, 1U p 0|) issued by Ue S. Atomic Energy Comm« 
Tech. Inf * Service^, Oak

Radioactivity anomalies detected by airborne instruments 

were investigated* Most of these were in Precambrian rocks| 

the others were in Paleozoic and Cenozoic rockso None 

contained more than 0«003 percent uranium*



253« Towlej, C 0 C« 5 and Rapaport<> !•<> 195>2* Uranium deposits of 
the Grants district^ New Mexices Min» £ng«<, T« Up no 0 ll.> 
p. 1037-lOltO? Eeon 0 Geology^, Y* ltfj> no* I/p. 128«,'(abstract).

"Uranium mineralisation along the north flank of the Zuni 

Uplift in northwest New Mexico was discovered ooo in 1950» o«« 

Irregularj, blanket-^ type uranium deposits are in terrestrial 

Jurassic sediments* The principal ore«=>hori2on is the upper 

recrystallized portion of the TodiJLto limestone*, This 

limestone erodes as benches one~half to three miles wide^ 

enabling relatively cheap exploration and open«=>pit miningo 

Ore deposits haye also been discovered in the sand lenses of 

the Morrison formation^ 500 to 800 feet stratigraphically 

above the TodiltOo The Morrison erodes into steep cliffs^ 

necessitating more expensive exploration and mining methods*

w The uranium minerals in the Todilto are carnotite*, 

tyuyamunitej, and uranophanei finely disseminated pitchblende 

is found where the deposits are removed from the effects of 

superficial oxidation,, Gangue minerals are pyrit<3j> hematite* 

calcite* and traces of barite and fluorite* Hie sandstone 

ores in the Morrison contain earnotite and schroeckingerite^ 

associated with limonite and organic material* The ore deposits 

are believed to have achieved their present form by the lateral 

percolation of slightly heated Tertiary waters* Uraniump 

however^ may have originally been contributed during the 

Jurassie*" (authors 8 abstract)*
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Tritesj, A. £« 5 Jr, 5 Finnell^ To L., and Thaden^ E. Bo,
Uranium deposits in the White Canyon area$ San Juan County^ 
Utahs Contribution to the International Conference on 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy ̂  Geneva^ Switzerland^ 6 p«

Uranium deposits in the White Canyon area occur in the 

Shinarump conglomerate of Triassie age in channels that have 

been cut into the Moenkopi formation s also of Triassie age e 

Most of the channels are within a band from 8 to 15? miles 

widej, and all of the known high-grade uranium deposits are 

in channels that are within 15^000 feet of the edge of the 

band of Shinarump conglomerate* The major intrachannel 

control of uranium deposition appears to have been lithologicf 

the most favorable host rock is clayey sandstone which 

contains carbonized vegetal material and which overlies 

silt stone or mud stone*



25>5« Troyeiv M» L 05J MeKay, E 0 J<» 5 Soister, P» E«, and Wallace, S« R0 , 
195>li5 Summary of investigations of uranium deposits in the 
Pumpkin Buttes area,, Johnson and Campbell Counties, Wyoming? 
U« S tt Geol. Survey Gire<» 338, 1? p e

UraniiM occurrences in the Pumpkin Buttes area are 

predominantly in sandstones of the Wasateh formation of Eocene 

age* The Pumpkin Buttes area lies in the topographic and 

structural Powder River Basin* The Wasateh formation is 

here about 1£»00 feet thick, and is underlain by the Fort 

Union formation of Paleoeene age and overlain by the White 

River formation of Oligocene age« Except for the thin capping 

of White River rocks on the high buttes 9 the rocks exposed 

in the area are of the Wasateh format ion«

The uranium occurrences are in gray™ to buff<=»colored 

sandstones that are closely associated with a red sandstone 

zone k$0 to 900 feet above the base of the Wasateh formation* 

The sandstone in this zone is typically massive and cross-bedded, 

medium* to coarse-grainedc, f eld spathic, and friable to moderately 

well cementeds a few beds are tuffaceous«



The uranium occurrences are of two principal typess 

concretionary^ and disseminated* The concretionary deposits 

are small irregular masses in -which the principal urmium 

mineral is uranophane<» These also contain vanadium minerals 

and a large amount of iron and manganese oxides* The uranium 

content is locally as high as If? percent* The deposits 

are as much as 10 feet in maximum dimension/but are usually 

smaller<, and may oceur in clusters* The disseminated 

deposits occur as irregular zones in which metatyuysmunite 

irregularly impregnates the sandstone| little or no iron arid 

manganese oxides are visible*. In general,, the sandstone in 

the concretionary deposits is cleaner than that in the 

disseminated deposits*

Two geologic maps of the area are included in the reporto 

One shows the locations of uranium occurrences and radioactivity 

anomalies^ the other shows the distribution of favorable 

sandstones in the east central part of the area*



256« Tschangj) C 0 M05 1953$ GuadaTupitaa New Mexico3 in Geologic
investigations of radioactive deposits5 Semiannual progress 
report5 June 1 to November 30P 1953* U 0 S« Geolo Surrey 
TEI~390 ? p. 81-90,, issued by U» S fl Atomic Energy Goirm* 
T^ch. 3hf« Service^ Oak Ridge<>

The copper and uranium deposits near Guadalupita occts* 

in lenticular shale.,, sand stone«, arkose p and limestone beds 

in the loiser 2500 feet of the Sangre de Gristo formation of 

Pennsylvanian and PerraianC?) age e Although the Sangre de 

Cristo is predominantly a "red bed" unit,, all the knowa 

deposits in this area are in gray,, green<, dark gray^ or 

yellow«broim bedso Both copper and uranium are more abundant 

in the more carbonaceous sedimentso The deposits are 

discont inuous «
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257* Tschanz, C« M» 9 19^U? Guadalupita, New Mexico | in Geologic
investigations of radioactive depositSj, Semiannual progress 
report^, December I9 1^53 to May 31* 19f&8 U e S« Geol. Survey 
TEI«-]4405 p. 72-73., issued by U0 S« Atomic Energy Comm, Tech, 
:&}?« Service, Oak Ridge e

The copper-uranium deposits in the Guadalupita area are 

in the steeply dipping Sangre de Cristo formation of Pennsylvanian 

and Penaian(?) age in a sandstone member near the middle of the 

formation* Ihe deposits are localized by sedimentary structures 

in stream-laid sandstone beds that overlie the members that 

contain most of the larger copper deposits. Particularly favorable 

for uranium deposits are those parts characterized by local 

cut-and-fill structures, carbonized plant remains^ chalcopyrite,, 

gray or black clay galls,, visible copper or vanadium minerals, 

and distinctive pink sandstoneo Most of the uranium in 

sandstone is in a black ferric (?) oxide s but metatyuyamunite 

is locally abundant*



25>8* U« So Atomic Eftei''gy Comm* Raw Materials Dive and U« S« Geol* 
Survey £ 195>!?j> Techniques for prospecting for uranium and 
thoriums Contribution to the International Conference on 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,, Geneva* Switzerland^, . 
Ser. no« a0l.l«=1028<> ? p 0

Successful prospecting and physical exploration for 

uranium and thorium requires a thorough knowledge of geologic^ 

geochemical and geophysical techniques* The f sever ability of 

each distinct geological unit* within large areas not 

previously known to contain deposits of these elements^, can 

be evaluated on the basis of existing knowledge* Preliminary 

geophysical reconnaissance of the favor able areas is best 

made by gamma radiation detectors carried by the geologist** 

prospector on the ground or in low flying aircraft* These 

techniques locate only exposed or slightly buried deposits^ 

but they commonly result in opening up new districts where 

concealed deposits are fbrnid by other methods*

"When ore minerals are not exposed soU,,0 rock?, water^ and 

plant sampling^, and panning are useful supplements to radiation 

and geologic criteria* In the search for deeply buried deposits 

useful structuralj, lithologicc, arid mineralogic guides have been 

determined for most major districts in the United States* Some 

of these^ such as favorable structural and lithologic hostsf 

are effectively outlined by geophysical techniques*
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U« S 0 Geological Survey^, 195>1$ Progress reports Wamsutter (Red 
Desert) area^ Wyoming? U» S 0 Geol* Survey TEM»96Aj» 2 p aj> 
issued by U, S« Atomic Energy Coma* Tech. Ihf» Senrie*t 
Oak Ridge*

This report concerns the preliminary results of field 

work done during 19U9 on the schroeckingerite deposits at 

Lost Creek near Wamsutter j> Sweetwater County5 Wyo« The 

schroeckingerite occurs as a caliche deposit along a fault 

zone* The uranium may have been derived from urfcn&ferous 

lignite cut by the fault zone at a depth of about 5>00 feet» 

It is suggested that similar deposits may occur along other 

fault zones that cut uraniferous ligniteo



260* U* So Geological Survey, 1953$ Sear oh for and geology of
radioactive deposits,, Semiannual progress report «> December 
1, 1952 to May 31, 19S'3s U 0 S« Geol. Survey TEI-330, 302 p., 
issued by U« S« Atosiie Energy Coram« Tech* Inf* * Service, 
Oak Eidge«

26lo U» Se Geological Survey,, 19^3 * Geelogie investigations of
radioactive deposits,, Semiannual progress report^, June 1 to 
November 305 1953§ U» S« Geol« Survey TEI»3905 280 p«, 
issued by U0 S 0 Atomic Energy Conm* Teehe Inf * Service, Oak 
Ridge*

262« U« S« Geological Survey, 195Uj> Geologic investigations of
i (CaT^^^ fis*i Hh £3 **s Ovjn*i ^v^VTt^D <a if T*i "*•"•> i1*^ m^&;Zs Q @pO3IL US<) DwnaianTlyLSUL pi OgJT^^

to May 31* 1951*8 U. Se Geol« Survey
issued by U* S» Atomic Energy Comnu Techo Inf* ., Service,, 
Oak Ridge*

263* U* S« Geological Survey, 19£U$ Geologic investigations of
radioactive deposits^, Semiannual progress report, June 1 to 
November 30,, 19£Us U 0 Se Geol. Survey T%I~h90 s 299 P«^ 
issued by U« S 0 Atomic Energy Comme Techo Ihf » Service, 
Oak Ridge*

The Geological Survey, under the sponsorship of the 

Atomic Energy Commission, has undertaken investigations of 

radioactive materials in the United States and Alaska** These 

reports are statements of progress during a six«months period 

and give the principal unclassified information compiled in 

that period*
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26iu Vickers^ R 0 G 0|> 1951i<> Belle Fourehe area5 Northern Black Hillsp 
South Dakota^ in Geologic investigations of radioactive 
deposits*, Semiannual progress report^ June 1 to November 30P 
19£li* U*. S« Geol. Survey TEI»1|905 p. 209-210^ issued tjy U* S e 
Atomic Energy Coraa« Tech* Ihf« Service^, Oak Ridge *

uranium deposits in the Belle Fourche area are near 

the horizontal change in color from pink or red sandstone to 

gray or buff sandstone within the lower unit of the Fall 

River formation of Cretaceous age« In detail the pink to 

buff contact cuts across the minor structures but in general 

parallels the regional strike of the beds« The deposits also 

seem to be related to local structural features such as 

flattening or reversal of the dipo



265« Vine^ J« D*, aid Prichardj, G« E« 5 195»l4<> Uranium in the Poison 
Basin area^ Carbon County 9 Wyoming 8 ll« S 0 Geol« Survey 

3l& 8 o

Uranium deposits ©©cur in sandstone in the Browns Park 

formation of Mioeene(?) age in the Poison Buttes area west of 

Baggs,, "Wyo« The Broms Park formation overlies tiie slightly 

tilted Wasatch and Green River formations of Eoeene age* The 

unit in which the deposits lie is a softj, light«colored$ 

cross-bedded quart fine- to medium-grained sandstone that 

contains minor amounts of tuffaeeous material* The uranium 

mineral Sj, mostly uranophane and schroeckingerite, are 

associated with brown,, green5 grayc, or yellow sandstone* The 

uranium minerals coat fractures and are disseminated in the 

sandstone o They were probably deposited at their present site 

by ground water solutions of unknown origin e The Browns Park 

formation in this area contains an unusually large amorat of 

selenium o
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Walker, Go ¥„<> 1953* Rosamond uranium prospect, Kern County^, 
California* Calif. Div Mines, Spec. Kept. 37 5 8 p.

Small quantities of autunite and another radioactive 

mineral occur in tuffasecms sedimentary rocks of the Rosamond 

formation of Miocene age at the Rosamond prospect* about 10 

miles south of Mojave5 Kern County* Calif. The autunite 

occurs principally as coatings on fracture and joint surfaces 

andj, to a lesser extent* as disseminations in the tuff aseous 

rocks adjacent to faults. A waxy,, reddish-brown to black 

radioactive mineral is found in small quantities on 

slickensided fault surfaces associated with iron oxides and



267 « Walthier^ T« N«, 19f>5<> Uranium occurrences of the eastern 
United States? Mjbi<, Engej, TO 7 5, no* 65 p.

Uranium occurrences in the eastern United States 

are in several different geologic environments^ including 

sandstone,, arkose^, black shale <, 'coal^ and crystalline 

rocks* In the Jim Thorp area<> Carbon County^ Paoj> several 

small pods of uraniferous material have been found in 

fluvial sandstone and graywaeke in the Cat skill formation 

of Devonian age<> Uranium occurrences have been found in 

the same area in siliceous conglomerate in the Pottsville 

formation of Pennsylvanian age* In Hunterdon County^ I 0 J», 

and Bucks County^ Pa» 5 small amounts of uranium minerals 

have been found in arkosic redbeds of the Stockton formation 

of Triassic age 0 In southwest Virginia^, abnormal radioaetivity 

has been found in the Price sandstone of Mississippian age«
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268. Wantland, D*, 1952, Geophysical investigations for United States 
Atomic Energy Commission in the Colorado Plateau area* U* S. 
Bur* Eeclamation Geol* Rept* G~119, lf?l p«$ issued by U« S* 
Atomic Energy Comm* Tech* Inf• Service, Oak Ridge*

Geophysical field investigations were conducted at King 

Tutt Mesa, Apache County, Ariz* and at Bull Canyon, Montrose 

County, Colo* The resistivity method was used in both areas, 

and the potential drop ratio method was unsuccessfully tried 

in a part of the Bull Canyon area. Areas or high resistivity 

can be correlated with areas of ground favorable for the 

occurrence of uranium deposits* The field procedures 

employed are described, and resistivity depth curve plots 

are included*
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269. Wantland^ D^ and Casey^, R« D««, 19^2^ Field tests for the 
United States Atomic Energy Commission on the use of the 
seismic geophysical method for tracing M buried channels" 
in the Monument Valley areaj, Arizonas U« S« Bur* 
Reclamation Geol« Kept* G«123 5 68 p* 0 issued by U« S« 
Atomic Energy Commo Tech* ]iif * Service^ Oak Ridge*

Seismic methods of geophysical prospecting as applied 

to the mapping of buried channels in which uranium ore might 

occur were investigated* It was tentatively concluded that 

the seismic refraction method could be usefully applied in 

connection with and in advance of drilling to outline 

these channels* The seismic reflection method proved 

unsuitable for this purpose*
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2?0« Waters,, JU Co ? and Granger, H« C«, 1953, Volcanic debris in 
uraniferous sandstones, and its possible bearing on the 
origin and precipitation of uraniums U. S« Geol. Survey 
Circ. 22U, 26 p«

Volcanic debris, now altered to clay minerals, is a 

Major component of the Brushy Basin shale member of the 

Morrison formation of Jurassic age and the Chinle formation 

of Triassic age* These formations directly overlie, 

respectively, the uranium»bearing Salt Wash sandstone member 

of the Morrison formation and the uranium-bearing Shinarump 

conglomerate* On the devitrification of the volcanic debris, 

large quantities of silica and smaller quantities of alkalis 

and trace elements, including uranium^, vanadium, and 

selenium^ would be released in solution, leaving a residue 

consisting largely of montmorillonite* On this premise, 

the authors have developed a hypothesis for the origin of 

uranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau,, as followss
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The silica released from the ash beds by devitrification 

migrated into the underlying sandstone beds^ resulting in 

widespread but irregular silicification of the sandstoneo 

The alkalies and some of the trarse elements remained in 

solution in the connate waters in the sandstone^ this water 

was of reducing character* The uranium and vanadium would 

be immediately taken out of solution by the montmorillonite 

in the devitrifying tuffSo In Tertiary time considerable 

structural deformation occurred which upset the formerly 

static ground water conditions 3 widespread igneous activity 

also prevailed on the Colorado Plateau* It is thought that 

uranium«=> and vmadium<=>beaping hypogene solutions derived 

from the Tertiary magmas entered and mixed with the ground 

water* Uraniums-vanadium deposits formed where these 

solutions came into contact with organic materia! 0
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2?1« Weeksj, A. D., 195>1* Red and gray clay underlying ore-bearing 
sandston® of the Morrison formation in Western Colorado? 
U* S* Geol* Survey TEM-2f>l, 19 p«> issued by U. S. Atomic 
Energy Conmu Tech. Inf• Service, Oak Ridge*

As a result of a preliminary study of the clays that 

underlie the ore-bearing sandstone of the Morrison formation 

of Jurassic age, the chief clay mineral has been tentatively 

identified as hydrous mica* Chemical analyses show that the 

red clay contains more total iron than the gray clay> and 

that more of the iron in the gray clay is in the ferrous 

state. Spectrographic analyses of minor constituents show 

no significant difference between the red and gray clay 

except In iron content* Quartz and carbonate have a wide 

range in quantity that is not related to the color of the 

clay. Insufficient evidence is available to indicate 

whether the gray color was produced by alteration of the 

red clay.



2?2o Weeks,, A» D«<, 1953<> Min©palogic study of some Jurassic and 
Cretaceous elaystonea and siltstones from western Colorado 
and eastern Utahs U« So Ge©l« Survey TEI-28£ S 22 p« 5 issued 
by Uo S« Atomic Energy Comnu Teeho 3iif„ Service^ Oak Ridge.

The clay minerals and water-soluble minerals identified 

in 50 samples of siltstone and elaystone from Jurassic and 

Cretaceous formations suggest some distinctive characteristics 

for these formations and some differences in source area or 

environment of deposition*, Hydromica predominates in the 

samples of Summervillec. Salt Wash member of the Morrison^ 

and Burro Canyon formations^, whereas montmorillonite derived 

from volcanic ash is found in the Brushy Basin member of the 

Morrison formation* Kaolinite in the Dakota sandstone is 

probably related to the regional unconformity at the base 

of the Dakota* Size analyses show that most of the samples 

are siltstones*
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2?3» Weeks^ A« D^ and Thompson^ M» E»^ 19^ltD Identification and
occurrence of uranium and vanadium minerals from the Colorado 
Plateaus* U. S 0 Geol* Surrey Bull* 1009°B, p.^ 13-62*

This report contains descriptions of the physical 

properties^ X°ray data^ and in some instances results of 

chemical and'' spectrographic analyses of ij.8 uranium and 

vanadium minerals* Also included are lists of mines in 

which the minerals have been identified*



Weeks, A* D*,, Thompson,, M* E«><, and Thompson, R. B., Jr*, 1953, 
Mineral associations and types of uranium ores on the 
Colorado Plateaus? Geolo Soc* America Bull*., v* 61},,, no* 12, 
p. 1U89-1U90 (abstract).

Uranium ores from the Colorado Plateaus are classified 

in two main types? (l) uranium with vanadium*, (2) uranium 

with copper and/or other metals* Each type is subdivided 

into highly oxidized and relatively unoxidized ore*

The vanadium=»uranium ratio of the vanadiferous ores 

ranges from about 30§1 at Placerville and Rifle, Cole*.* to 

about Isl at Temple Mountain^ San Rafael district,, Utah* 

The chief uranium minerals of the highly oxidized ore are 

the uranyl vanadatess carnotite^, tyuyamunite,, and 

metatyuyamunite»

The unoxidized vanadiferous ores are black and contain 

a new black uranium mineral, pitchblende^ montroseite, and 

at least two other low-valence vanadium oxides* They are 

associated with base»metal sulfides*

The oxidized nonvanadiferous ore is characterised by 

yellow, orangej, or green uranium minerals and blue or green 

copper minerals*

The unoxidized nonvanadiferous ore is also black and 

contains pitchblende, the new uranium mineral mentioned 

above, and base-metal sulfides*
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275* Weir^ Do B 0j> 1952^, Geologic guides to prospecting for earnotite 
deposits on Colorado Plateau I U«> S. Geol. Surrey Bull* 988-B,
Po 15-27.

"This report describes the geologic features that can be 

used to appraise tfce f aTorableness of ground in guiding 

diamond-drill exploration for earnotite deposits in the Upper 

Jurassic Morrison formation on the Colorado Plateau* It is 

based on a statistical study of the geologic logs of about 

2 5 f>00 holes drilled by the Geological Survey* The most 

useful features consist of the thickness and color of the 

ore-bearing sandstone^ the altered mudstone associated 

with the ore-bearing sandstone s and the abundance of 

carbonaceous material in the sandstone. Although each 

feature can be used alone to appraise the f avorableness 

of the ground 2 an appraisal based on all of them together is 

more useful* A method of expressing this in numerical values 

is suggested*

M The results obtained by the Geological Survey using 

these geologic guides appear to be at least twice as 

favorable as the drilling results obtained with little or 

no geologic guidance*11 ( author* s abstract).
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276* Tfftierry^ E 0 T 0|> 1912 j, A new occurrence of carnotites Am« Jour
, v e 33 «

scattered occurrences of earriotite have been 

found in a conglomerate bed in the Pottsville formation of 

PennsylTanian age near Maueh Chunk^ Pa* The mineral occurs 

in scattered streaks and patches in the lower part of the 

bedj, which is exposed for about 2 5 600 feet along a roadway* 

The author suggests that the uranium and vanadium minerals 

were originally deposited as detritus in black shale 

and that the metals were extracted and red epos it ed by 

circulating surface water s»
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277 « Wierry,, E 0 T 0 <> 19l5j> Carnotite near Mauch Chunk5 Pennsylvania^ 
Uo S0 Geol, Survey BtiLlo 580-H, p

Carnotite occurs in scattered lenses in a U0«foot layer 

of co arse«gr ained conglomerate near the base of the Pottsville 

formation of Pennsylvanian age about a mile north of Maueh 

Chunko The outcrop extends for about 2 S 000 feet along a 

road cut* The uranium and vanadium are thought to have been 

original constituents of the host formation* They were later 

transported by and precipitated from ground»water«
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* Williams^ F« J 05 and Barrett; D« C e ,9 19$3p Preliminary report 
of reconnaissance in the Cameron area^ Arizona§ Uo S« 
Atomic Energy Gomm0 BME44G02,, 10 p 0 <> issued by U0 S« Atomic 
Energy Commo Tech* Ihf« Service,, Oak Ridge 0

Conducted in the Gamer on area,, Coeonino County s Arizo The 

largest &id best deposits are In the Petrified Forest member 

of the Chinle formation of Triassie age p but uranium also 

occurs associated with fossil logs in the Shinarump conglomerate,?, 

also of Triassie age* The uranium deposits in the Petrified 

Forest member are in silty mudstone and clay which contain 

scattered sand and carbonaceous materialo The normally 

grey color of the rocks has been changed to light tan or 

yellowish brown in the vicinity of the depositso Uraninite 

and secondary uranium minerals are associated with carbonaceous 

materialj, pyrite<, smaltite <9 calsite^ and gypsum© The deposits 

contain negligible amounts of copper or vanadiumo
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Williamsj, Go 0» p 1,92 f>$ Radiura^bearing silts of southeastern 
Utahs Eng. Min« Jour.^, v« 119$ no« 5 5 P« 201=202«

Radium^nraniuin deposits have been found in Tertiary or 

Quaternary silt and clay beds on the floor of Montezuroa 

Canyon in San Juan County^ Utalu The author suggests that 

pre-existing carnotite deposits were eroded^ washed downstream^, 

and redeposited on the floor of the canyono



280o Wilmarthp V0 Rot) 1953.9 Garo<, Color ado 3 in Search for and geology 
of radioactive deposits^ Semiannual progress report,, December 
15 1952 to May 31j) 1953§ U 0 S c Geol* Survey TEI=330 5 p. 109-110 j 
issued by U0 S 0 Atomic Energy Comma Tech« Info Service^ Oak 
Ridge «

The Shirley May liranium^vanadiura-copper deposit near 

Park County^, is on the northeast flank of the Garo anticline in 

the Maroon formation of Permian age 0 The mineral s<, mostly 

tyuyamunitej, camotiteD volborthite p aztirite5 md malachite^, 

occur in three separate medium-" to coarsegrained sandstone 

beds as disseminations*, sementing material^ and fracture 

fillings o The gangue minerals are cal.cite<, Maxiganite<, and 

hematite o The localisation of ore is controlled principally 

by faulting and the porosity of the sandstones adjacent to 

the f salts.



28l« Winterhalder, E e C 0s) 195Uj> Preliminary reconnaissance for uranium 
in the Green River Basin and the Rock Springs uplift^ 
Sweetwater and Fremont Counties^ Wyomings U« S 0 Atomic Energy 
Gomm« RME«10l;f?s> 10 po 5 issued by U» S«, Atomic Energy Commo 
Taciu Ihf , Service^ Oak Ridge«

Reconnaissance for uranium deposits in part of southwestern 

Wyoming disclosed two areas of anomalous radioactivity* On® 

area is northwest of Oregon Buttes in the southwest corner of 

Fremont County« Anomalous radioactivity is present in some 

micaceous and arkosic sandstones of the Tipton tongue of the 

Green River formation and the Cathedral Bluffs tongue of the 

Wasatch formation*, both of Eocene age» No visible uranium 

minerals were found* The other area5 the Red Creek Basin9 is 

south of Rock Springs., Wyoo^ near the Utah~Wyoming bordero 

Som® shale^ carbonaceous shale^ coalj> and limestone beds in 

tiie Tipton tongue of the Green River formation in the area 

are anomalously radioactive*



282e Witkindp I« J« 5 195>U,o Localization of uranium minerals is
channel sediments at the base of the Shinarump conglomerate^ 
Monument Valleyp Arizona? £con« Geology«, ve lj.9<> no» ?<, 
p e 80U~8Q5 (abstract)^ Geol* Soc 0 America Bull 05, ¥o 65<>
noo 12 5 p e 132? (abstract)o

Uranium ore bodies in the Monument Valley area are 

localised in the conglomeratic sandstone of the Shinarmap 

conglomerate of Triassie age that fills channels scoured 

Into the underlying Moenkopi formation^ also of Triassie ageo 

These enamels range in cross section from 15 feet wide and 

10 feet deep to 2^,300 feet wide and ?0 feet deep* Fragments 

of trees were deposited with Shinarump sediments in the 

channelSo Witkind suggests that when the Shinarump conglomerate 

was invaded by mineral,!slag solutions^ the uranium minerals 

were deposited mainly in and adjacent to decomposing plant 

material* The author also suggests that short channels are 

more likely to contain ore than long channels*
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283« Witkindp I« J«^ 19^5^ Channels and related swales at the base 
of the Shinarump conglomerate^ Monument Valley^, Arizona^ 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy9 Geneva^, Switzerland^ 6 p«

Vanadium«uranium ore deposits in Monument Valley are in 

channel sediments at the base of the Shinarump conglomerate 

of Triassic age* The channels range in width from 15 to 2^300 

feet and are scoured as much as 75 feet into underlying strata* 

The relationship between channels and uranium deposits has 

been demonstrated so repeatedly that prospecting in the area 

has evolved to search for$ and exploration of, these channels.

3h some localities^ a channel occupies the axis of a 

broad elongate swale© The swales are too large for visual 

observation but are apparent on isopachous maps* The swales 

range in width from 1 to 3 milesj, and have about kO feet of 

relief* It may be possible to locate and outline concealed 

channels by exploration of the swales*



281u Woodj, H« B« s and Grundy^ W* D 0 <, 1955j> Techniques in exploration 
of Shinarump type channels on the Colcirad© Plateaus 
Contribution to the International Conference on Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy^ Geneva.) Switzerland^ 7 p«

This paper discusses geologic guides and drilling 

techniques employed in the search for uranium deposits in 

the Shinarurap conglomerate of Late Trias sic age in the 

Circle Cliffs and "White Canyon regions of southeastern Utah^, 

and the Monument Valley region of Utah and Arizona* The 

formations encountered are continental deposits of Permian 

and Triassic age* Commercial uranium deposits occur in 

Shinarump sediments which fill ancient stream channels cut- 

in to the underlying rocks*
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« Wrightj, Ro Jo P 195>ii5 Prospecting with a counters U« S<» Atomis 
Energy ConsnUj, published by U. S« Government Printing Office,, 
68 p c

Information is siamiarized on the operation and use of 

portable radiation detection equipment 9 such as Geiger 

counters and scintillation counters^ suitable for prospecting 

for uranium*



286« 'Wrightp R* J* 9 19$5i> Ore eontrols in sandstone uranium deposits
of the Colorado Plateaus Eeoru Geology^ v« 503 no* 2,, p* 135~l5S«

Wrightc, R« J«p 1953p Lithologic ore eontrols in sandstone type 
titanium deposits^ Colorado Plateaus Qeoi* Soe* Meriea Bull*, 
v« 6h$> no* 12, p« 1k9% (abstract-)*

''Marked lithologic control characterizes most uranium 

deposits in sandstone formations of the Colorado Plateau* 

Deposits in rocks ranging in age from the Cutler formation of 

Permian age to the Wasatch formation of fiocene age are primarily 

in l) fluvial sandstones which^ 2) contain carbonised plant 

matter,, 3) are light-colored or gray^ rather than red,, arid u) 

contain feldspar or mica* In addition9 5) sandstones that are 

interbedded with or interf inger with shales or i&udsto&ss are 

particularly favorable* These features are also characteristic 

of most sedimentary copper deposits*

"Most uranium deposits in sandstone formations show no 

immediate connection with tectonic f eatures<> but a general 

clustering of ore bodies around large positive structures is 

noted* The reason for this is not clear*

"It is postulated that at least some of the uranium in 

the ores was derived from the same source as the host rocks* 

In this light the sandstone uranium deposits may be the 

continental analogue of uranium^rich marine black shales and 

phosphorites* Sedimentary copper deposits may have had a similar 

origin* Uranium moving seaward in streams,, during erosion of a 

land massj) may be fixed on the continent in certain favorable 

fluvial environments*" (author's abstract)*



2870 Wyant,,) D« Gep 1952 5 Lost Creek (Wamsutter) schroeckingerite 
deposit^, Sweetwater County,, Wyoraings U 0 S 0 G@olo Surrey 
TEM-lOBj, 3 Pe<, issued by U 0 S* Atomic Energy Cornm* Teche 
]jif« Service^ Oak Ridge*

Schroeckingerlte deposits occur at Lost Creek 9 Wyoo^, 

in clays and sands of Eocene or younger age* The yellow,, 

platy5 micaceous mineral occurs as rounded aggregates in 

the clay bedsj, and as fine disseminations in the sand grid 

sandy clay bedso The uraniferous beds are discontinuous 

and their areal distribution is erratic* The beds strike 

northwest and dip lU° - 2? NEo The area lies in the 

Continental Divide Basin*



288« Wyant,) D 0 Go^ Beronip E«> P<, 5 and Granger,, Ho C« <9
uranium deposits in sandstones$ to Selected papers on uranium 
deposits in the United States8 Uo S 0 Geolo Surrey Circu 220^

The principal domestic source of uranium and vanadium has 

long been the carnotite and roscoelite deposits in sandstone of 

the Morrison and Entraia formations of Jurassic age on the 

Colorado Plateauo Other uranium deposits are known in sandstones

that range in age from Paleozoic to Recent3 many of these differ 

from the carnotite deposits in mineralogy<> host rook^, localization^ 

and possible origino The deposits may be grouped on the basis 

of mineral or metal assemblage into (i) araniuffi^Tanadiuji deposits^ 

(2) copper-ur an ium^v an ad iui&=> carbonized wood deposits^ (3) 

uranlferous asphalt deposits^ and (k) miscellaneous deposits 

including carbonate deposits*

In generalc, these deposits occur in lenses of argillaceous 

sandstone or conglomerate interbedded with shales 0 Common 

associated materials are iron oxidet, carbon,, and copper compoundso 

The localization of some of these deposits appears to be controlled 

by initial sedimentary features of the enclosing rock,, that of 

others by porosity^, fractures^ and proximity to the surf ace 0 Some 

of the uranium minerals may have been deposited from ground water $ 

some may have formed by weathering and oxidation of other minerals^ 

and some may be hydr©thermal in origiBo The report includes a spot 

map showing the location and types of uranium deposits in sandstone, 

and an example of each^.type is briefly describedc
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289• Zareski,, G, K«, ~L9$k9 Reconnaissance of uranium occurrences at 
Way Mesa, San Juan County, Utah, and Montrose County, 
Colorado? U. S. Atomic Energy Coma. RME-69(Pt. 1), l£ p«j» 
issued by U. S. Atomic Energy Comm« Tech» Inf. Service^, 
Oak Eidge»

Reconnaissance examination was made of several uranium 

deposits on Wray Mesa« The deposits occur in sandstone at 

several horizons in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 

formation of Jurassic age ? and in sandstone lenses near the 

base of the Brushy Basin member of the Morrison formation. 

The ore minerals are carnotite, tyuyamunite, and black 

uranium and vanadium minerals* Exposed formations are of 

Jurassic and Cretaceous age^ and the rocks dip about 3° N¥«



290 o Zeller 5 H 0 D«»p and Baltz5 E 0 Ho^ Jr« 9 195>U$ Uranium-bearing
copper deposits in the Coyote district,, Mora County,, New 
Mexico§ U<> So Geolo Survey Circ» 33k$ 11 p<>

Uraniuti^bearing copper deposits occur in steeply dipping 

beds of the Sangre de Cristo formation of Pennsylvania!! and 

Permian age south of Coyote*, N« Mexc The deposits occur in 

lenticular carbonaceous zones in shales and arkosic sandstone* 

Samples from these zones average 3 percent copper and contain 

as much as 0«067 percent uraniumo Metatyuyamunite is 

disseminated in some of the arkosic sandstone beds,, and 

uraninite was identified in some of the copper sulfide 

nodules occurring in the shale 0 The sulfide nodules are 

composed principally of ch ale© cite with some bornite and 

covellite^ as well as pyrite and malachite* Some nodules 

replace wood*

The copper and uranium were probably deposited with the 

sediments and concentrated into zones during compaction and 

lithif ication* Carbonaceous material in the Sangre de Cristo 

formation provided the environment that precipitated uranium 

and copper from mineral-charged connate waters forced from the 

clayey sediments*
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291» Anonymous,, 1955j> Uranium,, a comparison of its geologic occurrence 
in California and in the Colorado Plateaus Calif* Biv* Mines, 
Mineral Information Service, V. 8, no* 5^ P« 1~7«

Uranium deposits are known in about 100 localities in 

California in igneous 3, sedimentary 3, and metamorphic rock types* 

The localities are indicated by spots on a map of California* 

In the Taft«McK it trick area, San Luis Obispo and Kern Counties, 

carnotite and other secondary uranium minerals have been found 

coating fractures in shale beds of Tertiary age* In the 

Rosamond=»Mojave area5 Kern County,, secondary uranium minerals 

occur along fractures and bedding planes and as disseminations 

in tuff aceous sedimentary and rhyolitic rocks of the Rosamond 

formation of Miocene age* In Kern Canyon,, Kern County, 

autunite and other uranium minerals occur in and near shear 

zones in granitic rocks* Uranium deposits are also known in 

many other scattered areas in California*

Uranium deposits in other areas of the United States arid 

the world are described in order to aid in the search for 

uranium deposits in California* Descriptions of these deposits 

are taken largely from other publications* These include 

Finch (1955* see Ref* no. 75), Nininger (l9Sk» see Ref. no* 

Fischer and Hilpert (1952, see Ref. no. 86) a Everhart (1951, 

see Ref. no* ?0)j> Fischer (1950, see Ref. no. 83), and Bain 

(1950 5 see Ref. no. U).
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Ref«.No« 

Nuclear geology 72

Oligocene 100,121,188

Ore controls

Colorado Plateau 282 

Edgemont district, South Dakota 13 5 1?

Ore guides (also see Prospecting and Exploration)

Colorado Plateau 86,210,275 

Edgemont district.. South Dakota 13 5 10l± 

Monument Valley, Arizona and Utah 187

Ore textures 82 ,83j>8lt, 183

Origin of deposits

Colorado Plateau 71<,77,78,82,83,8l^
il5,117,129 .,163,

General 71,179

Roll ore bodies 220

Shinarump conglomerate, in llU

Source of metals 161

Thompsons area, in 235

Volcanic debris 270

Paragenetic studies 162

Pennsylvania 13,159 $ 256,2^7 s 267 9 27 6
277,290

Permian l5 y 19 9 28,UU,60,6l,92,
1U2,11*3,15U
257,280,290
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Ref^Jjo*

Petroliferous rocks 68 

Petrology 17,2li,UO,53,107

Pitchblende 198 

Pliocene 55 

Processing of ores 2, lip. , 153*160 

Prospecting

Airborne radioactivity survey techniques 27*250 

Botanical methods 36j,3?$38 

General - 178,193,2035)286 

Geochemical methods 57, 58 5,885 171 

Geologic methods 196^258 

Geophysical methods (see Geophysical prospecting)

Radioactive iron oxides 170

Radium 1*6, £1,131

Resources 33j>73$123

Roll ore bodies 220

Schroeckingerite 195, 259*287

Sedimentary features

Salt Wash member, of
237,238,239*21

Shinarump conglomerate 175 

Transmissivity ll^W 

Sedimentary patterns and ore 21*, 239
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Bef• No«

Selenium 3 6*3 7*38 * 95., 265 

Shales 93,181,191 

Silver 77*131*2ii7*2U8 

Source of metals 161 

Stratigraphy of

Carrizo Mountains 2i;6 

Central and south-central Utah 111 

Jurassic formations 11^12 

Morrison formation U9a,ii9b 

Salt Wash 239 

San Raf ael Swell 1015,102 

Southeastern Utah 2ij.O 

Triassic 22? 

Structure

Influence on uranium deposits

Colorado Plateau (see Colorado Plateau,Geology of) 

Lucero uplift 65 

Southeastern Utah 8 5 221 

Tectonic map of Colorado Plateau 173 

TodHto limestone 67 

Synthesis of uranium minerals 117

Tectonics (see Structure)

Tectonic map of the Colorado Plateau 173
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Refo No» 

Therraodynamic relations of

Uranium oxides 9?

Vanadium oxides 96 

Thorium ^39*196,2^8 

Tr an smi s s ivity 11^6 , 19 9 

Triassic 2569lk1
59,61,62,69,70,73, 
7U,75,77,78,80,8U, 
101,103,106,107,108, 
nl*,119,125,130,131,

175,176,l82,18ii,l87, 
200,201,202,211,212, 
213,21U,223,225,227, 
2U7,2lj8,2U9,25U,267,
278<>282,>283,»28ii

Tuffs and tuff aceous sediments 5

United States^ distribution of deposits 217

Uranium minerals (see under Mineralogy and Mineral names)

Ur aninite lii8 , 20£, 215

Uravan mineral belt 86

Vanadium 2^10,13*26,29*314,36,52^
63,6U,66, 78, 79,80,82, 
83,8ii,85,87,89,90,95, 
96,98,102,10U,119,127, 
128,130,131,135AU1*, 
I55,l56,l63,17l*,l79, 
I80,l89,19li,208,225,

Volcanic debris 270 

Water « uranium content of 57,89
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PART III - GEOGRAPHIC INDEX

(Underlined numbers refer to map localities, Plate 1, other numbers 
correspond to reference numbers , not to page numbers*,)

Ref» No. 

Arizona

Aguila area 11

Apache County (also see Monument Valley)

Black Mesa 15 1 kO

Carrizo Mountains 16$ 35,1117,231^236,214$

Stratigraphy of 2h6

Chuska Mountains (also see LukachukaJ. 17$ 172
Mountains)

Cove Mesa 18} lli7,l$7

Defiance uplift 125

King Tutt Mesa 268

Kinusta Mesa 18 j 157

Lukachukai Mountains 17$ 179,180

Mesa V 17$ 1$6

Mesa VI ^ 66

Mesa VII 17$ 158

Red Rock district 17$ 157

ELack Mesa 15 I kO

Cameron area 13| ll|l|,>278

Carrizo Mountains 16} 3^,1^7, 23U, 236,

Stratigraphy of 2U6
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Ref« No« 

Arizona (Cont'd)

Chuska Mountains (also see Lukachukai Mountains) r?| 172 

Coconino County

Cameron area 131 ll4i.*278 

Hualapai Indian Reservation 185 

Ridenour mine 101 185 

Copper Canyon in lU; 211 

Cove Mesa 18| Ili7,lf>7

Defiance Uplift 125

Gila County

Red Bluff prospect 12; 150

Hoskinninni Mesa in lU| 106

Hualapai Indian Reservation 185

Hunts Mesa in lUj U5

King Tutt;Mesa 268 

Kinusta Mesa 181 157

Lukachukai Mountains 17j 179»180

Mesa V 17| 156

Mesa VI !£«, 66

Mesa VII 17j 158
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Ref o No*.

Arizona (Cont'd)

Maricopa County

AguHa area 11$ 13Uj,135> 

Mohave County

Hualapai 3hdian Reservation 

Monument Valley area
187* 211* 269* 282 
283,28k

Copper Canyon in lUj 211

Hoskinninni Mesa in lU| 106

Hunts Mesa in lU$ U5

Monument J^L mine in

Monument #2 mine in lU) 5

Nokai Mesa in lU| 106

Navajo County (also see Monument Valley area)

HLack Mesa l£f UO

Nokai Mesa in lU| 106

Red HLuff prospect 12*

Red Rock district 17 J 157

Ridenour mine 10 3 185

California

Kern Canyon 291 

Kern County

Kern Canyon 291
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Ref» No, 

California (Cont B d)

Kern County (Cont'd)

Rosamond Prospect 8j 266^291 

Taft-MeKIttrick area 9| 291 

Olaneha area Tj %% 

Rosamond Prospect j3$ 266,291

Taft-McKittrick area 9| 291

Atkinson Creek quadrangle in 331 

Bull Canyon quadrangle in 33l itl

Egnar^Gypsum Valley area in 33I 2U3 

El Paso County

Mike Doyle prospect 263 20

Garfield County

Garfield mine 31| 87 

Rifle mine 31| 32,87 

Garfield mine 311 87 

Garo area 280 

Gateway area in 33j> 

Gateway quadrangle in 33| U2 

Grand County

Lucky Strike claims 2§| 21
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Ref* No*

Colorado (Cont'd)

Grand County (Cont'd)

Middle Park (Troublesome Creek) area 28$ 216 

Gypsum Valley area in 33$ 86,233

La Sal Creek 3k| 135

Long Park in 33I h6

Lucky Strike claims .283 21

Meeker area 29$ 9k

Mesa County

Gateway area in 33$ 2UU 

Gateway quadrangle in 33| U2 

Pine Mountain quadrangle in 33$ h3 

Uravan mineral belt 33 $ 86

Mike Doyle prospect 26$ 20

Moff at County

Skull Creek area 30$ 21,95,189

Montrose County

Atkinson Creek quadrangle in 33$ 17U 

Bull Canyon quadrangle in 33$ i*l 

La Sal Creek lly 135 

Long Park in 33) U6 

Paradox Valley in 33$ 50,5l|, 

Roc Creek in 33$ 155
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Kef* NQ O 

Colorado (Cont'd)

Montrose County (Cont'd)

Uravan district in 3J| 2k 

Uravan mineral belt 33j 86 

¥ray Mesa 3ly 289

Paradox Valley in 33 f 50,51,90

Park County

Garo area 280 

Shirley May mine 27 1 280

Pine Mountain quadrangle in 33| k3

Placerville area 17f 5,85,90,127,131,135

Rifle mine 31 1 32«>87 

Rio ELanco County

Meeker area 29 | 9h 

Roc Creek in 3^3$ 

Routt County

Skull Creek area 30f 21

San Miguel County

Bull Canyon quadrangle in 3.31 

Egnar-Gypsum Valley area in 3^1 

Gray sill mine 32| 5 

Gypsum Valley area in 33g 86^233
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Colorado (Cont'd)

San MIguel County (Cont'd)

Placerville area 32f 5,85,90,127,131*135 

Uravan Mineral Belt 33 $ 86

Skull Creek area 30 j 21^,95,189

Uravan district in 33 1 2k

Uravan mineral belt 3,3| 86

Utah~Colorado salt dome region 233

Wray Mesa 3U| 289

Colorado Plateau 25f 2,5,23,36,li9a,U9b,
56,63,73,75,80,81,82, 
83,8U,90,96,97,98.1l5,

1U8,160,173,176,177, 
181,183,192,19U,201, 
210^215,, 217, 2205222^ 
227,230,232,237^250, 
268,273,27U,275,28U, 
286^291

Missouri

Franklin County 79; 190 

Ste. Genevieve County 80| 190,191

Montana

Big Horn Basin 111
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Ref„ No.

Arden 6j 169

Clark County ' 6; 1$9I

Arden 6j 169

Erie 63 169

Goodsprings (£3 169

Las Vegas 169

Sloan 169

Sutor 63 169

Goodsprings £s 169

Erie 65 169

Esmeralda County 5| 76

Tonopah area £3 55

Goodsprings ^3 169

Hawthorne area 1| 55 

Humboldt County

Virgin Valley opal district 33 55,169,224

Lander County £3 55>?6

Las Vegas 169 

Lincoln County

Ha¥thorne area 1| 55

Lyon County U| 55

Sloan 169
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Ref

Nevada (Cont'd)

Sutor 6| 169 

Tonopah 5| 55 

Virgin Valley opal district 3| 55,169

New Jersey

Hunterdon County 82| 26?

New Mexico

Beeenti mine 20| 93 

Butler mine 20| 93

Carrizo Mountains l6j 23ii 

Stratigraphy of 2l|6

Catron County

Datn area 35| 112^113

Cerrillos district 112

Coyote district 1^3 290

Dakota mine 21; 93

Datil area 23l 112,113

Diamond #2 mine 20; 93

Gallup«Laguna area (see Grants district)

Glorieta district 112
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Refojfo*

New Mexico (Cont'd) 

Grants district

Becenti mine 20 1 93 

Dakota mine 21 j 93 

Diamond §2 mine 20 3 93

Hogback #U mine 20 j 93

Jackpile mine 22$ 3 

Lucero uplift, structure of 6£

Sanastee area 1£$ 6U

Section 9 mine 21$ llil

Silver Spur mine 21j 93

Small Stake mine 21g 93

Woodrow mine 22g 3

Zuni uplift 30,67,99,206

Guadalupita area 2k$ 256,2^7

Hogback #ii mine 33| 93

Jackpile mine 22$ 3

County (see Grants district) 

Mora County

Coyote district 2ii| 290 

Guadalupita area 2ii§ 2^6,25?
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Ref« No«>

New Mexico (Cont'd)

Butler mine 20g 93

19| 6k

San Juan County

Carrizo Mountains 161 23U

Stratigraphy of 2U6

Sanastee area 191 6U

San Juan Basin UO

San Juan Basin UO 

Santa Fe Coimty

Cerrillos district 112

Glorieta district 112

Section 9 mine 213 liO-

Snver Spur mine Jl$ 93

Small Stake mine 21| 93

Socorro County 112.»113

Valencia County (see Grants district)

Woodrow mine 221 3

Cotton County 76} 

Jefferson County 77s
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Oklahoma (Cont'd)

Noble County 73| 28 

Os age County 71$ ^8 

Pa&mee County 72$ 28 

Payne County 7U$ 28 

Tillman County 75jS 19

Pennsylvania

Bucks County 82$ 267 

Carbon County 8l| 1$9 9 2679 2769 217 

Jim Ihorp area 8lf 26?

South Dakota

Belle Fourche area 66 B 26U 

Black Hills (also see Fall River County) TGg 76,10li.

Northern Black Hills 26k

Southern ELack Hills (see Fall River County) 

Butte County

Belle Fourche area 66 3 26k

Cedar Canyon 69 1 100 

Craven Canyon 67$ 197

Edgemont district 67f 13,1
197
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Bef« Np«

South Dakota (Cont'd) 

Fall River County

Craven Canyon 67g 197

Edgemont district 67$ 13^17^10^12^197

Gould lease 67g 12l|

Gould lease 67j 12k

Harding County

Cedar Canyon 69| 100

Pennington County

White River Badlands 68j 188 

Badlands 60| 189

White River Badlands 68$ 188

Texas

Karnes County 7§| 76

Utah

Area southwest of Green River

Big Buck mine

Big Indian Wash-Lisbon Valley

Mi Vida mine 

ELanding district 37I 238
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Ref • No* 

Utah (Cont'd)

Bonnibell claim g2j 21 

Browi Throne group in jj5g 212 

Bulloch group |A| 22

85 C" group U7} $9

Cataract Canyon (see Green River Desert)

Capitol Reef area k3| 68,69,138,223

Fruit a area U3j 3k

Chloride Chief claim U2$ 2^7

Circle Cliffs 39j 5,68,69,28U

Clifford Smith claim in i£| 212

Dalton group in U5j 212

Dirtj Devil group in U5j 212

Dirty Devil #6 mine in ij^j 6

Dolly group to 4g§ 212

Eastern part 78,80

Emery County

Area southwest of Green River U6|_ 26,314,126,190

Brown Throne group in i<5j 212

Clifford Smith claim in U|| 212

Dalton group in li^l 212

Dirty Devil group in 15f 212
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fief • Noo 

Utah (Cont'd)

Emery County (Cont'd)

Dirty Devil #6 mine in U5j 6 

Dolly group in U5l 212 

Green River Desert-Cataract Canyon area 12 

Green Vein group in ij5$ 212 

Hard Pan group in Ufo 212 

Hertz il claim in k£| 212 

Hot Shot mine 3£| £ 

Little Wild Horse Mesa IjU$ 137 

Lone Tree in U^| 212 

Pay Day group in U£$ 212 

San Rafael Swell (see Temple Mountain)

South Fork claim in U£| 212

Temple Mountain in 1|5| 10^
130, 
213

Wickiup claim in ii5$ 212 

Fruit a area jj3| 3k

Garf ield County

Circle Cliffs U3| $9 689 6 

Henry Mountains IjOj 29j,3U., 

Trachyte district ^1 29
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Ref• Moo 

Utah (Cont'd)

Garfield County (Cont'd)

Yellow Jacket claim 39.1 $ 

Gateway district in 331 86,2Uli 

Polar Mesa in 331 52,208 

Grand County

Gateway district in 33$ 86,214* 

Polar Mesa in 33| £2,208 

Moab district l£; 7 

Richardson area ^£5 26,3U 

Salt Valley anticline 52 

Seven Mile Canyon f?0| 7l*

ShinaruiHp #1 mine j?0$ ?U,228

Thompsons district |1| 36,52 5 l89
2ia,2ii2

Uravan mineral belt 331 86

Gray Dawn mine 3Uj 207

Green River Desert-Cataract Canyon area 12

Green Vein group in U5| 212

Happy Jack mine 38; 18 5 62 5 182 5 18U,228 

Hard Pan group in h$i 212 

Harrisburg district (see Silver Reef)

Henry Mountains U0$ 29,3U,ll40,209 

Trachyte district U0| 29
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Ref • No*

Utah (Cont'd)

Hertz #1 claim in Ugj 212 

Hoskinniuni Mesa in lly 106 

Hot Shot mine 39 J 5

Indian Creek H8j 60 

Indian Wash (see Big Indian Wash)

Kaiparowits region 110 •111

Kane County

Bulloch group . lilj 22 

Kaiparowits region 110,111

La Sal Creek 3U| 135,207

Gray Dawn mine 3k$ 20?

La Sal Mountains 3k 

Lisbon Valley (see Big Indian Wash)

Little Wild Horse Mesa UU| 137

Lockhart Cany on- Indian Creek US; 60

Lone Tree claim U£| 212

Mi Vida mine

Moab district U9| 7

Monte zuma Canyon 36; 279
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Ref« No« 

Utah (Cont'd)

Monument Valley lU; 5,8,73,106,108,

Hoskinninni Mesa in lUl 106

Nokai Mesa in lUj 106

Hokai Mesa in 1U; 106

Northeastern 21

Oyler mine U3; 138

Pay Day group in 1*5 1 212

Polar Mesa in 33; 52,208

Pmrple Paint claim 35? 61

Richardson area J49.I 26,3it

Salt Vaney anticline 52

San Juan County

Big Buck mine 35l 6l

Big Indian Wash-Lisbon Valley 35| 6l, 73,119 ,

Mi Vida mine 35,' 61,119,225

Elanding district 37$ 238

"C" group U7; 59

Gray Dawn mine 3U; 207

Happy Jack mine 385 18,62, 182,18U, 228
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Ref«_go«> 

Utah (Cont'd)

San Juan County (Cont'd)

Hoskinninni Mesa in lU| 106 

La Sal Creek 3a| 135.) 20?

Gray Dawn mine 3U| 207 

La Sal Mountains 3U 

Lisbon Valley (see Big Indian Wash) 

Lockhart Canyon^ Indian Creek U8j 60 

Mi Vida mine 3U$ 6l, 

Moab district U9f 7 

Montezuma Canyon 36| 279

Monument Valley lU"

Hoskinninni Mesa in lU.s 106

Nokai Mesa in lU| 106

Nokai Mesa in lly 106

Purple Paint claim 35j> 61

Skyline mine in lUj 5

Small Fry claim 35j 6l

Whirlwind mine in llj.g 5

White Canyon 38g l8,3

Happy Jack mine 30| 18,625,181,181^,228 

Wray Mesa 3kf 289
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Ref • No, 

Utah (Cont'd)

San Rafael Swell Ugj 68,73,101,102,
103,117*212

Temple Mountain in U£j 10, 3U, 70,117,
130,131,ll4U,15U, 
213

Seven Mile Canyon 5*0 1 7k

Shinarump $L mine 50| 7U,228

Shinarump #1 mine 50| 7^,228

Silver Point U2j 2i;7 

Snver Reef (Harrisburg) district U2j 69,200,202,2ii7,2i;9

Skyline mine in li+; 5

Small Fry claim 35) 61

Snow claims £2j 21

Southeastern 8^77, 78,79,80, 83, 8U,
l63,221,2UO,2la

South Fork in Ugf 212

Temple Mountain in U5j 10,3U, 70, 117,130,
"!31,liiU,15U,213

Thompsons district £L| 36,52,190,23^,21*1,"^"21*2

Trachyte district UO; 29

U:|ntah' County

Bonn ieb ell claim 5,2 1 21 

Snow claims 5£) 21

Uravan Mineral Belt 33 I 86
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Ref 

Utah (Cont'd)

Washington County

Chloride Chief claim U2| 

Silver Point U2| 

Silver Reef (Harrisburg) district U2| 69*200,202,2ltf,2li9 

Wayne County

Capitol Reef area Ij3| 68,69,138,223

Fruit a area U3j 3U 

Henry Mountains 1|0| 3l4Dli40<,209 

Oyler mine J43| 138 

Whirlwind mine in ljj.| 5 

White Canyon 38j 18,3U,58,62.73 B

Happy Jack mine 38_! I8 5 62 5 l82,l8li«,228

Wickiup in U|s 212

Wray Mesa 3U| 289

Yellow Jacket 39^ 5

Virginia 26?

Wyoming

Aladdin area 65 j 10f>

Baggs area (Poison Basin area) 53_| 251 , 265

Bighorn Basin ill
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Ref« Noo

Wyoming (Confd)

Bighorn County

Bighorn Basin lU

HLack Hills (also see South Dakota, Black Hills) 70$ 76,121,251 

Aladdin area 56; 105 

Carlile area 6U; 25

Carlile area 6U| 25

Carapbell County

Pumpkin Buttes 61j 121,16U, 218,219,
251,255

Carbon County

Baggs area (Poison Basin area) 53? 251,265 

Miller Hin area 5U| 165,251 

Poison Basin area (see Baggs area) 

Saratoga area 55j 251

Converse County 621 121

Crook County

Aladdin area 105 

ELack Hills 70$ 76 

Carlile area 61+$ 25

Crooks Gap area 57$ 121,226
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Wyoming (Cont'd)

Freraont County-

Crooks Gap 57 1 121 ,,22 6

Gas Hills 58| 121,16?., 251

Green Mountains 122

Lysite-McComb area 59 S 166^251

Oregon Buttes 281

Owl Creek Mountains 121

Wind River Basin 122*252

Gas Hills 58 1 121 P 167<>251

Great Divide Basin 122

Lost Creek-Wamsutter-Red Desert £6| 195^2591)287

Green Mountains 122

Green River Basin 281

	60? 168^251

Lance Creek area 63g 121

Lost Creek°Wamsutter»Red Desert 56| 196^259x,287

Lysite=McComb area 59i !66<,25l

Mayoworth area 60| 168$ 25l

Maier Hill area 5U| 165,251
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Ref • No» 

Wyoming (Cont'd)

Natrona County

Gas Hills area 5§S 121,167,251 

Niobara County

Lance Creek area 63} 121

Owl Creek Mountains 121 

Oregon Buttes 281

Powier River Basin 53 5 5^,122

Conyerse County area 6£| 121

Pumpkin Buttes area 6l| 121,l6U, 218,219,
""251,255

Pumpkin Buttes area 6l| 121,l6U,2l8,219,
251,255

Red Desert area 56| 195,259,28? 

Rock Springs uplift 281

Saratoga area 55l 

Sweetwater County

Lost Creek»Warasutter-Red Desert 56; 195,259,28?

Rock Springs uplift 281

Wamsutter area 56|_ 195,259,28?

Washakie Basin 122

Wind River Basin 122,252
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PART IV - INDEX TO FORMATIONS

(Numbers correspond to the reference number, not to page numbers.)

Ref o

Baca formation 113

Bidahochi formation 92

Browns Park formation 92,121,165,265

Brule formation 188

Brushy Basin^ see Morrison formation

Cambrianc, undifferentiated 226

Cat skill formation 159,26?

Chadron formation 188

Chinle formation 18,61,69, 7U,8li,108,
119,125,138,11*2,1^3, 
Ii0i,176,200,202 p 213,

	,278

Chtigwater formation lU

Coconino sandstone 15U

Coso Lake beds 55

Cretaceous undifferentiated 232

Curt is formation 21 5 UO

Cutler formation 60 5 6

Dakota group 93,9U,l86

Deadwood formation 13

Dripping Springs quartzite 1U9
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Ref« No,

Entrada sandstone £,21,32,75,77,78,81*,
85,87,89,90,127,131, 
135,163,176,288

Fall River sandstone, see Inyan Kara group 

Flathead sandstone 111 

Frontier formation ll* 

Fuson shale, (see Inyan Kara group)

Garber formation 28,1*1* 

Green River formation 281

Inyan Kara group (includes Lakota, Fuson, and Fall 13$ 17,25,76,10l*,105$
River formations) 12151214,197,251,261*

Jurassic, undifferentlated 11,3.2, 26,1*9 a,l*9b,206 

Kaibab limestone 15,92 

Lakota formation, ('see Inyan Kara group")

Maroon formation 280

Mesaverde formation ill, 21,1*0,112,113

Minnelusa formation 13

Moenkopi formation 6,18,69,187,251*

Morrison - Cleverly formation ll*
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Morrison formation (includes Salt Wash,, Recapture,, 3 5 7 J,20 J,2U«>29«>31<>35«>37$
Westwater Canyon, and Brushy iii,U2,li3,,U6,U9a,U9b, 
Basin members) 5l 9 52,,63,61j<,66<) 75<>77s>

78,79]>80,8U,85,87, 
126,131,135,137,139, 
lUo,lla,lU7.,l56,l57, 
1$8 9163,172,17U,176, 
179 5 180,181 9 189,192, 
199, 205, 206, 207, 208, 
209,220,232,23^235,

253..270,
271 5 272 5 2?5<,286 5 288, 
289

Panasa formation 55 

Pierre shale 13 

Pottsville formation 159,267, 276,277 

Price sandstone

Recapture member, see Morrison formation

Rosamond formation 266,291

Salt Wash member, (see Morrison formation)

San Andres limestone 92

Sangre de Cristo formation 256,257*290

San Raf ael group 232

Shinarump conglomerate 596,9018,^5,581,59,62,
69,70,73, 75,77, 78 9 
805,8^103,106,107,1085 
llU,130 0 131,,l38,ll4U,

187,211,212,223,227, 
25U, 278,282,283, 281^

Spergen limestone 191
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Ref« No*

Stockton formation 26?

Summerville formation 22

Sundance formation l68j>25l

Supai formation 185

Tepee trail (3) formation 166 

Thermopolis shale 16?

Todilto limestone 30c,37 J>67 J>?0^75p92p
120,11*1*205,253

Troublesome formation 216 

Uinta formation 21

Wasatch formation lit,53^121,16^218^219.
251,255

Westwater Canyon,, (see Morrison formation)

White River group (includes Brule and Ghadron formations) 100S121 

Wind River formation m 

Wing ate formation 130

U. S. Geological Survey Library ^ 
Denver Branch


